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"Growing up in the Black community in Tuskegee, Alabama, what I remember most
is Mama and her friends. They ran that community, held it to their highest values, and
organized everyone to change things where there was a problem. 'That's just not
right,' she would say, and before we knew it she and her lmlies would have raised the
money, organized a boycott, or whatever it took. No child went homeless, no poor
family without food with them around. They changed everything they could that went
against their values."
-Inez Holmes, neighborhood leader, Park Slope, Brooklyn, NY

"It is a woman's way ofknowing that directs choices toward integrated, regenerative,
sustainable development. Imagine many neighborhoods, like a string of pearls,
growing in such new ways."
-Marie CiriUo, NW Board, Woodland Community Land Trust, Clairfield, TN

"Development should not be left to the experts to define what it is and how to achieve
it. New definitions are needed and women, particularly grassroots women, must

contribute to redefining and redirecting a development process that incorporates
women as decision makers and tiro/ widens people's choices and the level of their weUbeing."
-Caroline Pezzullo, NW Board, GROOTS Global Facilitator, UN women and
development consultant, New York, NY

"I am in NW because I believe in women • their power to trust intuition, to work
cooperatively, not competitively, to think of the larger implications of their actions, not
separating means from ends. I need to know that it is possible to make concrete changes
in people's lives, to know that it is happening around the country and that women,
people who look like me, are making it happen! And Neighborhood Women actively
seeks to energize and then honor the power of women!"
• Sheilah Davidson, NW Resource Center, Baltimore, MD
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PREFACE
Since 1974, the National Congress of Neighborhood Women ("Neighborhood Women" or
"NW") has been working to build a social change movement of grassroots women living in poor
and low income urban and rural communities. At the heart of all NW efforts is our belief that
a critical and usually overlooked way to improve life in neighborhoods is to enhance and expand
participation by women in local development, connect them with allies from outside the
neighborhood, and build an effective force for their visions and values in local, state, national,
and international policy formation. NW' s intention has been to build a community that provides
a safe space and a shared power base for women from diverse racial, ethnic, class and religious
backgrounds. Our basic principles and our innovative approaches to organizing, planning, and
individual and group empowerment have arisen out of what we have learned about supporting
neighborhood women leaders.
The effectiveness of our approach has been validated year after year by grassroots women
in our country and in our international network. To our great frustration, we have never had the
resources to systematically teach our ways of being together to all those who need and want them.
Until now, we have had to rely on communicating them through partial materials and demonstrations at the various conferences, workshops, Institutes, and training sessions we have produced
over the years. Finally, in 1991, a Ford Foundation grant, plus additional support from the Board
of Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church, gave us the opportunity to compile what
we have learned so far.
This book is the result of that effort. It is partly a manual (it spells out key organizing,
planning, and empowerment techniques), partly a theoretical statement (it offers a vision and a
framework for thinking about women and community development), and partly a history (it tells
the story of how we developed our ideas and methods). It is meant for use by NW national
trainers/organizers, NW affiliate organizations, and any others who wish to understand and use
our values and strategies for supporting grassroots women leaders. Information about affiliation,
resources, and training opportunities is provided in Section V.

We solicit feedback from our readers, as we consider this to be an evolving, collective work
We will be grateful for comments and suggestions sent to Lise! Bums, our NW Training
Coordinator at 21 Park Place, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217 • Phone 718-783-2298• Fax 718-783-5099.
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A. THE EVOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF
NEIGHBORHOOD WOMEN
"It started with a dream in 1974, a dream of having the efforts of local grassroots

women,from various ethnic backgrounds, recognized and respected. We came to see
that the enemy was isolotionfrom others as committed as we are, discouragement, and
a lack of attention to our own self-development. The complexity of community life
today presents problems so difJicult that we believe women need a special kind of
network to empower and support us becoming strong, effective, and efficient leaders."
·Jan Peterson, NW founder, NW Board, Windber, PA

The beginnings
The National Congress of Neighborhood Women began partly as a defense of the values of
neighborhood women, particularly white, working-class, ethnic women, who in the 1970's were
feeling misunderstood and unheard. Sporadic protest in white ethnic neighborhoods against
school busing, racial integration of housing, or the bulldozing of white ethnic homes in the name
of urban renewal and planning had sometimes been ugly. The media and the country seemed to
have labeled white ethnics racist, reactionary, violent, or ignorant The women were convinced
that this was not a fair picture of their families and friends. No one was looking behind these
outbreaks to the long, patient, non-racist efforts most white ethnics had made to preserve deeply
held values of home, family, work and the way of life that expressed them. Few understood the
pressures that way of life was under. And few appreciated the religious values that opposed both
racism and violence.
In 1974, Barbara Mikulski, now a U.S. Senator from Maryland, Nancy Seifer, who later
wrote Nobody Speaks for Me, and Jan Peterson, Director of the Conselyea Block Association
Education Action Center (a CAP program in the Williamsburg/Greenpoint section of Brooklyn,
NY) prevailed on Monsignor Geno Baroni, then head of the National Center for Urban Ethnic
Affairs, to call a conference of neighborhood women leaders and community organizers in
Washington. Their agenda was to consider the role of neighborhood women in the neighborhood
movement. This small conference of 30 led to a larger assembly of 1.50 mostly white ethnic
women. The women at the second meeting voted to form an organization of their own that would
affirm their values and roles, help them improve their lives and neighborhoods, and represent
neighborhood women accurately to the world at large.
It was decided that the national office should be located in a poor and working-class
neighborhood. Williamsburg!Greenpoint in Brooklyn was selected because the local women
leaders and Jan Peterson, who already had a base there, requested that it do so. Jan, a few months
later, found a way to finance a national staff for the new organization by using CET A public
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service job funds. A group of local women raised rent for a storefront office from cake sales.
Monsignor Baroni gave his blessing, and the National Congress of Neighborhood Women was
born.
The Williamsburg!Greenpoint section of Brooklyn is one of the poorest in New York City.
With a population of about 200,000, the average income is less than $10,000 annually. It is home
to a diverse group encompassing a growing population of Hispanics (including many recent
immigrants from Central America), settled Italian, Polish, Irish and African American communities, and one of the largest Orthodox Jewish communities in America. It has a high percentage
of families with children, and female headed households. Housing and public services have been
deteriorating for years. Buildings are mostly low-rise, and there are many modest, single family
homes, often well kept by their owners. There are also areas of abandoned and boarded-up
buildings, decaying apartment houses, and several public housing developments. Local jobs
have been disappearing due to the loss of major manufacturing industry in the area. During the
1980's, at the height of the New York City real estate boom, some gentrification took place and
new businesses (mainly restaurants) aimed at the new commuter influx appeared. Otherwise, the
local economy consists mostly of small manufacturing plants, their suppliers, storage facilities,
small retail and service shops, small non-profit service agencies, and a large city hospital. The
island of Manhattan is a short subway ride away. As a community, it presents all of the problems
of inner city development, economic, political, and cultural.

Initiating local and national projects
The new NW presented itself as an organization dedicated to supporting women's
leadership in efforts to improve their lives and neighborhoods. Early funding for NW's first
neighborhood project, the neighborhood college program, in addition to the CETA money which
paid for staff, carne from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. It was designed for mature women in
the Williamsburg/Greenpoint area, many of whom had never finished high school. Ethnically
diverse women were recruited, building bridges between various ethnic neighborhoods. NW
participated in the design of the curriculum, the choice of texts and the selection of faculty. The
curriculum focused on empowering the women enrolled, with courses in group dynamics,
community organizing, public speaking, political science, and sociology of the family as
standard offerings. NW instituted peer counseling, a student government association, and family
nights to reduce husbands' fears of what education might do to their marriages. The program was
a magnificent success. Since 1977, it has graduated hundreds of neighborhood women (and men
who asked to attend) with a two-year AA degree. The student retention rate of our college
program has been, from the beginning, far higher than the student retention rate of standard
programs at near-by on-campus colleges. This confirmed for us that programs designed with the
participation of those whom they serve, and with true respect for their input, can work well.
Attending college gave the women confidence and their families began to look at them
differently. Many used their new degree to qualify for powerful staff positions in local
community institutions. Having the college gave the group control of an educational vehicle that
could be adapted to the needs of the women and the community. Currently, the college is being
run by the NW Williamsburg/Greenpoint local in affiliation with Long Island University.
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NW struggled for neighborhood acceptance and to combine a local focus with building a
national network. Funding, particularly for national organizing, was scarce, but Monsignor
Baroni, who had moved to a major post in the Carter administration at the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, and the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor, provided crucial
early grants. They allowed NW to identify a diverse group of grassroots women leaders across
the country and begin working with them. The HUD Office of Neighborhood Self-Help
Development awarded a contract to the National Congress of Neighborhood Women to research
the role and needs of poor and low-income women in neighborhood housing and to propose
improvement programs. The contract allowed us to 1) conduct a survey to determine the nature
of female participation in community groups, particularly housing organizations, 2) convene a
national assembly of women from neighborhood groups to articulate their leadership and
community development needs, and 3) publicize community development programs which were
supportive of women's concerns as models for others to follow.
The women made it clear that they did not want to be viewed simply as recipients of services
and subsidies. They felt they had valuable experience and skills to offer from having provided
services informally and managed a variety of community activities with little funding or support.
They felt that planners did not understand the relationship of housing to neighborhood living
patterns. They wanted to be included in the planning process and trained in skills like
management, architecture, engineering, urban planning, finance, and construction. They also
wanted training in management (preparing budgets, keeping records, writing proposals, raising
funds) as well as household repairs and maintenance. They wanted training and employment
opportunities to be located in their neighborhoods, so they could combine these activities with
raising their families.
They also wanted a public policy shift in the form of an impact statement in program
legislation, similar to the Percy Amendment for foreign aid, requiring that the effect of programs
on women be considered when funding is delivered. Policy guidelines for funding delivery
would help to counteract the common practice of undermining grassroots women's leadership
and preparatory work in the allocation of funds. One of their recommendations for developing
the capacity to influence government officials was the formation and funding of a low-income
women's network based in Washington, DC. This office would disseminate information about
federal policies and programs, collect input from neighborhood women and pass it on as
necessary, direct local women leaders to the right offices and contacts when they came to DC,
and generally service as a clearinghouse and resource center. NW was ultimately funded to
establish such a network and did so for one year. When the Reagan administration came into
office, the project was not refunded, and the potential of the arrangement was never fully realized.
The impact statement they wanted remains to be written. However, NW has continued relations
with many of the women involved, and several now have served as advisors and partners in a
formal capacity.
The local work in Brooklyn became a kind of laboratory for developing ways to carty out
the purposes of the organization. The insights developed there were discussed with the leaders
in the national network as it evolved in form and composition over the years. The ability to meet
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face to face, so important to grassroots organizing, was always hampered by lack of money for
transportation to conferences. Despite this, NW held a number of productive meetings. Followup, without national organizing money, was weaker than we wanted it to be. Publications and
newsletters augmented by sporadic telephoning kept the network alive between meetings.
Participation by leaders across the country waxed and waned, but interest continued.

Defining major themes
Our work began to cluster into discernible categories of activity, and we gradually began
to see what we had to do to get where we wanted to go. We found ourselves doing program
development, education and training, policy and strategy development, organizing, coalitionand partnership-building, advocacy, research, leadership development, information collection
and dissemination, network building, media relations, and, of course, fundraising. Two themes,
introduced by two of NW's early leaders, provided coherence. NW's first Executive Director,
Christine Noschese, a Brooklyn born Italian-American feminist filmmaker from a working-class
background, passionately espoused the need to dignify the roles and culture of working-class
women and to give them recognition and visibility. NW's first board chair, Jan Peterson, a social
worker, therapist, and feminist transplanted to New York from a working-class background in
Cedarburg, Wisconsin, emphasized the need for a neighborhood women's version of the
women's movement. Both on the board and as Director after Christine, she made clear that
though neighborhood women needed the consciousness and empowerment offered by the
women's movement to take on new roles and be heard, they would not join it. They perceived
it as elitist, anti-male, anti-church, and not fighting their battles. Jan felt they needed their own
women's movement. Under Christine's and Jan's leadership, NW's activities translated this
theme into programs with a distinctive style that incorporated the colors, sounds, and flavors of
the Williamsburg/Greenpoint multicultural community.
In addition to empowering neighborhood women through involving them in the planning
and running of our neighborhood college, we held speakouts on domestic violence and
accompanied local women to city hall to demand better neighborhood services. We gave annual
awards to women leaders for their services to the community, highlighting the contributions of
women from diverse racial and ethnic groups in ceremonies that brought them into one room,
often for the first time. We developed a successful oral history project that honored their roots.
We sponsored a film on neighborhood activism that starred many of the local women. We
brought elected officials - local, state and national - to meet with them, and we introduced
them to many other types of leaders and thinkers as well as their counterparts from low income
neighborhoods around the country.
As the local women increasingly found their voices and began to work together, they also
grappled with internal obstacles to taking leadership, primarily burnout, and mistrust and
prejudice between racial and ethnic groups. In response, we began to develop our focus on
leadership support processes and better ways of becoming allies across race, class and ethnic
lines. We ran continuing training sessions in Brooklyn on our methods for women from other
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cities, occasional sessions in other cities, and one session in the Netherlands that led to the spread
of our methods across that country. We incorporated our processes in all our meetings and
conferences and in the operations of our office.

A comprehensive community development strategy
As we focused on the obstacle course neighborhood women -welfare poor, working poor,
and working-class women who live side-by-side - negotiated each day just to survive, we
decided that the obstacle course itself had to change. We realized that no one had adequately
analyzed how the combined impact of many features of poor and low-income neighborhoods
kept women and their families from leading more productive lives. No one, to our knowledge,
had taken a comprehensive approach to changing the conditions that oppress women in these
neighborhoods, such as the lack of affordable, decent housing, the shortage of housing for large
families, the dearth of childcare services, the gaps, inconsistencies, and fragmentation of social
service programs, the distance of jobs from where women live, and unsafe and inadequate public
transportation. Rather, the approach has been to offer single-shot programs in isolation from each
other at inconvenient times and locations, and to offer them to target groups crudely defined on
the basis of income.
Comprehensive community development from a women's perspective thus became another
theme as the interrelationships between the many kinds of problems we were addressing became
apparent We did job training and placement, created a battered women's shelter, offered health
screening services, pushed the local hospital into providing rape crisis services, provided teen
pregnancy prevention programs, ran a successful school for high school drop-outs, managed
adult basic education programs, trained government agency staff on strategies for overcoming
the feminization of poverty, organized (with New York State government) state hearings on
women's poverty, educated public housing tenants about tenant management, researched the
technical assistance needs of neighborhood women for the federal government, fought successfully with the city over the allocation of CETA funds and later over the allocation of ITPA funds,
organized a seven year community effort to tum an abandoned city hospital into housing, and
developed 33 units of intergenerational housing for single mothers and older women on that site.
We ran our college program year after year in collaboration with a variety of colleges, held a
conference to spread the word about it, and helped others replicate it. Other NW conferences
addressed poverty issues, community development, housing options for women, and movement
building. We promoted political organizing around local elections in order to have an impact on
local development, and participated in the local Community Planning Board.
Our focus on comprehensive development was strengthened by visits from international
visitors concerned about women's development. They were sent by the State Department and
the UN to see a grassroots women's organization in operation. Local women began to see their
situation as similar to that of low-income women everywhere, and as being a development
problem. Our neighborhoods were more like Third World countries every day. We got grants
to send some of our women to their countries of origin and to see development efforts in Portugal.
OVERVIEW
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We became officially connected to the UN's non-governmental organization (NGO) structure.
We even helped to form an international grassroots women's organizations network (GROOTS)
and took on a coordinating and fundraising role for it.
The emphases in our programs shifted in response to neighborhood reactions and funding
realities, but the themes remained despite changing staffs, boards, national advisory groups, and
new Directors. They can be summarized as the themes of dignity in diversity, empowerment, and
community development, all from a neighborhood women's perspective.
In developing specific programs in our neighborhood laboratory, we were guided by the
needs expressed or demonstrated by the women in Williamsburg/Greenpoint. They sat on the
board along with professional allies and, later, with representatives of the national network. They
also staffed the organization and were the program participants. The programs that had a national
or international focus grew out of a broad vision of what empowerment required beyond self
esteem and being able to name and claim our own experiences and viewpoints: the credibility of
a voice that represented many neighborhood women, and an organized way of learning from and
helping each other. Local, national, and international work developed together, but funding was
almost exclusively for local programs. Inevitably, local programs dominated our work.

B. NATIONAL CONGRESS OF NEIGHBORHOOD WOMEN NOW
In the mid 1980's members of our Board from other cities felt that we needed to pay more
attention to our national and international dimensions, and that it was time to spin off the local
operations to the local women. A five-year transition process began that ended in the
establishment of Neighborhood Women of Williamsburg/Greenpoint as an independent nonprofit. NWWG took over NW's local grants and contracts and became an NW affiliate, as we
reorganized our operations, decentralized our offices, and began to focus on building our national
network of affiliates and spreading our methods and ideas.
Before we undertook this reorganization, we launched an extensive process of checking
with neighborhood women across the country about what they needed In 1988-89 we co-hosted
with local groups thirteen forums for grassroot women leaders and their allies followed by five
regional forums in 1990. We told almost a thousand women about NW, demonstrated our
leadership support methods, probed what they needed, and asked whether or not they were
interested in being part of our network. We found that their experiences and needs mirrored what
we had found in Williamsburg/Greenpoint, with some minor rural and regional variations.
Poverty (in all its aspects) and welfare reform were major issues. They felt ineffectual in tackling
these and in confronting or working with existing power structures. They found it hard to keep
their organizations going and were struggling with lack of funding, internal conflict, and burnout
They wanted training in leadership development, help with strategic planning, policy information, sharing of program ideas that worked, and support for their efforts. The idea of affiliating
with NW for support and added clout met with their approval, and each forum elected two
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representatives to attend a May 1989 Strategic Planning Meeting with NW's Board in Washington, D.C. Out of that meeting and many preparatory committee meetings came a five year plan
which is included in its original form in the Appendix, along with a chronological listing of our
activities and accomplishments. We have been following that plan since then, as funding has
allowed, and updating it as we move along.
Our principal accomplishment since reorganizing has been our work in the areas of training,
development thinking, and organizing. In addition to developing this Sourcebook, we have also
instituted a series of regular leadership training sessions and begun to develop a cadre of certified
trainers. We have established a program of annual Community Development Institutes for about
sixty leaders to share ideas on community development in an intensive, participatory learning
experience. The first two were ten-day programs at Goddard College in Vermont, the third, a
week-long program at Grailville in Loveland, Ohio. We have, through the annual Institutes,
revitalized old relationships and reached out to a new group of leaders. In addition, we have added
women from around the country to our working Board. We have also established a computerized
resource center to handle our information, design and dissemination functions. GROOTS has
received major funding from UNIFEM, and GROOTS women in nineteen member countries are
planning for a grassroots presence at the UN's 1995 World Conference on Women to be held in
China. NW is organizing Canadian, Mexican and U.S. women for this event. We are also
providing communications for GROOTS internationally, and have participated in GROOTS
planning meetings in Jamaica (1989), India (1990), the U.S. (1991) and Ghana (1992). Nothing
but adequate funding now stands in the way of building the movement we have always
envisioned.

Neighborhoods are the new frontier
The issues we have been working on since 1974 are now at the center of public policy
debates: inner city and rural economic revitalization, strengthening family and community,
finding new ways to be together in all our diversity, developing women's leadership from within
communities, getting the government to help us help ourselves, tending to the health needs of
poor and low income communities, and preserving and restoring a healthy environment. Our
themes of dignity in diversity, empowerment, and community development call forth more
response than ever before. On the basis of years of program work and consultation with
grassroots women around the country and the world, we reaffirm our emphasis on the power of
place in people's lives, on agreeing to live by shared values, and on the importance of
institutionalizing processes that create trust, truthtelling, living by shared values, and action to
create communities that support the real lives of women and their families.
Neighborhood women of all backgrounds understand and value people's need for stability
and community, face-to-face nurturing, personal recognition, acceptance, approval, and time to
be together. The American message of "up and out" has never appealed to them, even when it
was possible for them to act upon it They wish to move up but not out. They wish to know more
and grow more, but not on terms that cut them off from their life-support systems and leave their
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families and roots behind. This is a viewpoint that others in American society are beginning to
appreciate. We have begun to see people moving into ethnic neighborhoods because of their
"warmth" and sense of community. We have seen the third generation which moved to the
suburbs coming back-when they can-to the old neighborhood. We see people moving out of
big cities to smaller towns in search of more personal living conditions.
Something important is happening. A new vision of how to live is struggling to be born,
and it is coming more sharply in focus as it becomes more difficult to realize. The absence of
nurturing communities is fostering a new demand for nurturing communities. In a world of
changing women's roles, women can no longer provide so much of the nurturing as they provided
before. They need nurturing themselves. The need for communities that support the lives of
neighborhood women is only a more extreme vision of a need that exists for everyone. The
empowerment, analysis, organizing, and partnership efforts we advocate for neighborhood
women are, we believe, examples of what the rest of society needs as well.
We get the feeling that the next American frontier, the place where the important and
exciting challenges and opportunities are, is not new international markets, outer space, or high
technology laboratories. It is America's homes and neighborhoods. On that frontier, the
grassroots neighborhood woman's perspective will be critical.
Our principles have been laid out in writing for many years. We invite you to review them
in Part C that follows.

C. NW PRINCIPLES
The NW vision of grassroots women's empowerment and neighborhood revitalization has
been in place since the beginning, but in order for our diverse participants to get along and develop
that perspective, we needed to have a structure that would allow for a mutually agreed upon set
of principles based upon the shared vision and strong values of many neighborhood women. The
following principles were developed in 1982 by the NW National Steering Committee after our
second large national meeting and amended in 1991 based upon ideas generated at the NW
Training Institute.
Each principle is in a box, followed by comments or stories it has inspired or been inspired
by. At the NW 1991 Institute in Vermont participants were asked to reflect on each principledraw it, sing it, enact it, rephrase it Some of those reflections are described here. The questions
that follow each principle are intended as stimuli for readers to similarly think upon these ideas.
The italicized commentary on the principles is excerpted from ongoing dialogue about
them, and appear in a paper contributed by NW Board member Marie Cirillo.
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1. VALUES· BASED PROCESSES
In organizing and assisting women to improve their lives in neighborhoods, we are
committed to processes which build individual dignity, mutual respect and trust,
and which affirm the importance of spiritual values.

CHANGE WITHOUT VALUES IS NO CHANGE.
HELP WITHOUT HOPE IS NO HELP.
VALUES WITH HEART AND HOPE ARE EMPOWERING.
EMPOWERING IS TRUE FREEDOM.
FREEDOM WITHOUT VALUES IS OR BECOMES VIOLENCE.
- 1991 NW Training Institute

"I remember when NW women started their daycare center. No longer were visiting
parents stopped at the front door. We were aU raising the children."
-Parent, now NWWG Staff

"I come from a peopk for whom spirit is a natural, normal part of life. Women have
a major rok in bringing this spirit into community life."
- Madonna Blue Horse Beard, NW Board, President Tiyospaye Network, Rapid City,

SD

"Now that we have discovered afemak perspective on knowkdge, ethics and values,
we rea/i:e that what men had told us was 'the' way, was achullly only men's way."
-Peggy McLaughlin, NW member, professor of law and social work, Ramapo College,
Blauvelt, NY

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as Important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would It say?

OVERVIEW
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2. EMPOWERMENT
We are committed to building women's consciousness of their power and
potential, of their right to self-realization, of their right and capacity to define and
solve their own problems, and to do this by stressing recognition of their strengths
and by offering education and skill·building in a manner that does not alienate them
from themselves and their roots.

Woman power requires discovering selfin a context. Our context is the neighborhood
where a feminist approach to development can be born and sustoined. Our coUective
power wiU create a new paradigm, a new model of the world.

"What good are Literacy, ESL, or GED programs ifparticipants leave them without
a sense of the tremendous strengths they bring to these classes?"
- NW CoUege teacher

·~

lot ofpeople think that control is power. Real power is our humanity, our humane
power. I think women grasp this faster thon men do. Women and people of color too.
Whatever oppression we've been through, it seems lila! the last thing we let go of is our
humanity."
- Marci Rendon, NW member and trainer, Minneapolis, MN

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as Important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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3. ECONOMIC SELF-DETERMINATION
We believe that freedom is build on economic self-determination. We are committed
to becoming economically self-sufficient as an organization, to helping women find
ways to support themselves and their families, and to working with neighborhoods
to promote economic development compatible with neighborhood values and with
the continued existence of those neighborhoods.

At the 1991 NW Training Institute women enacted working alone and showing frustration
and helplessness. Then they came together and bartered with each other. Finally, they enacted
a symbolic statement of economic support from the group as one woman fell and was caught by
the others. This not only showed the group coming out economically better off, but contradicted
the individual bootstrap approach by emphasizing community and cooperative development.

The power of economic self-determination comes from an undersmnding of the
essence of economies- the power to exchange. We must combine the cash economy,
that is associated with the market economy and keeps the poor powerless, with the
barter economy, with the economies made po11ible from Utlents and from natural
resources. We must bring tire urban and rural worlds wgether for more diversity witllin
our economies.

"I remember the group t/UJJ decided ro swp running after outside sources offunding
and instead raise their own money. They got 80% of their time back ro do w!Jat they
valued."
-NWmember

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version ofthis principle, what would it say?
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4. WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP
We believe that women's input and leadership is essential to the building of healthy
community life, and we assert women's responsibility to lead. We believe in
supporting this leadership with public recognition and rewards. We accept the
responsibility for developing new women leaders accountable to neighborhood
women and believe that other women, including women leaders, have the same
responsibility and accountability.

TAKING LEADERSHIP IS A FORM OF EMANCIPATION.
PART OF LEADERSHIP IS CREATING, IMPLANTING NEIGHBORHOOD
WHERE NONE EXISTS.
- 1991 Training Institute

Women's way of knowing connects facts, integrates pieces oftruth. Women's way of
feeling alerts them to death-threatening plans, situations, politics, economies, etc.
Women's way ofdoing is nurturing, creating, building from the bottom up, regenerating.

"One of the problems feminists sometimes face in organizing and mobilizing women
is the absence of leaders ... Mechanisms to support leaders to increase their numbers
are critical to sustain the movement and to ensure that it represents women of many
backgrounds."
-Charlotte Bunch, International feminist, Brooklyn, NY, in Stony Point Report

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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5. NEIGHBORHOOD
We affinn that ties to local institutions, places and people are important sources of
personal strength, and we respect and promote the preservation of the neighborhoods
of others as well as our own.

THE HOUSE
I LIVE IN,
A PWT OF EARTH-A STREET
THE BUTCHER AND THE BAKER
AND THE PEOPLE THAT I MEET
THE CHURCH, THE SCHOOL,
THE CLUBHOUSE ...
... THAT'S MY NEIGHBORHOOD
TOME ...

Women can develop strategies out of their awareness of the many pieces of social
reality. They can give doily attention to the creation, development, and nurturance of
the most valued aspects of this core socialfecological unit.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would It say?

z.
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6. FAMILIES
We recognize that families come in ever-changing forms, but whatever the form, we
affinn the importance of families to the healthy development of adults and children
alike. We are committed to strengthening family life and to helping families
function well for all their members.

PEOPLE NEED THE SUPPORT AND RESOURCES OF OTHERS
IN UNITS BIGGER THAN THEMSELVES TO GROW AND STAY HEALTHY.
FAMILY MEANS BRINGING SINGLENESS OF PURPOSE OUT OF DWERSITY.
- NW 1991 Training Institute

In organization efforts, we must be ever searching for understanding oftlwse that are
"differenf'jrom tlwse considered "standard''. Creative '"being''is the aclaww/edgment
of life in all of its hidden and obvious manifestations.

"I don't think families can be healed witlwut affecting the world. Through healing we
recloim our self, the real self, not the identity self. And tlwt causes a shift in all of our
relntionships. It's a shift toward balance."
-Madonna Blue Horse Beard, NW Board, President Tiyospaye Network, Rapid City,
SD

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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7. SUPPORT GROUPS AND NETWORKS
Because of multiple and conflicting demands made upon women which often lead
to feelings of inadequacy, isolation, illegitimacy, and self-denial, we believe in the
importance of women leaders' support groups and supportive networks. We are
committed to fostering these support groups and networks (local, regional, national,
and global) as sources of personal comfort and growth and as organizing tools for
action. It is through a network, a congress of local groups sharing strategies,
celebrating victories, gaining mutual support, that we can strengthen each of our
organizations and gain a voice in the national arena.

Women cannot give what they do not have. If exchanges do not exist, if it is aU giving
and no receiving, the inner weU wiU dry up and the outer waU wiU break down.

" ... Changes in women's rights change women's moral judgments, seasoning mercy
with justice by enabling women to consider it moral to care not only for others but for
themselves."
-Carol GllUgan, In a Differenl Voice, Harvard University Press 1982

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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8. GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY
We favor self·detennination and self-help for ourselves and our communities, but
we believe that government has a responsibility to assist people to help themselves.
While we are a non-partisan and non-ideological organization, we encourage
political involvement and the use of political activity to accomplish our goals.

Government is supposed to represent all citizens. Women leaders must expect the best
of their government, must call on it, challenge it, strengthen it, tala! leadership roles
in it. Yet, if the government does not serve a neighborlwod weU and does not respond
to the challenges of local development, the call for local leadership to get a handle on
those matters of governance within the community must not be covered up, glossed
over, or avoided.

"As grassroots women we learn from one another in solidarity. Let all policymala!rs
recognize for once and forever that our concerns are part of increasingly larger
agendas- so that our vision wiU positively impact the effects ofdevelopment on the lives
of everyone."
- GROOTS International Network News, in Voi.IIIssue 1, June 1992

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different If your group held this or a similar principle as Important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would It say?
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9. COALITIONS
We believe in working with other groups to accomplish our goals. Our participation
in a coalition working on particular issues does not mean that we endorse the
positions of other coalition members on issues different from the ones for which the
coalition has been formed. However, we accept as affiliate organizations,only those
groups that share our goals and principles and whose actions are consistent with our
goals and principles.

Industrialism and large corporate business often limit participatory processes and
leave people vulnerable to a cash economy and a market system beyond the control of
a neighborhood. Coalitions have the potential of creating a strength that is needed to
confront or negotiate with powers that put limits to our freedom to do local development
Specinli::.edjields of work, like housing, banking, childcare, and economic development
can be calkd on to mobilize•.•
As grassroots neighborhood women and professionals from outside the neighborhood
find each other and commit to the support ofgrassroots neighborhoods, partnerships
emerge. They have a shared perspective about the connection between global and local
issues. They identify with the seed, with the base, with the beginnings of socilll creation.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as Important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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10. DIVERSITY
We are committed to fostering understanding and respect for personal and group
diversity and to the use of education, training, and structured processes to accomplish
this. We are particularly concerned about the way gender, class, race, religion,
culture, political ideology, sexual preference, and personal life choices divide people
who need to cooperate to improve the communities in which they live. Women
leaders and their followers have been attacked for centuries on the basis of narrow
and fixed notions of who we are and how we should behave. We expect our allies,
to stand with us against such attacks when they are used against any one of us.

At the NW 1991 Training Institute, group members took the position of crabs in a bucket with
the oldest (wisest) member narrating the story of the crabs. She told how crabs always pull each
other down when trapped in a bucket and then ended by saying, "But we are not crabs."
Simultaneously, the women release their holds on each other, stand up, and with diverse styles,
connect to one another.

INJURY TO ONE OF US IS AN INJURY TO ALL.
EVERY INGREDIENT IS GOOD ON ITS OWN, BUT THE JOY OF
A SALAD IS THE MIX OF TEXTURES, TASTES, AND COWRS

Improvement potentUzl comes from one's ability to discover the :spirit within and to
pklce value on enriching the spirit. Being open, non-judgmental, creative, and
vi:sumary will create the atmosphere where diversity will flourish. Our ability to delight
in diversity i:s ojWn be:st realized in our common :struggle to overcome critictd barriers.

The mixed neighborhood might be the mo:st important ldnd ofneighborhoodfor local
practitioners of neighborhood development to get involved in. We have to remind
America that diversity, tolerance, and democracy are related to the way we live in
neighborhoods.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your family held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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11. INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Whether we live in rural or urban neighborhoods, from an environmental viewpoint
we are one people, the human family, living in one home, planet earth. Whether it
comes from so-called urban renewal, neglect, drug use, high crime, or pollution of
the resources of land, air, and water on which human life depends, we are concerned
with environmental blight upon our communities. We see the interdependence of
all elements of life. We commit ourselves to including environmental concerns in
our personal, family, and community work.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS SAY
THAT WE ARE ALL ONE PEOPLE,
THAT THE EARTH IS SACRED,
THAT THE PLANET IS OUR HOME,
THAT THE EARTH IS OUR MOTHER.
IF WE DO NOT CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, NEAR AND FAR AWAY,
HOW CAN WE DREAM OF A FUTURE FOR OUR CHIWREN,
OR FOR OUR CHIWREN'S CHIWREN?
- 1!191 NW Training Institute

"When we first sfLlrted to bring back the development, we raised nwney to buy our own
paint for our apartments and haUways. People picked their own oolors, yellow and red
and blue instead oftluzt ugly gray or green used by the housing autlwrity t1uzt nuule our
development look like an old institution. With the graffitl, we painted some places nine
and ten times over. When those people realized we weren't giving up, the graffiti
stopped and it luun't come back since."
-Bertha Gilkey, Chair Tenants Council, Cochran Gardens, St. Louis, MO, Co-Chair
first NW National Steering Committee

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle fit with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your family held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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12. OUR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
''No woman is required to build the world by destroying herself." We are learning,
sometimes the hard way, that a calm state of mind and physical wellbeing are part
of a woman leader's commitment to her own development. It takes discipline to
develop healthy bodies through good eating, sleeping, mental, and spiritual habits.
It takes caring for and reverencing ourselves. We commit ourselves to pursuing our
own wholeness and to encouraging other women to do the same.

WITHOUT PHYSICAL HEALTH AND EMOTIONAL/SPIRITUAL SERENITY,
WE CANNOT GROW WHERE WE ARE PLANTED.
TAKING OURSELVES SERIOUSLY AS INSTRUMENTS FOR COMMUNITY
DEVEWPMENT MEANS TAKING OUR OWN HEALTH SERIOUSLY AS WELL
-1991 NW Training Institute

"I guess the ITWSt I dream about is for my girls, Beverly and linda. I don't want them
to live the kind oflife tlult I have ... the doctor put me on medication tlult I tlwught would
help me. He didn't explain it to me and it ahnost destroyed me. I got dependent on it.
I learned the hard way that it's easier to live with a little pain than to be taking medicine
that turns out to be dope."
- Catherine Gosnell, Eagan, TN

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:
1. How does this principle Ot with your values and beliefs?
2. What group(s) have you known held this principle as important?
3. What might be different if your group held this or a similar principle as important?
4. If you wrote your own version of this principle, what would it say?
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SECTION II
LEADERSHIP SUPPORT PROCESS

A. History of Leadership Support Process
B. Key Elements
C. Starting with Values and Vision
D. Setting Group Standards Together
E. Supporting Women As Leaders
F. Becoming Allies and Principled Partners by
Honoring Diversity
G. Using Appreciation and Participatory Meeting
Methods in Various Settings

LEADERSIDP SUPPORT PROCESS
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NW' s trainers and facilitators are available to community
organizations, public agencies, and other groups interested in learning
Leadership Support Process techniques, reaching and including
underrepresented groups, establishing participatory planning
processes, and/or resolving internal conflicts which hamper the
group's progress toward common goals .

•
NW also conducts a regular program of "trainer training" for group
members and leaders who are then able to serve as continuing LSP
resources in their own organizations and communities.

•
On becoming a NW affiliate, local organizations receive LSP training
on a regular basis as a benefit of network membership.

•
For information, reach Lise! Bums, NW Training Coordinator:
21 Park Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217
Phone: (718) 783-2298 Fax: (718) 783-5099
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A. IDSTORY OF NW'S LEADERSHIP SUPPORT PROCESS
NW Leadership Support Process (LSP) elements and methods evolved from our work with
grassroots women leaders. They can be used in various settings and situations and reach their
maximum use in Leadership Support Groups, an essential tool in NW organizing. These
processes are used to ensure that grassroots women leaders and their professional partners
involved have raised their consciousness as women and can support and empower each other as
they work in local communities. A short history of the evolution of the Leadership Support
Process gives insight as to how NW works.
Very early in the development of the Williamsburg/Greenpoint effort, leaders from NW
encouraged women to take control of their own leadership. By doing this we were contradicting
the pattern of women "helping" to develop a project and then not making major economic and
political decisions when funding came. Another focus was on dealing with diversity in a sensitive
and constructive way. Issues of class, race, and ethnicity were at the forefront of our attention.
Unlike the leaders of many organizations, no one at NW pretended such differences did not exist
The challenge was to find commonalities, dispel myths and fears, and work together to create
neighborhoods in which everyone could live decently.
In addition to its local efforts, in 1979 NW proposed a national leadership development and
support program of four weekends over a two-year period for selected Williamsburg leaders and
ten other grassroots women leaders from around the country, to develop a process for working
together across racial, income, gender, and ethnic lines. It took place between 1980-82, and was
funded by the Carter administration. Those attending included Phyllis Kinnerk from Chicago,
a Polish American mother of seven whose mothers' group at the local Y developed into
Southwest Women Working Together; Helen Powell from West Virginia, who organized
thousands of mining families against black lung disease in her mountain community; Bertha
Gilkey of St. Louis, whose fourteen years of organizing in her public housing development
resulted in a tenant-managed community with remodeled houses and the virtual elimination of
drugs, crime, and vandalism; Karen Means from South Dakota, a leader of Women of All Red
Nations; Cathy O'Brien, active in welfare rights in Washington, DC; Maria Garcia and Ester Cota
from Guadalupe, Arizona, whose group separated their Chicano community from the town of
Tempe and formed the town of Guadelupe where they created institutions and schools to reflect
their self-determination and values.
Each time we met, we sat around for the whole weekend and talked. We talked about
everything and anything. And we listened. We listened to everything and to anything. We asked
each other questions:
o What do you do as women that is unique to community work?
• What is great about women's contributions?
o What problems do you as a woman face?
• What sustains you in your work? Why do you do it?
• When you feel like quitting, what keeps you going?

LEADERSmP SUPPORT PROCESS

• What's it been like out there all these years?
• What's been good? What's been really hard?
• What kind of support has made a difference?
• What kind really hasn't?
• What lessons have you learned from successes? From failures?
• What do you wish we knew about you?
• What's distinctive about your community? (Your people and people like you?)
• What do you wish we knew about your people's issues?
• How could we be more thoughtful, better allies for you and for your people?
• What are our common strengths? Needs?
• What might we take on together?
Our work together eventually evolved into a National Steering Committee, chaired by
Bertha Gilkey and Karen Means, and the Leadership Support Process. We knew we had
discovered something important and we all brought back to our communities new ways of being
together. We had discovered a complex of ideas and practices that combined leadership support
with community organizing action projects. These techniques had evolved from our peercounseling training in our college program, personal experiences with consciousness-raising and
methods used by self-help and Re-Evaluation Counseling groups, as well as reports of breakthrough development work worldwide. They were a new amalgam because we knew if we took
either a trnditional feminist or a traditional neighborhood movement approach we could lose our
real and deep commonality. The neighborhood ways can submerge women's issues; the
traditional feminist focus can emphasize woman-as-individuals to the exclusion of shared
community social issues.
Our methods involved the use of small groups in which women could think together and also

express some of the exhaustion, fear, confusion, hurt, pride, and hope they felt as leaders in the
community. The group also provided a safe environment, structures, and helpful settings for
deepening women's self-awareness. They began to appreciate themselves in terms of gender,
class, ethnicity, race, and as people with opinions. We had learned early in our work that many
neighborhood women of all backgrounds, if asked in standard discussion setting how they felt
about being a woman, or poor, or African American, or Italian American, would respond, ''I never
thought about it," or "Fine." Similarly, if asked in such settings what they thought about issues
such as what kind of housing would meet their needs, they often fell silent or echoed the
stereotypes pictured in women's magazines or on television.
To get beyond these responses, our support group leaders used what we came to call "vision
questions" that bring out what people feel, know, and want, but do not usually articulate.
Working up to the present through evoking past experiences is one approach we used. If we asked
women, for instance, to talk about what they liked or did not like about the housing they grew
up in, we began to tap the stream of feelings and ideas about housing that lies beneath the surface.
Our "dream sessions" which focused on what women would like if money were no object, were
particularly effective in getting to new visions. Some of the most imaginative ideas we have
heard anywhere about housing design and community development came up in these sessions.
National Congress of Neighborhood Women
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We introduced the Leadership Support Process to our network members in workshops
around the country, and we trained them in forming and leading "Leadership Support Groups."
The immediate effects were so energizing to the participants and so conducive to communication
breakthroughs among women initially quite wary of each other, that we introduced them into our
large conferences. In combination with issue and skill-building work, these groups proved
unifying and liberating. They led over and over again to something we had not expected: they
inspired women to express deeply held feelings about their spiritual life and religious faith, their
hope for a loving community, and their joy in finding others who shared their feelings. This has
been very moving for all of us.
Since that time we have continually experimented with applications of the Leadership
Support Process. While it is not a solution to all our interpersonal, intergroup and public policy
oproblems, we feel (and participants regularly confirm) that it helps to bring diverse people
together. We feel it is indispensable to finding out what women have really experienced and what
they really want. It is essential to our strategies for making communities work for women.

Some reactions to tile NlV Leadership Support Process:
"Our group was over 70 strong, from Oregon and Washington State. Here we were,
all together in one room, pledging to mpport each other's dreams and help each other
moke a difference in low-income communities. For once, everyone knew she belonged
and had important stre~~gths to offer to each ofour projects and whatever we chose to
do in common."
- Charlsie Sprague, NW Board, Housing Our Families, Portland, OR

"I am a Puerto Rican mother offour cllildren. After I had to leave my husband, I was
raising my children alone, here in Williamsburg. Because of the National Congress
ofNeighborhood Women's CoUege Program, I went back to school, got a good job and
became active in my community, particularly at the Congress where I became Chair
of the Local Board for several years. But we need our leadership support methods to
back us up. Even now, when serving on the National Board or at a meeting with big
shots or women with a lot of education, I feel/ike I hoven't anything to say. Yet when
we have the questions in the LSP and it's my turn to speak, I can go on forever."
- Mary Guzman, NW WUliamsburg/GM!C!npoint, Brooklyn, NY

"I believe that without the influence ofNW, communities will be led by less conscientious
forces or left in a constant cycle of victimization. Thanks for helping me see myself in
broader terms."
-Carma Haltennan, NW Resource Center, Baltimore, MD
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"Hundreds of/ow-income women in Camden come through our Support Groups using
a lot of the NW ideas. We learn how to ride the waves of Ufe. We talk about the
misconceptions we were given about Ufe, that Ufe is not a straight ahead success story
like the ones we saw on TV as children. Life is constantly changing, even the bad things
about Ufe change. In Support Group we try to be about the process ofheaUng so the
women don't become so overwhelmed."
- Habiba Soudan, NW Board, former Chair, Camden Urban Women's Center, Camden,

NJ

B. KEY ELEMENTS
What would it be Uke,
what if
our culture honored our old and new traditions,
honored our best selves,
what if,
our culture IU!lped us to transform ourselves
and our communities
what if
- Lyn Pyle, Bronx NW, Cullure Group Reporl at the 1990 NW Institute on Women and
Community Development, Plainfield, VT

At the heart of the way NW works is a belief that the way to improve life in neighborhoods
is to enhance and expand participation by women in local development To do that we need to
overcome hostilities, mistrust, fear of ourselves and each other, and the mistaken belief that we
are incapable of solving big problems. LSP helps us do that It also creates a culture and a valuesbased oasis in our society, to counteract the tendency to reduce almost everything to the economic
values of the marketplace. It is an oasis from the prevalent employer/employee dynamic that
produces such typical attitudes as ''What's in it for me?" ''I'm only out for myself." ''I'm in
charge because I'm the boss." ''I only work here." ''You can't fight City Hall." ''It's someone
else's responsibility."
The Leadership Support Process functions as a holding environment, or what the Hopi
people called the "cup of our culture," against the larger society's prevailing winds. It holds up
the values and visions selected by NW as important and works against the particular attitudes and
behaviors we think of as undermining genuine participation. In neighborhoods everywhere
people have to struggle to hold on to their values, their deepest hopes for their families, and their
communities against odds that seem overwhelming. Our insights come from many of these
efforts. Leadership Support Process is not a set of rigid formulas but rather a set of guidelines
for strengthening and sustaining grassroots women leaders in their work to improve their lives
and their communities.
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Key Leadership Support Process elements
1. Starting with values and vision. In every situation, values and vision are reference
points, the ground from which NW encourages groups to decide their priorities and structures.
We use structured "vision" questions that elicit every participant's own experiences, thereby
enabling her to own her own authority:
• What is a positive experience of leadership that you have had?
• What would it look like for you to exert your full leadership potential on behalf of your
deepest values?
• What would that be like?
• What has held you back?
• What support would make a difference?
2. Setting group standards together. We make and keep basic agreements in order to set
standards for working together. We use our own agreements to carry our values and visions into
many different settings.
3. Supporting each other as leaders. We are committed to the support and development
of women as leaders in a context of mutual support. In order for every woman to claim her
leadership, we examine the myths of leadership that we have accepted. We redefine women's
leadership, mutual support, and self-care so that we recognize and overcome prior social
conditioning and oppression. Meetings function best when we recognize the importance of
delegating oversight to a leader who takes responsibility for using meeting methods consistent
with our principles.
4. Becoming aUies and principled partners by honoring diversity. Our "social identities" based on race, class, religion, and ethnicity, provide valuable traditions, cultural values, and
social perspectives that must be incorporated into comprehensive community development. We
use "allies panels" to learn how to deal with conflict and take everyone's social identity issues
seriously. We celebrate and honor diversity by learning how to be effective allies to each other
on oppression issues. We reach out and teach about non-hierarchal working partnerships, based
on NW principles, between grassroots women and professionals, academics, politicians, funders,
and other community groups.

S. Using appreciation and participatory meeting methods in various settings. Deliberate appreciation of ourselves and each other can be a source of renewal. So can celebrations,
songs, and other creative expressions of our diversity and our common visions and values. The
elements of the Leadership Support Process can be used in various settings such as meetings,
workshops, conferences, family groups, to build conditions for community into our lives. We
recommend ongoing Leadership Support Groups to empower grassroots women leaders, as they
have proved successful in helping nurture, sustain, and regenerate their energy.
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A SUMMARY OF NW LEADERSHIP SUPPORT
PROCESS ELEMENTS
I. WE START WITH VALUES AND VISION.
2. WE SET GROUP STANDARDS TOGETHER.
AGREEMENTS.

WE MAKE BASIC

3. WE SUPPORT EACH OTHER AS LEADERS.
4. WE BECOME ALLIES AND PRINCIPLED PARTNERS BY HONORING
DIVERSITY.
5. WE USE APPRECIATION AND PARTICIPATORY MEETING METHODS.

C. STARTING WITH VALUES AND VISION
"It's not that neighborhood women don't dream. So many of their dreams aren't
voiced because they don't think anyone is listening."
-Jan Peterson, NW Board, NW founder, 1978

"We use vision questions and the values underlying them to remind us who we really
are, where we really came from, what we are reolly capable of, why we have a hard time
getting there, and haw we are going to get there with each other's support. They serve
as reminders of the vision that NW ha:r of neighborhoods that work to reflect and
empower our best selves."
- Lise! Burns, NW Vice President and Training Coordinator, Brooklyn, NY

''First things first" is a familiar slogan to the enonnous numbers of people using "12-step"
programs as a process of self-help and personal development If asked "what's first?" members
might give different answers, while agreeing that it's helpful to center a thought and action on
what's most important and timely. In NW we begin first by asking ourselves or reminding
ourselves what is really important in the situation and specifically what values and visions do we
want to claim as important for whatever we are doing. This saves us from the trap that too many
people and organizations fall into of "going with the flow" without first asking themselves what
is important and why it is important Our NW Principles summarize our values and visions; they
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are useful as reference points:
• What values and visions do we take from NW?
• Why did we begin this project?
• What is important enough to overcome obstacles for?
In Section IV: Planning, we introduce the concept of a ''screen," a tool that enables a group
to articulate, discover, or reclaim their particular vision and value priorities, and sustain them
through a planning process.
In the Lakota Sioux tradition, a vision is said to be a dream plus commitment NW resonates
with this concept of vision because it provides direction for the present by shaping goals and
strategies to tum dreams into realities. We believe that the general cynicism and lack of such
visions is a serious threat to our communities today. We developed "vision questions" as a way
of calling forth our dream of a women's values-based community of support.
Each vision question carries an element of the NW vision of what the possibilities could be
for women in a community, at the same time as we acknowledge the obstacles that hold women
back from fully generating, expressing, and realizing their visions. Not the least of these is
society's lack of calling forth women's ideas about community development or providing
support mechanisms to "operationalize" them.

Typical NW vision questions
• If we would support you (and your organization) in your deepest hopes for a better life for
you, for your family, for your community, what would you do?
• If we remembered how important our community goals were for this neighborhood and
we were committed to supporting each other in accomplishing them, what would we do
differently?
• If we all trusted ourselves and each other to find solutions together to all the problems of
this neighborhood: What would it take? What holds us back? What can we do about that?
"If' can release dreams, hopes and values that many women, particularly those who are not
college-educated have not felt invited to express ("dreams are for professionals"). We try to
phrase our questions so that they embody the vision of what could be as well as the recognition
that both inner and outer obstacles may be holding it back. Our analysis of some of the inner
obstacles, the internalized social conditioning of sexism, and racism, and classism, is presented
in Part E :Supporting Each Other As Leaders and Part F:Becoming Allies and Principled
Partners by Honoring Diversity in this section, along with questions that work to contradict that
negative social conditioning.
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Designing vision questions
Vision questions may be conceived of as questions a wise elder in a traditional community
might ask to guide a cherished younger person. The questions don't impose conclusions but
rather remind the younger person of the values, expectations, and insights of the community.
They also engage participants in a genuine dialogue. The dialogue that ensues from engaging
in these questions is very different from an audience/helper model (however cooperative the
audience) and is a key to our success. The question is our main tool for bringing into a situation
our belief in the participants as powerful subjects, even if they are to some extent out of touch
with that power. Vision questions are designed to accomplish the following goals and share these
characteristics:
I. Vision questions elicit women's experiences, strengths, and needs.

"We found that the questions hod to be put in a certain way. If we asked, 'What does
the topic mean to you?' we brought out the different experiences, meanings, feeUngs,
or perceptions of what each participant vables. When we didn't first ask what were the
different meanings, there was always confusion later because the topic meant different
things to different people."
·led Guinee, eo-founder, Neighborhood Women's Platfonn, Amsterdam, Tbe
Netherlands

Our vision questions have a common purpose of bringing the personal and the public
together in the sense that we want to build a knowledge base about "issues" out of the real
experience and practical expertise of the women in the neighborhood. To find out what grassroots
policy recommendations would be on subsidized housing, for example, an NW group leader
would start by asking concrete questions about women's experience with it such as:
• What kind of housing have you lived in?
• What does subsidized housing mean to you ?
• What works/doesn't work about your experience?
• What do you think is most important to change? Why?
• What recommendations do you have for change?
• What contribution could you make to that change?
• What holds you back?
• What's a next or first step?
• What support do you need to take it?

z. Vision questions counter resignation, self-defeating patterns, and the status quo.
The NW group leader learns to identify the situation and the forces restraining or holding
back a positive potential, and through the question contradicts those forces. In general, we have
found that paying attention to what stops people from speaking their vision often liberates their
capacity to find solutions. We avoid false, Pollyanna support If you are in a wheelchair, I don't
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ask you how or when will you walk. But I may ask how my walking beside your chair can help
you go somewhere you have not gone before. To be effective, the questions must hold or bring
out positive possibilities that the person answering may have forgotten or never known. The
questions usually come in clusters, depending on what part of the recognized reality we see that
we want to draw out
In a forum of fifty grassroots women leaders in East Harlem, we wanted to start with a
positive acknowledgment that some programs and strategies were working and that there was a
possibility of the participants teaching each other lessons that they had learned through hard
experience. The opening vision questions to which participants were asked to respond after
saying one's name and organization, neighborhood or community, were:
• What is a strategy you know that can work?
• What is something in community work you learned the hard way?
In another workshop, where the women had known each other for a long time but had
difficulty realizing the power of their combined resources, opening questions included:
• How many people have been affected by your work?
• How many people would come out for you if you needed them on an issue?
These vision questions were used to help aid in the development of the Neighborhood
Women's Resource Center in Baltimore, MD:
• What would it look like to have the resources we need in this network?
• What would be in the Resource Center and why would it be there?
• What would have to be done to have that Resource Center become a reality?
• What would I have to do to make the center a success?
3. Vision questions are open-ended.

"Closed" questions can be answered with a yes or no, or in another way control the response.
The questions used in this process should call out the visionary part of the person, but never
dictate the answer or control the response. The answers come in the participants' own words without anybody speaking for anybody else. The questions are always "open-ended" so that they
can be answered creatively. They honor the wisdom and vision of all the group members, and
by so doing, follow a practice that has been used by council meetings in traditional societies
throughout history.
4. Vision questions set limits on response time.

In order to prevent one or two people from taking over a group and preventing others from
speaking, and to offer the opportunity for everyone to speak, most NW vision questions are asked
with a stipulated time limit for answers and a request for everyone's participation. People can
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decline to answer or "pass," but the intention is to give everyone equal time. Part D: Setting
Group Standards Together, discusses this aspect in more detail.

5. Vision questions should be planned so they are appropriate to the situation and the
participants (be flexible).
Vision questions usually come in clusters, depending on what part of the complex reality
we see that we want to draw out A group of women meeting for the first time may have an agenda
of working together around an issue in the long run. However, the short term agenda will include
getting to know and trust each other so that working together in the future can be grounded in
strong, genuine relationships.
In order to design the questions, the NW leader asks herself questions such as:
• What is the purpose of the group?
• What questions will illuminate the group's purpose?
• What obstacles stand in the way of their achieving that purpose?
• What questions can help participants identify obstacles and ways to overcome them?
• What will happen in the group as a result of answering these questions?
• What kind of information based on the participants' experience is there that will add to
the group's knowledge?
• How can I frame the questions so that each woman speaks from her own specific
experience and not in vague generalities?
• Are there better questions that come from a clearer vision of what the group members'
hopes and NW' s hopes can produce together?
• How can I frame the questions so that no woman is intimidated or overwhelmed by the
scope of the question? (That is, it is easier to answer a question that asks what is one
important thing about a topic versus what is important about a topic.)
• How can I frame the questions so that the women hear their own and others' voices?
It is important to plan the questions ahead of time, but if the immediate situation makes any
those questions inappropriate, it's important to be able to adjust One trainee had prepared the
question: "What brings out your sense of humor while doing community work?" It turned out
that one of the participants had just had a death in her family. The question seemed insensitive
and was replaced.
NW trainers often work in pairs and try to answer the questions themselves first After each
session with a group, NW leaders share and evaluate what worked, what didn't work, and what
could be changed.
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When to use vision questions
Vision questions, like the other Leadership Support Process elements, may be used in
various kinds of settings and gatherings including classes, training workshops, conferences,
community organizing and planning meetings, personal meetings, and Leadership Support
Groups (Part G). We have used them in groups of up to 75 as well as in groups of 12-25,
minigroups of 3-5, and one-on-one meetings. When a group numbers more than 15, it is necessary
to make sure that the question can be answered in a reasonable amount of time. It's better to have
30 people answering in 30 seconds each (15 minutes) than letting one go-round take over too much
of the meeting time.
Vision questions can be used as part of many different types of agendas and formats. Below
are some examples of vision questions separated into categories according to the emphasis of the
meeting and the setting.
1. Check-in vision questions (used for opening circles, leadership support, planning,
and evaluations).

Opening circles. We use one to three questions aimed at bringing everyone into the event
with space to introduce themselves and their thinking, not only their names and organizations.
In a NW forum in Little Rock, Arkansas, where the majority of women were recipients of
public assistance ($162 a month for a mother and two children), the opening vision questions at
a leadership development workshop were:
• What is your name and where do you live?
• What does leadership mean to you?
• What stops you from taking more leadership yourself?
This process can begin the breakdown of the wall that says "You have nothing to say worth
saying." The responses are timed, usually about three minutes for each person. This is also called
a go-round. The group leader is firm about repeating the question if the answers start being
unrelated to the original question. People may decline or "pass." The answers, including the
surprises, passes, and resistances, become creative responses that generate group feeling and
energy.

Leadership support. We developed a regular personal/leadership issue check-in part of our
Leadership Support Group meetings, to remind women that our own self-care starts with noticing
that we are not alone and that our issues are important.
Check-ins, along with appreciations (see Part G) are our main ways of reminding
participants that personal situations and feelings- including their own- need to be taken into
account in organizing. They can also be used at regular meetings and workshops:
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• What's going well?
• What's hard or not going well?
• What's something you're struggling with?
• What's a challenge?
• What's some support you could use today to deal with this?

Evaluations (often used at closing circle go-rounds).
At meetings:
• What went well tonight?
• What could have gone better for you?
• What is something that was a highlight for you today?
• What's something you learned from this group?
• What's something you' II take back to your community?
About our leadership:
• What are you pleased with in your work? In your leadership?
• Where are you having difficulties?
• Where would some support make a difference to you?
About each other:
• What's something positive you see in your neighbor that you see in yourself?
• What do you appreciate about the person on your left (or right)?
• What can we say we appreciate about all of the people in the group?

2. Vision questions to focus on common topics or issues.
We want to balance a personal approach with the need to take a stand on public issues. We
use vision questions to develop our own understanding of issues. By listening to each woman
answer in a personal way and speak to the issue, we can discuss the topic without assumptions
about what people mean as it relates to them and to their lives.
Groups or subgroups of7-12 can meet to discuss vision-based questions that focus in on
specific areas. No one speaks twice before everyone speaks once; no one speaks four times before
everyone speaks twice. This format provides more time for each person to expand her ideas and
for a group to go into greater depth on solutions.
• What does (housing, education, being on public assistance) mean to you?
• What's gcxxl about it? What's hard or negative about it?
• What would you like to see happen in this area? Why?
• What can you do to make a contribution?
• What's a first step for you?
• What support (and from whom) would make a difference?
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3. Vision questions to build a consensus, reach a dedsion, or make a plan: The
Conversation Method.
This is a middle ground between our go-rounds where everyone is heard, and a free-for-all
where anything goes and the themes and intentions of the group may be lost in the flow of the
discussion. Questions are used to provide focus for the group to reflect together on an experience,
to solve a problem, analyze an issue, or come to a group decision.
We have adopted the "Conversation Method" from the dedicated community developers of
the global Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA). They developed and used it successfully in villages
throughout the developing world and in nonprofit and business organizational planning sessions.
We consider the Conversation Method a vision question process because the questions are
offered with the assumption that all the knowledge or thinking needed is already in the minds of
the members of the group. The questions enable the participants to reflect together in a
disciplined way so that the knowledge will come forth productively.
The leader develops questions in a set of clusters, each on a different level of reflection, and
asks them of the group in a sequential way. Hopefully, several people answer each question, and
the leader moves on to the next question while attention is high, rather than requiring a go-round
or a set number of responses. The questions move from the factual level, through feeling
responses, into interpretation and analysis of the situation under discussion. The conversation
ends with a set of questions on the level of decisions for responsible action.

(Fact)

•What did you see happen today?
• What will you remember?

(Feeling)

• What (if anything) pleased you?
• Confused you?
• Surprised you?
• Bothered you?

(Interpretation/analysis)

• What's the message here?
• What's important?
• What's behind the issues?
• What needs are most important?

(Decision)

• What future do we want together?
• What decisions are called for in this situation?
• What's a next step?
• What will I contribute?

Vision questions can be used to resolve conflicts (see Part E), explore social identity issues
(see Part F), achieve results in community organizing (see Section III: Organizing), and create
useful individual and group plans (see Section IV: Planning).
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D. SETTING GROUP STANDARDS TOGETHER
"I don't know what it is, but when we have the leadership support agreements in a
meeting I can think and talk. Withaut them, I feel/ike I don't have anything to say."
-Sonia Rosa, Director NW Williamsburg/Green point U-Can School, college student,
Brooklyn, NY

"When people come to work at WES (Women for Economic Security) they have to work
with our values. We expect that you wiU be honest, respectful and open to being with
other people who don't think e:mctly like you do. Things like being on time are a strong
value for some of us and not so strong for others, so we work with each other on that.
But the basic values, they aren't negotiable here."
- Eddye Owens, NW Board, Women for Economic Security, Chicago, IL

"What, ifanything might have saved that program from getting into such difficulties?
I think that if we had kept to what our real mission and purpose was, it might have gone
better. People forget why they stort things. We should have had our mission and
purpose up on the waU so everybody could remember what we had started the program
for, what we were aU about - the children."
-Ethel Battle Velez, NW Board, Urban Women Society, East Harlem, NY

Our experience has been that a group that takes itself seriously must develop its own
structures for meetings and other ways of working together. If not, we have found that women
are left to the mercies of group members' feelings, personal agendas, and socially-conditioned
roles in society. Too many meetings are either chaotic or overly controlled. It might be asked,
why not use Robert's Rules of Order to organize meetings? Although these rules have their place
in group meetings, they can take the life out of them. When they are the only "agreements" the
group is bound by, they eliminate the person, the opportunity for shared discussion. NW
advocates creating agreements that best fit:
• A group's shared values and visions.
• A meeting's purposes.
• Women's leadership.
Some examples of the need for agreements:
• A PTA in the South Bronx falls apart because the meetings always start late and two
members dominate with their own personal agendas.
• A group of women professors say they don't want or need our rules to guide their
discussion. Three women talked and the rest listened for the next 30 minutes.
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• In a meeting with both grassroots and professional women to discuss options for change,
the professionals dominate the discussion. No one reminds the group of the need for input from
the grassroots leaders until the meeting is practically over.
• The planning expert talks without expecting dialogue, or resents questions from
neighborhood people as interruptions. The exhausted homemaker forgets that she and her
concerns are at the heart of the neighborhood planning effort.

NW guidelines for making basic agreements
The aim of our basic agreements is to find the simplest and the clearest ways to remind
ourselves of our mission, our values, our hopes, our goals, our standards of behavior and our time
limitations. With basic agreements, we don't have to reinvent a safe and thoughtful way of having
a meeting every time. We always start from our standards, from what we believe in. We designate
at least one person to remind us of those promises when we forget. This way we build trust that
our agreements can be counted on and we get things done.
Often our simple but firm meeting agreements and our way of structuring our time together
are associated with issues of control or hierarchy and resisted at first, particularly by professional
participants. For people with middle-class backgrounds, our guidelines can feel very restrictive,
hampering their familiar patterns of frequent speaking. On the other hand, most grassroots or
working-class women in our meetings report that our structured time slots free up their capacity
to think and speak in a group setting and disrupt their patterns of being silent and withdrawn in
a group with strangers.
NW has worked quite successfully across race, class, and ethnic lines. Most of our meeting
structures came into place to honor and preserve this diversity.
Basic agreements for NW meetings:

1. Full attention. We listen respectfully, giving each speaker our full attention.
2.1-statements. We speak from our own experience, using "I" statements whenever
possible.
3. Full participation. We encourage everyone to speak. At the same time, we "pass"
(decline a tum to speak) when we need to, and respect the right of others to pass. Anyone who
passes is asked again at the end of the go-round if she wishes to speak.
4. No putdowns. We do not engage in putdowns of ourselves or anybody else. We separate
issues from people holding opinions on issues.
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5. No advice. We don't comment on each other's contribution or give advice except when
it is asked for. If asked to respond, we ask supportive questions or share our own experience.
6. Personal confidentiality. We keep confidentiality outside the meeting when people share
personal information during personal support time, and don't refer to what was said (even to the
speaker herself) without explicit permission from the speaker.
7. Culture and spirit. We bring elements of culture and spirit into our meetings to remind
us of our shared values and visions. We are careful to welcome different approaches, not letting
one cultural or religious view dominate.
8. Personal responsibility. We accept responsibility for taking initiative and getting our
own needs met, such as going out to smoke, getting our questions answered, or getting the support
we need to solve problems.
9. Stay with the group task. We accept responsibility for sticking tb an agreed-upon agenda.
We support the designated leader in helping us do this.
10. Time limits. We aim to start and end meetings on time. Often responses are timed. We
try to give everyone equal time.
11. Appreciations and Leadership Support Process. We take the time to share genuine
appreciations of each other and use LSP participatory meeting methods. Whenever possible, we
share good news before bad news.
12. limit smoking. We abstain from smoking unless the group agrees to allow one smoker
at a time.
Each group has to make agreements it can live with. The agreements may need modification
to suit the purpose of each meeting. Additional agreements may be needed.
Concepts helpful for shaping agreements:
1. Agreements should be flexible and able to change as needed, keeping constant with our

aims. Times and needs of groups change. For example, ten years ago, in the Williamsburg NW
founding group, smoking was very common. We had a struggle to get a group agreement for even
a two-person-at-a-time limit for smoking in a meeting. Today is different many groups can get
an agreement for no smoking at all. Smokers leave the room when they want a cigarette.
2 Agreements should be sensitive to diversity and oppressian issues. Good agreements will
send a message to everyone that contradicts or goes against the social conditioning we call
internalized oppression. This is particularly important for bringing out the contributions of so
many grassroots women who have been given a social message that their contributions are less
valuable than those from other people in the society.
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3. Agreements should take a stand and not compromise NW principles. They should reflect
and support personal and group values. Our agreements are the ways we live our principles in
a meeting situation. They are the promises that we make to each other about the standards we
will hold on to no matter what happens.
4. Agreements should make practical sense in relation to the group's purpose. A Leadership
Support Group would need a strict rule about confidentiality; a workshop or a group conversation
would make an agreement about overall time limit; a business meeting would make agreements
about following agendas and tasks to be accomplished.
5. Breaking agreements is seen as a mistake to be co"ected. In the process of learning any
new approach, people ''break the rules." However, because we have agreed to honor agreements
in general in this community, broken agreements are understood as mistakes and are not defended
as ''my style," or ''my right to be different" If an agreement is too rigid and is not helping the
group, then a discussion is needed about a replacement agreement rather than throwing out
agreements in general.

Sample agreements
From an organization:
By-laws, while helpful for legal matters, tend to fall far short of a good set of agreements
and guidelines. Agreements can give the Board, staff and participants a common understanding
of the organizational vision and values and their implications for everyday functioning. Unless
there is longstanding friendship and trust to ease communication, we find that agreements or
guidelines are best accompanied by a brief statement of the reason for them. For example:
• Board and staff meetings will start and end on time. Rationale: our time is short enough,
without wasting it on waiting for ourselves.
• Minutes will be kept and a report of the meeting will be printed in the monthly newsletter
for staff and participants. Rationale: we want everyone to know the decisions of the board and
the major issues they discuss.
• Any board member who is absent for more than three meetings in a row without special
circumstances and permission of the chair will be dropped from the board. Rationale: we need
board members to oversee our programs in a continuing way.

From a family:
• Once a week we will hold a family meeting and use our basic agreements. Rationale: we
all benefit from an orderly time together, and it won't happen without a plan. For example:
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• Mom will remember that she doesn't have to do everything for everybody and that she
can ask for help and get it.
• Dad will ....
• Grandma will ....
• Marie will ... .
• Georgie will ... .
• Althea will ... .
From a meeting on issues - agreements on procedure and fonnat:

• Starting and ending on time.
• No putdowns of self or others.
• Suggested format:
1. A go-round of two minutes per person for personal check-in.
2. A group conversation format (a series of vision questions to the group) for
discussing the issue being addressed.
3. Brainstorm for five minutes on refining or reaching the group goals, followed
by discussion.
4. Set time and place for next meeting.
5. A go-round of one minute per person for closing comments.
NW agreements don't have to be limited to meeting management They can become general
guidelines for ways of being together.
From a housing development tenants council:

• Tenants Council meetings are not optional in this development. Rationale: every
household is important to this community and we expect to see you at the meetings as a part of
your responsibilities as members of our community.
• Families are responsible for their children. Families with children will show the Tenant's
Council that they have adequate plans for their supervision. Families whose children deface or
otherwise damage community property will be responsible for making good any harm done.
• Please keep your balconies clean and uncluttered. Rationale: we are proud of how our
development looks with all our work. Hanging laundry there only gives us an unsightly
appearance and commuters passing by something to complain about.
From a nonprofit women's community organization staff:

• There is a need for guideline agreements. Rationale: if we don't set our own expectations
of each other, the workplace will be a sitting duck for our personal agendas or "top-down" rules
to dominate.
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• I agree to respect other staff members' time by making and keeping appointments. I will
ask another's permission before I take their time.
• I will carry out my assignments and commitments unless something important comes up.
If this occurs, I will personally find someone to cover for me and let the appropriate others know
of the situation.
• I have a right to say no; however, I can explain why I am saying no so others will
understand.
• I will use the basic agreements as ongoing agreements throughout the day. One person
speaks at a time. Listening is essential. No putdowns of self and others.
• My own comfort is important, so issues like smoking, radios, heat, etc., need to be dealt
with and agreements reached.
• Establishing a welcoming atmosphere in the office is important. I will be sure to say hello
in the morning and goodbye in the evening. As often as I can, I will say hello to people entering
the office and ask them if I can help so they are not standing there bewildered or unsure of what
to do.
• I will take responsibility for myself and the organization as a whole which means that I
will go the extra mile to improve conditions instead of waiting for someone else or blaming
others.
• I will work out any disagreements with co-workers directly. If I need help I will ask a third
party for assistance. Lingering disagreements contaminate the environment and set a bad

example. I will not take my disagreements outside the office.
• I will be courteous to co-workers and participants at all times.
• I will publicly and privately give my co-workers affirmations and critical feedback (in a
respectful way) and accept feedback from them so that we all can grow.

How we hold each other accountable
''She volunteered for the work, but something came up and she dropped it."
''She just doesn't follow through."
"Big talk at the planning meeting, but who knows what happened after that?''
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Accountability, coordination, and followup are real difficulties in organizations, particularly when volunteer leaders carry most of the responsibility. How do we hold each other
accountable without overburdening each another or turning those willing to do the work into
nagging parents?
Although this is by no means solved in NW, many leaders have had more success when their
groups made explicit and public their intention to be accountable to each other and the project.
The nick seems to be balance: holding ourselves and others accountable while at the same time
not blaming anyone for having difficulties carrying out the work.

NW guidelines for increasing accountability:
!. Clarify project vision, values, and goals so people can't easily lose sight of what the group
is doing and why. Put these in writing and make sure each participant has a copy.

2. Make written or posted agreements designed to hold everyone to her commitments.
Make sure that holding people to their agreements is understood to be part of the leadership
function and assigned to somebody, so followup check-ins are not misunderstood as signs of
distrust or disrespect. Ask participants how they want to be checked with, and how often.
3. Make progress toward completion of assigned tasks public by posting a list of work
assignments and reporting on progress at every meeting.
4. Increase the backup resource by assigning a backup support person to each project where
difficulties are likely. Structure a backup plan (Plan B) to go into action when the original plan
(Plan A) deadlines are passed.

E. SUPPORTING EACH OTHER AS LEADERS
"The head bird shields the wind and aU the rest are carried by her, by varying degrees
of course, from the back which is best, to the front which is wont, with very little effort,
I am told, on the part ofany one bird. Because when the head goose has had enough,
she simply falk back and relies on another bird for strength when strength is what she
locks. And that's how /found out that this goose could fly from way up North to way
down South and back again. One bird cannot do it alone, you see. It's something which
she needs to do in community."
- Adapted from a story told to the Hyde School, Bath, Maine

"We don't want to run away from leadership, only find ways ofleaden hip that are life·
enhoncing."
-Mary Field Belenky, NW member, co-author of Women's Ways ofKnowing
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"We knew that the kind ofleadership our families and communities need is based upon
a deep love and hope for the people involved, especially the ones in trouble. We knew
we needed to be firm with that love to avoid 'enabling' people hurting themselves or
other people. And we knew that our kind of leadership always has a vision, a vision of
a better time, a better world, and spiritual values underneath it all. That's what we think.
is good leadership and that's the kind of leaders we want to be."
-Lise! Burns, NW Vice President, remembering the first LSP sessions

"Hxaro is when I take a thing of value and give it to you. lAter, much toter, when you
find some good thing, you give it back to me. When I find something good, I wiU give
it to you, and so we wiU pass the years together."
- Xona Kung Tribesperson, quoted by Deborah Tannen in You Just Don't Understand

NW's vision of Leadership Support -contradicting the myths
Our vision is that women as a group can contribute to their communities by taking the
insights and valuable experience we have developed from the private, family sphere into the
public sphere, at the same time as we add to our knowledge of the public sphere (that is, how to
affect policies, gain power, understand infrastructures).
It is a given that families, neighborhoods, communities, and society as a whole need
responsible leadership. Based on our experience with women community leaders, we think that
the hopes and dreams of neighborhood women and their families can be released and realized by
attention to the twin issues of women's leadership and support for women leaders. These issues
are intertwined because effective support for responsible leadership has been neglected too long.
The Leadership Support Process is a tool kit to help us realize our vision of neighborhood
women's leadership. It consists of four major steps:
1. Articulating our vision.
2. Determining what holds us back: obstacles to realizing our leadership potential.
3. Becoming aware of and contradicting "internalized oppression:" socially-conditioned
negative messages that we have internalized.
4. Sharing strategies that can work (Parts F and G).

Articulating our vision. The premises of our vision are that:
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership is necessary and desired.
Women can find women's ways of being excellent leaders.
Women leaders are particularly unsupported.
Women's leadership deserves support.
Support means appreciation, listening, acceptance, and challenge.
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Determining what holds us back: obstacles to realizing our leadership potential. Both
inner and outer obstacles may hold us back from realizing our leadership potential:

• Many grassroots women do not recognize the real responsibilities they take in their
everyday life - in their families, workplaces, and communities- as leadership.
• Prior negative experiences with leaders (who exemplify society's prevailing values)
combined with feelings of low self-worth result in our belief that we don't have the capacity or
qualifications to really lead.
• We have bought into the societal myths: some people are born leaders whereas most
people are followers; women can't handle leadership power; leadership in neighborhood
development demands "professional expertise" and/or advanced degrees.
• Women's experience across lines of class, race and ethnicity differ, but almost all of us get
the message that our role is to take care of others versus self, and that it's okay to lead in the
personal world, but not in the larger society.
• When we do become active outside the home, we are too often given- and accept- the
caretaker rather than the leadership roles.
Numerous women, however, do take on heavy responsibilities to improve the life in their
communities. By and large they get involved because they want to help someone (a child or
relative) and are not prepared for the political dynamics that occur in community struggles. Since
they consider it an extension of their "family work," family loyalty codes operate and issues
sometimes get lost. Women often get personally hurt when people differ with them. (It seems
easier for men to realize that someone may be fighting them on one issue and supporting them
on others; the differences that arise are taken for granted and accepted rather than considered
"disloyal.")
Our accomplishments are often at great personal sacrifice. Our family and community work

is often isolating and demanding and we don't get credit for it. We have also had experiences
where we found that other women are the first to criticize, attack, write us off, or disappear. Much
of our experience as women has been with distortions of support in the form of overprotection,
coddling, advice, and expectations of "loyalty no matter how one's values or opinions are
violated." What women need is partnering, listening to empower others, space to find our own
solutions, and being in relationship without having to surrender our position.
Challenging the obstacles by becoming aware of and contradicting "internalized
oppression" - socially conditioned negative messages that we have internalized. In spite
of all these obstacles, plus the devastation of economic cutbacks, privations, and social abuses
that are characteristic of today' slow-income neighborhoods, many grassroots women leaders
accomplish extraordinary feats. They voice people's needs; offer credible action agendas for
solving problems; organize people to modify/act on that agenda; provide encouragement,
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supJXlrt and collect new ideas as they struggle; are role models; focus attention on implementation; and follow up on shared work. Each of us knows a woman who is deeply committed to the
efforts of people to improve their lives, who puts herself out to be the wind at the backs of a group
of people whether or not they make her the formal leader. If we remember and honor these
women, we feel less alone and we are reminded that common beliefs about women's leadership
are mistaken. A way NW does this is by asking:
• What woman are you grateful to for a model of woman's leadership? Why?
• What's a similarity between you and the leaders you admire?
• Is it something you wish to strengthen and use more often?
• What's a difference between you and the leaders you admire?
• Is it something you wish to change?

NW holds that at the foundation of reclaiming our leadership and making it life-enhancing
is learning how to be mutually supJXlrtive of one another's leadership. Distorted expressions of
supJXlrl are largely the result of internalized sexism, a by-product of the oppression of women.
Oppression is the systematic mistreatment of one group by another, or by society at large.
Internalized oppression is the set of negative and JXlWerless feelings people get by taking in the
messages of oppression. For example, somewhere in all of us we know that women are really
smart, powerful, and capable of healing the world. For thousands of years, however, we have
been expected to remain in the background and out of the public mainstream (the men's world),
and we have been told who we are and who we should be in a way that has limited our sense of
what we can do.
Understandably, many women carry feelings and negative behaviors that say we don't look
right, we're not smart enough, we can't expect men to share parenting resJXlnsibilities, we are still
the property or sex objects of men, our lives don't count, we are not imJXlrtant, and we have to
derive our value from how we serve men and take care of others. As a result, we do not consider
ourselves or other women capable of solving problems. We do not consider that we are allowed
to have opinions and principles that differ from those close to us. When these social messages
are "internalized," and we accept these views of ourselves and our roles, we are perpetuating our
own oppression. By becoming aware of and then contradicting the socially-conditioned
messages that we have internalized as "reality," we begin to dissolve our inner obstacles to
leadership and mutual supJXlrl .
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Contradicting internalized oppression
THE CHICKEN AND THE EAGLE
In a village in West Africa a tired naturalist
came to a fanner's gate. Her task was to catalog
different species of animal and fowl for the
central administration. She was walking
through the countryside when behind a farmer's
house she saw a young eaglet in a coop built for
chickens. She knocked on the door, made her
greetings, and remonstrated, "Sir, I am afraid
that you have made a mistake. One of the young
birds in your chicken coop is not a chick but
actually an eagle, a bird that in our country has
rights of freedom and may not be penned or
otherwise injured."
"Oh no, cousin," the farmer replied, "This
young bird is now a chicken. I raised it as a
chicken and it has no other possibilities than to
be a chicken. Come and see for yourself."
They went to the back, and the naturalist tried again. She took up the eaglet in her
arms and spoke to it, calling out its name. "You are an eagle, with rights of freedom in our
land. You belong above us, to the sky, and can be owned by no one." The eaglet clucked
a chicken-like cluck and jumped down to the ground.
"You see," said the farmer.
"Please, I beg of you," said the naturalist, "Give me the night."
The next morning before the sun rose over the mountain behind the farmer's house,
the small figure of the naturalist could be seen climbing the mountain, carrying in her arms
a shape in a burlap sack. At the top of the mountain, she waited for the dawn, and as the
sun rose she opened the sack, took out the eaglet, and faced its eyes directly into the sun.
The bird shuddered and shrieked with the pain and brightness of the sun, shuddered
once again, and spreading its wings widely, took otT circling into the sun-filling sky.
-African Training Story, Leadership Development Series
-Graphic from The Sacred Tree, courtesy of Four Worlds Development Project
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Becoming aware of internalized oppression:
We often tell ''The Eagle and the Chicken" story when we introduce the NW perspective on
the way sexism oppresses women. We might ask:
• Who are you in the story?
• Where are we eagles?
• Where are we chickens?
• How do we talk to other women acting like chickens?
We remind women of what we lose by all too often believing we are chickens. Like the
eagle, we can forget our heritage of wisdom, the validity of women's ways of thinking and
knowing and nurturing throughout history. But we can also contradict our internal patterns that
make us believe we are "less than," "incapable of power," "poor thinkers."
In small groups or as a speak-out in a large group, we might ask:
• What are women's strengths?
• What do you love about being a woman?
• Where' s the oppression? What's been hardest from the outside about being a woman?
• Where's the damage oppression has done?
• What don't you like about the way women can act?
It is important for the leader to point out how internalized oppression works. When society
doesn't take us seriously, we take that in and don't take ourselves seriously- our goals, feelings,
thoughts. For thousands of years it has been okay, even legal (and in many places, still is), for
husbands to beat their wives or keep children upon divorce. By making it okay for husbands or
bosses to think women are their property and for women to think they cannot make society's
rules, society has encouraged women to be pitted against each other. Women take that in. We
also learn that standing up for ourselves when there is conflict may be dangerous, because our
husbands can beat us, our bosses can fire us.

As a group, women then develop indirect communication patterns. We often handle
conflicts underground. This is a common problem in women's organizations. Two or three
women will get together and undermine a leader or a project rather than talk to her about it Often
the behaviors that we women most dislike about each other and hurt each other with come about
as a result of surviving under oppression that we mistake for the only possible reality.

NW ways of challenging internalized oppression:
In NW we understand, but reject and challenge, the internalized oppression attitudes that
show themselves as competition in negative ways, personal attacks, disrespecting other women,
not taking ourselves or other women seriously, not being reliable, overprotecting in the guise of
support, putting everybody else's needs before our own, and losing an organization's vision
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because of putting personalities over principles.
In NW we advocate learning to recognize and challenge internalized oppression messages
while respecting the person who carries them. We separate the person from her patterns. We
point out the oppression or other pattern that shows up in behavior without attacking the person
exhibiting the behavior.
We are inspired by our sisters in developing countries. Women leaders of grassroots social
movements in developing countries report that as long as women considered themselves with the
same kind of disregard as did both the men in their lives and the authorities of church, state, or
marketplace, they tended to be passive and "resigned to their fate." However, in community after
community, as soon as the women understood themselves in a new identity, as more than the
family beasts of burden and the property of husbands, they became alive and organized
themselves for change. They formed women's associations and took effective action on family
and community issues. Their approaches to leadership were radically different from social
welfare approaches. Organizers who emerge from indigenous leadership lead those groups, not
"counselors" from the outside.
One of the most effective ways we have found to support women's strengths is to hold a
vision of their potential as people and leaders, and challenge the internal feelings and attitudes
that they experience as holding them back. For example, a woman who is active in a public
housing tenants group is asked to go and talk to the City Council at a public hearing to say what
she thinks is needed in public housing. She says she doesn't want to go. She feels she is not
qualified because she doesn't have a professional degree and she is not used to speaking.
Where the old way might be either to commiserate with her and say, "If it's too hard, don't
go," or to blame her for not going, the NW way would be for the leader and group members to
hold a shared vision of this woman acting capably and confidently. Their assumption would be
that something holds her back. They would point out her strengths and contradict her "can't do
it" feelings with some vision questions: "People in the housing group come to you for guidance
all the time. What's stopping you from knowing how wise you are? What stops you from feeling
you can talk?" The other group members would not attempt to talk her out of her feelings but
instead would create a loving, supportive space in which she could release them. Once she has
a safe space to express her understandable but irrational feelings, she is freer to think about the
issue at hand - of going to speak at the hearing. The NW leader might then ask her, "What
support do you need to go?" She might need company, or someone to help her rehearse what she
wants to say, or lend her a typewriter, or babysit while she takes an hour to think about it.

So often, before women can hear the positive reality (in the above situation, that the woman

had the information people needed to hear, that she was a good speaker, and that strangers would
listen to her), they need to have permission, even encouragement, to feel the sad, "bad," feelings
and to cry or get angry if she needs to.
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NW strategies for supporting each other
NW basic assumptions about people:
Underlying the NW Leadership Support Process are some basic assumptions* about people,
how they get hurt, and how they can recover from those hurts.
1. We are all smart and are able to think well and use our intuition and logic to make
decisions about what we do.

2. We are basically doing the best we can under the circumstances.
3. We have all had bad or hurtful experiences which we may or may not remember, but we
carry around with us.
4. Without being listened to, we behave in the same way, over and over, to protect ourselves
from being hurt again. We get into the habit of responding in a patterned way, and eventually
we cannot remember any other way to respond, even though these patterns may not be the best
way under the present circumstances.
5. If we are listened to respectfully and given accurate information, we can let go of our
hurtful experiences and confusion and think more clearly about ourselves and our well being.
6. To recover our clear thinking and well-being, we need to think about our hurts and how
they affect how we behave. With that knowledge and understanding, we can make a decision or
commitment to act in a way that is different from or opposite to the pattern we have gotten used
to. No one deserves blame, but everyone is responsible for her actions.
7. Direct ways to release tension include crying, yawning, shaking, shivering, and angry
motions and/or noises. In their desire to help, others often interrupt these natural ways of releasing
tension and healing. Other ways of releasing tension include prayer, exercise, talking, meditation, inspirational readings, taking walks and showers.
8. When we release emotional and physical tensions, we need people to listen respectfully
without interruption to our feelings, but they do not need to agree with those feelings.
9. Communities that follow this process can provide a good place to reclaim our original
nature. We can learn a lot from recovery, self-help, social movements, and religious communities working towards this goal.
10. Until we organize ourselves around this or a similar vision, the oppression operating in
society will continue to reinforce our patterns of hurt and confusion and interrupt clear thinking.
*Special thanks to S. Parks of the florida Low Income Housing Coalition for her rewrite of these asswnptions.
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NW redefinition of leadership support: applying NW assumptions about people to
meeting behaviors and attitudes:
''Everyone is leaning on me - at home, at work, and also in the community. I have
to keep a confident and optimistic tone when I am out there, but the feelings of anger
and discouragement just build and build inside of me. Sometimes I go into the
bathroom, turn on the water, lock the door and cry. I'm the leader but I have
feelings too. So what are we supposed to do with our feelings?''
Generally in organizations, people are frightened that if you let feelings in, problems and
unmanageable feelings will take over. They focus on topics and agendas and exclude feelings.
Could there possibly be a women's organization where we could let our hair down and show our
real feelings, ugly or upset or anything, and not get them thrown up in our faces? And if we get
our feelings out how will we get back to work?
NW's Leadership Support Process can be understood as an attempt to combine permission
for feelings to be expressed with ways to keep them from being disruptive. Part of our strictness
with basic agreements is not for order's sake, but to balance our openness with safety and clear
limits on the sharing of emotions and the taking of group time. Underlying our use of
appreciations and participatory meeting methods (as described in Part G) are some basic attitudes
that redefine "support" as it is generally practiced Within this redefinition, we welcome diversity
of style and substantive differences.

Embracing the notion of uneven development. All of us are more developed in some areas
than others. We are all underdeveloped in some ways and distorted in our development in some
ways. We need to nurture patience with ourselves and each other as well as the capacity to
challenge ourselves and each other.
Listening with respect and attention. We cannot overestimate the importance of this.
Fundamental to leadership support is listening in such a way as to give a person space so that she
can figure things out for herself. The NW approach is alliance and aspiration rather than
caretaking. This is different from giving advice, which usually has to do with our own
experiences and doesn't consider the other woman as capable in herself. It is also different from
sticking together for the sole purpose of commiserating about ourselves or our situation as
victims. It is a kind of "active listening" which is set up by posing the right questions within an
environment rooted in agreed-upon values, expectations and ways of proceeding.
Giving genuine appreciations of each other's successes and strengths. We are best
supported when other women give us consistent and continuing notice of our achievements and
of the qualities that we are proud of. Appreciation that comes without comparisons to others, even
to the giver, is a gift at the expense of no one. This is a strategy to unveil and uncover all the
positive reality we can. Giving genuine appreciations require skills as well as good will. Being
sensitive to others means we listen and try to find the appreciation the woman has been waiting
for rather than tell her something she is already very confident of.
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Separating the person from the pattern. When there are difficulties, our commitment to
holding the vision of the best in people allows us to see the person as a good person with bad
behavior. Thus we withhold blame and judgment at the same time as we offer complete
acceptance and high expectations. We show that we see what she is doing and make clear that
it is unacceptable, but we focus on her responsibility not to do this anymore. If she repeats this
behavior, we do not ignore it but again call on her to be better.
Failure to change requires consequences that will relieve us of unrealistic expectations but
not of a responsibility to challenge people to change and to convey our belief that they can. If
someone has a pattern of disrespecting herself, the leader can contradict this pattern by giving
genuine appreciations of that person that are infused with high expectations. In other words, we
hold out the best for her to see, even in the midst of tears, despair, or repeated failure to change.

Supporting the release of feelings and emotional tension in a context of safety and
confidentiality:
We expect a range of feelings and we welcome rather than discourage them. We accept
laughing, crying and everything in between. We coach people in separating thinking from
feeling. We say, ''Separate how you're feeling from what you're going to do about it."

Contradicting patterns of hurting self or others and negative social messages:
Along with contradicting the patterns of hurtful behavior or attitudes, we give reminders of
the positive reality and the possibility of another perspective. We don't blame. We make time
for the processing of feelings and thoughts. Some of the social messages to which we offer
contradictions are "I'm alone." (Contradiction: "You're not alone. We stand with you.") "No one
cares what I've been through." (Contradiction: "We care.")

A willingness to make commitments to each other:
We help you take a stand against the obstacles and difficulties you face. We show up at each
other's meetings and defend each other against backbiting and other attacks.

NW endorses a leadership model
The need for someone to take a leadership role in meetings:
How many community meetings go round in circles because no one takes the role of
organizing the unclear feelings and complaints into clear and positive proposals for realistic
group activity? What happens to families or any group with an important mission when the
functions of leadership are not carried out by somebody? Groups, gardens and young children
grow wild if they are not carefully tended. The more women who keep the group's common
goals/vision in mind the better, but at least one woman has to take responsibility for continually
being far-sighted about the group's goals and clarifying the group's endeavors.
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NW basic leadership functions:
Our vision of the function of a group leader is not to dominate or control but rather to take
responsibility for keeping the group on the track of its own choosing. She has to think of the group
as almost a person itself, with needs and stages and next steps and problems to be resolved so as
to meet its highest potential. The group is a beloved friend or family member that needs assistance
in identifying its issues, making reasonable goals that resolve these issues, and practicing
cooperative ways of achieving its goals. In order to do this she thinks about the group and the
individuals dynamically, in terms of their history, goals, strengths, difficulties, etc. She is able
to listen so well to everybody's ideas that she can take what the group senses and organize it into
clear proposals for action. She has to hold out hope, courage, confidence and vision, especially
when others have lost theirs.
This leadership role is particularly critical to planning meetings. Some people seem to do
this easily, but most need training and a tool kit for being such a facilitator. NW training provides
this, and we feel so strongly about its importance that we have a series of requirements for
receiving certification as a trainer. Section IV: Planning is devoted to approaches that are
consistent with our values and community development goals. For any plan, the leader must
secure the consensus of the group so that the group is unified on its goals. When a leader cannot
take the time for a consensus-building workshop, she should nonetheless speak with people
individually or in small groups to build the internal unity that is critical for a group with a social
agenda.

The leader will function best if she practices:
• Balancing attention to individual and small group needs with responsibility to hold the
group to its overall mission.
• Listening and collecting the best thinking (including her own).
• Translating the group's ideas into clear proposals and goals.
• Securing the group's changes or agreement on the proposals.
• Holding the group to its own agreements.
• Expanding the group and nurturing new leaders.
As part of the nurturance of the group, the leader supports all women in realizing and
expressing their own and each other's capacity for leadership. She assumes that each of the
women in the group is a powerful, intelligent person who can tackle any issue and commit to
solving any problem when she has a chance to:
• Know others in the group are committed to receiving her views respectfully and
appreciatively in a loving way.
• Know it is fine to have feelings of hopelessness, confusion, or powerlessness; they will
not be held against her- she can feel her feelings in a safe place where people will not believe
they are the only reality (she can let her hair down without worrying about the listeners).
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• Get in touch with her social identities, her background and growing up, so she sees
where some of the strengths, confusions, hurt feelings have come from.
• Be reminded that other women leaders have many of the same issues and feelings.
• Decide to work for everything she believes in and not settle for less; go all the way,
taking time out to feel upset where she needs to, in a Support Group or with a trusted friend.
The leader holds the group to its own agreements, as discussed in Part D. While no one
likes to be cut off in mid-sentence, a reminder that "Your time is up, please finish your thought,"
helps maintain the agreements. The leader, like the other members, does not give advice or let
women put themselves down or disrespect others. Neither does she allow someone to take more
than her share of the allotted group time. In many a meeting someone has used her time to answer
a vision question, to share an upset, or disagree with the format This divergence has worked out
as long as the leader makes sure that everyone gets her chance and the basic agreements are kept

Role of NW assistants in a meeting of women leaders:
This is the unsung and very important leadership role in any group. We don't use co-leaders
unless the individual responsibility of each is clear. The assistant's main goal is to think about
the leader in a way that supports her doing her very best This is not competing with her, but doing
the things in the background that make the group go, such as:
• Meeting with the leader to plan the group.
• Thinking about the women in the group between sessions.
• Timekeeping during the meeting.
• Helping out the leader without taking over the group (notes passed quietly to the leader,
a question, a reminder, a suggestion).
The assistant may spot an upset group member or sense that certain members need more
time to discuss an issue. She would then advise the leader of this confidentially rather than telling
her in front of the group.

Role ofNW group members in a meeting of women leaders:
We abide by the basic agreements that we establish. We practice mutual support and we take
on the same attitude and role of the leader to the extent that we can. We think about the well-being
of the group as a whole, keep a far-sighted perspective, and contribute our input into planning.
We realize that the Leadership Support Process provides a special way of being together and we
do everything in our power to cherish and maintain it.
Structured meetings provide an experiential model for how people can interact constructively in less formal settings. Over time, we expect participation in meetings to influence
people's behavior generally.
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F. BECOMING ALLIES AND PRINCIPLED PARTNERS BY
HONORING DIVERSITY
"There is a destiny that makes us family. No one goes their way ahJne. AU that we send
into the lives of others comes back into our own."
-Contributed by Karen Means, NW member,Women of All Red Nations, Rapid City,
SD

"Mita kuye owasin" - Lakota word for "aU my relatives" or "we are aU related."
-Used often to open or close NW meetings, introduced by Madonna Blue Horse Beard,
NW Board, President Tiyospaye Network, Rapid City, SD

"We know and are proud of the fact that we are not a classless society. We have
arguments about how much ofa melting pot we are. Are the two related? Why are the
pokzrizations intensifying? Why are ghettos more ghettoiz.ed and suburbia more
exchlsive? Why are there so many without houses and cars and TVs, while smaUer
numbers ofrich people get richer? Why is each ckzss ofpeople getting more nervous
and defensive and fearful? We are aU building our protective waUs. Each class has
its lifestyle, its systems, it vahles, and its morals. As the waUs go up between the classes
there is less and less tolerance and more and more judgment and reprisaL"
-Marie CiriUo, NW Board, Woodland Community Land Trust, Clalrf"~eld, TN

At NW we hold out values and visions of essential relatedness between people. We assume
that the natural, undistorted way for humans to relate to each other is with mutual respect,
equitable opportunities, and mutual caring; in short, a relatedness that is not unlike a healthy
family, all for one and one for all. We do not all have to be the same or to agree with one another
on particular issues. Differences do not have to mean that we are ''better than" or '1ess than," top
dog or underdog. Diversity can enlarge and enrich our understanding of reality if we celebrate
it in a context of human community. Unfortunately, this does not occur too often because of
ignorance and oppression and their associated stereotypes of the "other."
At NW we have learned that in order to rebuild and develop our communities, we have to
learn how to unlearn stereotypes and work with people from different backgrounds in a mutually
beneficial way. We have developed systematic ways of speaking in "allies panels" and "social
identity groups" about our experiences and perceptions as members of a social identity group,
both with other members of that group and/or to those outside the group. The allies panels vary,
depending on the diversity (and possible points of tension or misunderstanding) within a group.
They may be based on economic situation, race, ethnic group, residential area (urban/rural), age,
sexual preference, educational background, religious background/practices, parenting situation
(single welfare mother), ideological beliefs (fundamentalist/radical lesbian), and so forth.
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An understanding of the NW analysis of diversity and oppression illwninates our approach
to raising social identity issues and taking them seriously. We hold that oppression, or the
systematic mistreatment of any social group (usually to the supposed benefit of a "superior"
group) is a distortion of our essential relatedness as humans, and one that must be corrected in
order to form relationships of mutual respect between groups. Oppression allows a group of
people to dominate another and then blame them for being bothered by the domination.
Internalized oppression is what happens when the oppressed group begins to accept what the
dominant group says about them. The NW celebration of diversity does not accept group
oppression even though it is sanctioned and taken for granted by the larger society, nor does it
excuse behavior that conflicts with our agreed upon values and ways of proceeding because it is
engaged in by an oppressed group. In summary, differences that conflict with these values are
not celebrated; differences that reenforce oppression do not honor or enrich a sense of
community.
We have realized that classism, racism, sexism, ageism and all the oth~r oppressions are
catastrophes for everybody, not just the "target" group, even if all the ways they prevent healthy
development haven't been documented. At NW we have made a choice to go against prevailing
practices of '1abeling" or taking traditional "positions" about any group, target or non-target We
decided we had the right to challenge any beliefs or assumptions that blame the victims of
oppression or assume members of any group are less than human, less deserving of full respect
or equal rights for full citizenship. Guilt, blame and shame don't motivate; on the contrary, they
tend to make us hesitate to act and be resentful later. It is equally unacceptable to us to deny the
negative effects of oppression on members of all groups. Denial of differences such as, "I never
see race or class," are often well-intentioned, but they don't make the issues go away. On the
contrary, the lack of concerned attention can force the issues to go underground, to explode later.

The many ways oppression works
I. There is systematic mistreatment of a particular group of people. Action is taken to limit
their action, rights, education, work opportunities, areas of residence, and this action is allowed,
even sanctioned, by the society. It is not stopped.
2. The result of this mistreatment is severe. It starts a process of transmitting misinformation about members of the target group to everyone, whether or not they are in the group. This
often involves blaming the victim for the conditions that society imposes (like saying a group is
stupid when its members are denied educational opportunities or speak a different language).
3. Members of the target group absorb the misinformation about themselves as reality. They
"internalize" the oppression by believing they are inferior, stupid, unable to lead.
4. This negative achievement is then used as a justification for ·further mistreatment of
members of the group.
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THE CYCLE OF OPPRESSION
TARGET GROUP
oppression

rationalizes more

results in

put downs from society
confusion

distorted ideas ("I am less than")
negative achievement

NON-TARGET GROUP
privilege

rationalizes more

results in

reinforcement from society
confusion
distorted ideas ("I am better than")
positive achievement
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An example of the cycle of oppression for poor and working-class people (the target
group for classism):
Poor and working people have historically had to fight for every scrap of pay, education, or
respect they got The conditions for education are still poorer in working-class neighborhoods
than in middle-class neighborhoods. The social expectations are lower for working-class
students than for children of professionals.
The lack of high expectations combined with poor schools leaves many working-class
young people poorly educated. The misinformation in the society is that working-class people
are less smart and capable than any other group, and don't "value" education.
The idea that working-class children are less smart has been used to justify poor school
quality, lower standards, and insufficient programs in working-class areas. People are told that
they aren't "college material," rather than guided to finding out how to improve their skills in
spite of the difficult conditions under which they are trying to study.
An example of the cycle of oppression for middle-class people (the non-target group
for classism):
Most middle- and upper-middle-class people are able to afford an education, vacations, and
material things for themselves and their children. The children absorb the message that they are
''better than" low-income people, and that their achievements are just consequences of a properly
functioning meritocracy rather than any inherent crippling injustices others experience in the
society. Although they interact with people from lower classes, they maintain superficial
relationships with them that act to preserve their world view.
Often middle- and upper-class people get responsible jobs where they exert authority over
the lives of working people. For example, a middle-class architect gets a job of designing a lowincome neighborhood resource center. She doesn't know anyone who lives in the neighborhood;
her attitude toward the residents is a mixture of awkwardness and fear. Yet, she sincerely wants
to do a good job and be helpful. She wants to find neighborhood partners to work with, but doesn't
know how to get them. She anticipates being seen as an intruder, and resented and envied for her
relative financial security and professional expertise.
The middle/upper class person is handicapped in her desire to make a contribution by a lack
of real friendship/collegial experience with people from poor/working classes. In the neighborhood, there may be resistance to helping her because of mistrust of professionals, because her way
of communicating is unfamiliar and off-putting, or for other reasons. The end result is that she
fails to get the help she needs and the neighborhood people's real needs are ignored. Everybody
suffers.
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An example of the cycle of oppression for people of color (the target group for racism):
A history of violent control and forced legal segregation, backed up by social messages
declaring the intellectual and social inferiority of people of color in our nation, has left a trail of
injustice 400 years long. Despite the gains of the civil rights movement, there is social approval
for a double standard in all aspects of life, giving people of color the '1east of the best and the most
of the worst" in schooling, jobs, salary, housing, health care, and other dimensions and benefits
of community life. This leaves many at serious risk for social and health problems, including
unemployment, poverty, dropping out of high school, teen pregnancy, and AIDS.
A poverty industry has grown up employing millions of people to "service" poor and
minority communities, while adding few jobs, no power, and no economic stability to those
communities. It is not considered an option to put a fraction of this money into developmental
efforts aimed at recapitalizing and supporting leadership in those same communities.
Inferior resources are used to reinforce the social message that children and adults of color
are to blame for the problems generated by the inferior resources. The idea that people of color
are somehow less valuable or worthy of society's services (police respect and protection,
excellent schooling, maintenance of neighborhoods) has been used to justify criminal justice
solutions- warehousing minority youth in detention centers for more than it costs to educate a
child at the best private school- rather than developmental solutions.
An example of the cycle of oppression for white people (the non-targeted group for
racism):
Most white people grow up with privileges based on race, whether they are aware of them
or not. They are held to higher standards in their schoolwork. They receive mortgages, loan
approvals, better housing, and higher salaries more easily. They are welcome in more places.
They are in less danger of being robbed, or victimized by violent crime or police brutality.
Because the history of racism in the United States is not yet accepted as part of our "national
story," white people often expect everyone to be "color blind" and don't understand the anger
and frustration felt by most people of color about the unfairness of racial discrimination. They
may feel "put upon" by affrrmative action programs targeted to benefit people of color. They may
see such programs as supporting "freeloading," rather than as a society offering minor adjustments or privileges to begin to correct centuries of "preferential treatment" on the basis of race
enjoyed by whites in housing, employment, and education.
This denial of historical context is reinforced by the average white person's separation from
the personal lives of people of color that segregation in housing and schooling produces. They
fear people of color and feel resentment at any expression of anger or frustration. When they
suffer unemployment themselves, many white people blame "minorities" for the situation rather
than looking at the true causes. They are, without knowing it, colluding with, and, being
manipulated by, the society's pervasive racial bias.
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Contradicting internalized oppression regarding our social identities
We have seen how the story of "I'he Chicken and the Eagle" can be used as a metaphor for
the damage women suffer as a result of the internalized oppression of sexist messages. The same
metaphor applies to racist and classist oppressions. Every social group's full development is
limited by oppressive structures or attitudes. We all carry several social identities, and with them
both group strengths (eagles) and vulnerabilities from oppressive social conditioning (chickens).
As members of the larger society, we are all also colluders with the status quo (farmers) and
change agents who can call forth others' greatness (naturalists). NW holds that once we become
conscious of the effects of oppression and our collusion in it, we can consciously choose to
oppose it. At NW, in order to raise our awareness, we ask:
• Where are we eagles, waiting for someone to call us out of the chicken coop to notice
and insist on our own leadership potential even against our own resistance?
• Where are we farmers, often in the costume of teacher, social service worker, or
community professional, whose job has become tending chicken coops where those with whom
we could partner are penned and labelled as clients, patients, or students? What risk and change
would be demanded for us to see and treat them as the full citizens, neighbors, cousins, and sister
and brother eagles that they are?
• Where are we naturalists, seeing the eagles in other people in the family and community
and finding all possible ways of calling them out of their chicken coops?

Karen Means, a leader of Women of All Red Nations in South Dakota and member
of the first Leadership Support Process weekends In 1980-82, said she was feeling
burnt out. After years of her Native American group's suffering from horizontal
hostility, hopelessness and cynicism were rampant. Using NW redefinitions of
leadership (that the leader has a right and responsibility to come with her own vision
strong enough to contradict the forces against the vision), she led three workshops
with Madonna Beard of the NW Board, and reported great success. People were
waiting for that set of Internalized oppression patterns to be contradicted.

Contradicting oppression by acting as allies:

"AU of us are God'II children!"
-MOdred Johnson, Cooper Park Development Community Leader, founding
generation, NW WIUiamsburg/Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY

"Ifyou have come to help me, you are wmting your time. Ifyou are here because your
liberation ill linked to mine, then let us work together."
-Aboriginal, contributed by Julia Dinsmore, The Mother's Union, MinneapoUs, MN
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"It wasn't the people that were the problem; these were people living up against a
problem, not problem people."
-Susan Saeger!, NW member, co-author of From Abandonment to Hope: Community
House/wlds in Harlem

An ally is someone who acts with and for the person or group that has been or is being
oppressed, and against the situation which is oppressing them. You don't have to know the person
or group intimately to be an ally. You do, however, have to have a sense of the world as seen by
the people who are the target of oppression. You have to be against the situation and attitudes
and behaviors that are mistreating them. An ally stands for cooperative community with groups
being attacked or left out. Our understanding of oppression makes us assume a need for allies.
An ally is able to recognize collusion with oppressive attitudes or institutions. She is able
to stop herself or others from aiding and abetting these attitudes, in the most respectful ways she
can. This includes recognizing when someone is displaying the effects of internalized oppression
(such as, a grassroots woman refusing to believe she can contribute leadership to the community).
As allies, we are able to appreciate the woman and her potential at the same time as we are able
to confront her for taking in the damaging messages of the larger society.
Another example of collusion is when a socially conditioned behavior (a defensive or
survival reaction to being mistreated) masquerades as cultural identity: ''We _ _are naturally
noisy (or sloppy or aggressive); you should appreciate it and not challenge us on our style." We
have learned that romanticizing or rationalizing our own or other people's underdevelopment or
negative behavior actually abandons the person or group to self-destructive behaviors, hardly a
form of support. To the extent that we give in to our own and others' oppression, we are all victims
because we give up acting from a perspective of responsible leadership and initiative.

Becoming allies by sharing our social identity
"I think we must be about sharing and not teaching when we speak ofour culture and
background. Sure, in the same community where you grew up, you can teach each
other, and your mother and grandmother may teach you. But across backgrounds, I
think we have to be about sharing with each other and not assuming that any one
woman's culture wiU teach other folks a better way of living their lives."
- Habiba Soudan, NW Board, training consultant, former Chair Camden Urban
Women's Center, Camden, NJ

Allies panels:
Allies panels provide a safe space for voluntary panelists representing a sampling of the
diverse social identity groups to offer their honest feelings and thinking in response to questions
outlined below. By speaking only for themselves as a member of the group, they avoid overgeneralizing. At the same time, the listeners learn about a variety of social identity experiences.
The panel is always preceded by a presentation of the NW perspective on diversity and
oppression and an explanation of what we mean by leadership support in this context.
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Strict basic agreements: Because social identity issues and revelations touch on our deep
vulnerabilities, when someone is sharing from her social identity we listen, give her complete
respect, and make no attempt to "correct" or advise her on her own or her group's experience.
We take suggestions when she points out ways in which people have been insensitive to
something she has understood because of her social identity. In order to make the sharing space
extra safe, we don't question or respond to the panelists. We don't even go up to someone
afterwards and talk about what she has shared, lest we inadvertently throw salt on her wounds.
The sharing is to be considered a gift to the group.
By making and sticking to basic agreements, we take precautions against reproducing the
oppressive relationships, attitudes, language, and behaviors of the larger community. By
listening, we absorb, reflect, and challenge our hitherto unexamined preconceptions and
prejudices.
Safety. The NW leader takes the role of facilitator of the panel and guarantor of safety. She
repeats the guidelines of respectful attention and no responses to the panelists. What she says and
the non-verbal attitudes she conveys are what provide both the panelists and the listeners with
a "contradiction" to the isolation and hopelessness most of us feel about real communication
across diversity/oppression lines. To check on safety, the facilitator asks:
• How safe do you feel?
• How difficult is it to feel that this group would like to be your allies?
• Are you comfortable? Would you like to stand or sit differently?
Questions for allies panelists. Panel questions follow the general NW rule of good news
before bad news. They are vision questions in the sense that we are assuming that each panelist
has a wealth of important knowledge to share. The first four questions are always asked; the
others vary.
• How hard is it to trust the rest of us in any way? In matters of your own leadership
development? In working with neighborhood issues?
• What would you as an individual and part of your group like us to know about the
strengths of your group?
• What would you like us to know about the difficulties you face being in your group? The
great hurts from outside of your group?
• What could we do (more of/less of) here or in the network to be more effective allies
to members of your group?
• When is a time when a person from the same group was an effective ally to you? From
a different group?
• What would have to be there for you to be open to our network as a resource for you and
your identity group?
• What behaviors or issues within your group are hard on you? How might we help?
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The facilitator can make a judgment and offer a hand or an arm around a shoulder if this is
received as more safety rather than more stress or an intrusion. In some cultures, touching is
almost always frowned upon; in others it is welcomed in this kind of situation.
These panels are not scripted, and depend for their power largely on the spontaneous sharing
that takes place when the panelists haven't prepared. The leader needs to use her judgment as
to whether she will take volunteers, choose people at the time and ask if they are willing, or ask
people before the event if they would be willing to speak in an upcoming session. We have had
success with all three variations.
Telling these truths has a healing effect in our community. We don't have to be defensive
or deny ''uneven" development (for instance, middle-class people may have more mastery of
certain academic skills than their working-class counterparts, while working-class people may
have more ability to tolerate conflict and financial insecurity), or negative and painful feelings.
By expressing them, we can rise to the challenge of acting in contradiction to them ("Oppression
has made me think I'm inferior and won't be accepted; now that I see where that thought came
from, I can try to approach people without that assumption.").
Isolation is a big hurt of oppression. Getting close to each other across race, class, ethnic,
and lifestyle lines is more of a support than we often realize. The NW approach to diversity·
personalizes and illuminates social identity issues.

Pitfalls:
I. Lack of safety- doing the panel in a new group which has not built any sense of welcome
or trust
2. Listeners disregarding the basic agreements for the panel, and damaging safety by
commenting during the panel, adding their own experiences, talking to panelists, or
otherwise intruding on the panelist's own voice.
3. Too many distractions- a room with people going in and out
4. Panelists speaking from a sense of obligation or being drafted without being willing to
speak.

5. Panelists going off on another topic or otherwise not answering the questions.
Facilitators guidelines for preventing pitfalls:
I. Know the pitfalls.
2. Be strict in setting the basic agreements and communicate your reasons (seriousness of
the subject matter) without overdoing it
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3. Interrupt anyone who violates the agreements. Protect the panelists at all costs.
4. Stand close to the panelist and help her focus on the questions. If she does not answer to
the strengths of her group, you may ask questions that contradict her feelings that there aren't any:
Panelist: "Nothing is good about being raised poor."
Facilitator: "How many strengths do you have from that experience? Have you noticed
anything you see or know that the rest of us are slower picking up on -like surviving in tough
times, or needing less security to take a risk?"
·
5. To facilitate an effective allies panel, the NW leader should be prepared to share her own
understanding of the multiple strengths each group has and give appropriate appreciations for the
group in areas in which it is not usually validated. (For instance, African Americans are
incredibly nonviolent: despite 400 years of unparallelled violence done to them, they have for the
most part responded with spiritual leadership, morality, and decency. Italian Americans are
stereotyped as racist; few notice that they do not flee from neighbomoods when new groups enter,
and act from rootedness, a love of their place, and a pride in its upkeep.)

"At the last NOW Natiorud Conference they asked me to do a workshop on women
ofcolor and white wometL I didn't have time to talk about NW ideas on diversity but
I wanted to use Leadership Support Processes to build the bridges. Fifty women came.
I hod them all answer the questions: What is your dream ofbuildin¥ bridges across
racial lines? What holds you back? We learned so much! A lot of women cried."
-Geraldine Mlller, NW Board, Bronx NW, Bronx NOW, founder Household
Technicians Union, Bronx, NY

Social identity groups:
Used at meetings, conferences and workshops alongside the main agenda, these groups
bring together women self-identified as being from similar backgrounds, to focus on identifying
and eliminating internalized oppression. NW has found that social identity groups can be a safe
place for women to think about their strengths and experiences- both hurtful and helpful- as
members of racial, ethnic, economic, and religious groups. Here women can look at the places
where they have internalized the effects of group mistreatment in the form of feelings of
hopelessness, powerlessness, competitiveness, distrust, or low expectations toward other members of their group. They individually answer the same questions as the allies panelists:
• What am I proud of as a
?
?
• What is a strength I have as a
• What has been hard?
• What can't I stand about myself or other
?
• What stops me from trusting or getting closer to women from this group?
• What can I do to be more supportive of my group?
• What can I do to make allies of other groups?
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Some variations that NW leaders Geraldine Miller, Eddye Owens, and Bertha Lewis have
used with much success with mixed groups at workshops on race, class, and culture conflict:
• If you woke up a different race, color, or nationality, and the government offered to
compensate you for that happening, how much compensation would you want and why?
• What was the first incident of racism or prejudice you remember? How did it affect you
then? How does it affect you now?
• What do you need from one another to overcome prejudices?
Finding out what we didn't know we didn't know:

"The other weekend at Rutgers with this neighborhood initiative group, I saw the
White women, Black women, Hispanic women. Some were spread out and some
clumped together and I said to the White women, I said, 'What you have to learn is to
stop allowing Black people to intimidate you and put you on guilt trips.' Because they
will come in and make you feel bad, bad, bad and put you on the guilt and what does
that do, it immobilizes you; you can't do anything, cause you feel too guilty. Then I said
to the Blacks, 'You don't allow them to come into your neighborhood and take
everything over.' You know I was just straight out telling the groups the games I know
that we play with each other. But they feU out laughing. They thought it was so good
to say. It broke the ice. It was like, 'Oh, we can breathe now."'
-Rosemary Jackson, NW Board, Director Camden Urban Women's Center, Camden,
NJ

By bringing diversity and oppression issues out of the strained silence and into the open, we
can develop greater compassion and understanding of how to behave like an ally.

Member of Christian light Organization: ''Don't treat me like I'm stupid because you know
I am a Born-Again Christian."
Feminist lobbyist at a state legislature: "Don't assume I am against family life just because
I am a feminist and support rights for women as individuals."
Woman from Appalachia: "Don't assume that rural life is simple. It really peeves me when
an outsider comes here, spends a short time, and then says something about the simple life. I can
understand urban people not understanding the systems through which rural society functions,
but to not recognize that we have them makes me realize that knowing urban life without knowing
rural life is like knowing western culture without knowing eastern culture. It is a serious
deficiency in this day and age."
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Woman receiving welfare: "Don'tassume I don't want to get involved with your community projects. I use any money I get for food for my family. But I want to work with you, I just
may not have carfare to go with you, and you wouldn't guess it by what I say, because I have
pride."
Woman from private foundation: "Don't assume that I am confident. When I come into a
meeting with you, I am nervous, wondering what do I have to offer besides the money you need
so much. I find it hard to believe you would want to understand my problems since I have a
comfortable existence and a good income. But I care about the same issues you do."
Woman from a racially oppressed group: ''It's hard having people follow you around in a
store, clearly expecting you to steal because you have a black skin."
Woman from Italian background: ''It's hard being Italian and having everyone assume your
family's in the Mafia"
Woman head of household: ''Lower wages for the same or equivalent work is hard. I pay
the babysitter almost half my pay. Should I work at all?''
Woman living on Social Security: "How could I work forty years and have so little at the end
to live on? I want to blame myself."
Woman raised in an upper-middle-class family: ''It was hard as a child having the people
who cared for you suddenly disappear from your life because they were employees who could
be and were fired at any time."
Neighborhood Women's membership diversity:

We have found it useful to describe women active in NW as composed of women from three
main groups: grassroots, raised-grassroots, and raised-middle/upper class. Each group crosses
racial, ethnic, and lifestyle lines. We feel a community development meeting always suffers
when we don't have some balance of our main groupings. In fact, we are notorious for taking
five to ten women to meetings where only one or two are expected, because without our diversity
represented we really cannot communicate who we are and what we are doing. Some who have
attended our conferences and Institutes find this categorization uncomfortably close to ''labeling." It is not meant to be a labeling, but a way of making sure that different perspectives are
included in what we do.
Following is a summary of some of the characteristics women from the social identity
groups that predominate in our network have shared with us:
Grassroots social identity. NW grassroots women are generally people who live in a
neighborhood where neighborhood identity and feeling is strongly felt. They spend most of their
time in the neighborhood, working or living there or both. They are generally not highly mobile
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and are reluctant to leave the area. Often they have other members of their family who live
nearby, and a lot of their social life is with family members. They often feel a strong sense of
obligation to other members of the family. If they are recent arrivals in the neighborhood, they
tend to have strong relationships with other recent arrivals from the same place. Many recent
arrivals are immigrants or refugees.
Their organizational activities revolve around school, church, ethnicity, or neighborhood
improvement. Often they are devoted to religious and traditional cultural activities and
celebrations. They may be politically active, mostly as workers but sometimes as leaders. Their
levels of education can vary tremendously. Some may have left school and married early, and
are interested in renewing their education. Others have finished high school and attended college,
but their sense of where they belong is strongly in the neighborhood, close to family and others
of their own group, however they define it Economically, most are working poor and many are
on public assistance (welfare, food stamps, Social Security). They work mainly in low-paying
clerical or factory production jobs. Many are married and many are single heads of households.
Safe, affordable housing is a major problem for them. There is often a lot of illness in their
families.
Grassroots women often have a clear sense of difference between their group and other
groups, and a sense of turf- that a section of the neighborhood belongs to their group, and other
sections belong to other groups. Often they are not comfortable spending much time in the
sections they identify with other groups. With the increasingly mixed nature of neighborhoods
that were once dominated by a single or a few groups, there is both rising acceptance of people
from the new groups and increased tension about interactions, particularly by their children.
They are very concerned about rising crime, drug use, and sexual activity amongst the
children of the neighborhood. They are at a loss as to how to contain this behavior. Some see it
as the influence of other groups, and others are divided because they see it as coming from part
of their own group. They are concerned about the line between the ''hoodlums" and the "decent,"
whatever the group membership of the hoodlums. There is a general sense of the decline of
respect and consideration between people since the last generation. They feel there is no real
safety anymore.

"I guess I got my values from my mother actually because I was raised by my mother
since I'm five years old. I was born in Ridgewood, Brooklyn and I came to
Williamsburg when I was about four years old and I've been here ever since, within
about three blocks. We were raised very poor so we were on welfare. We were raised
to believe that you worked together and you helped each other. You were a team so I
remember that my brother went to work at nine years old and I went to work at nine
years old. You babysat, did e"ands for people. When I was fifteen years old I was
cutting hair for people, whatever I could do I did, because my mother was hardworking
and on her own.
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"I got involved in the community through my ch!Uch. I wanted my daughter to start
using the library and I discovered that the library wasn't open any longer and I got
involved in the organizing effort to reopen it. With a lot of help from a lot ofpeople,
we did it. That's how it got started. I was standing on the corner with a petition and
a crossing guard said, 'What's that?' And she read it and she said she'd help and I went
to all the crossing guards at all the schools and they carried them and in two weeks we
got all the 4000 names we needed. It's stiU open to this day.
"Through that I met other women and one introduced me to her block association. I
first didn't want to get into it because I was into the Girl Scouts for my daughter. Jan
was the Director of the Education Action program they started over there and we had
coffee klatches and it was mostly women who were doing things like me. We feU so
unappreciated and Jan said, 'What do you need?' We said we need a coUege program
so we'U be smart then and they (the men) won't give us such a hard time. It never
dawned on us then that the men in the community were uneducated too. And through
that coffee klatch was how we got started.
"I grew up on the other side ofGrand Street. On the other side it was very mixed. In
my apartment house alone it was like we had the League ofNations. But most white
ethnic people here did not know how to talk to anybody else. You just didn't do it; you
stayed in yolU own community. Jan got a whole busload ofpeople to go to the first
conference they had tn Washington about women like us and we took tt over into
Wi/JiamsblUg to follow up on the conference. The conference was about why white
ethnic worktng-closs women were not responding to the women's movement. "
-Ann Giordano, Immediate past President NW of WUI!amsburg/Greenpoint, Brooklyn,
NY

"I was raised in the northeast corner ofCampbeU County tn the vicinity of Rose's
Creek. Part of the time I lived at Anthrus and part of the time I lived at Rose's Creek,
except for folU to Jive yean when I lived in Peoria, IUinois. I have three sisters andfolU
brothers living; three brothers that's dead. We never lived directly in the coal camps;
we lived outside of the coal camps tn this area. My Dad, he worked on the railroad,
that's why we lived outside the camps. It was probably better. My Dad always raised
a garden and all of us kids would help. My family is ofBaptist faith and needless to
say the work ethic is strong in OIUfamily. And I never went to high schooL I got a GED
later and I went to coUege later. I was in my forties when I got my degree. When I was
small as a child, I had mostly brothers to play with. I liked the outdoors, to shoot guns,
go for walks in the woods. How did I get involved in community work? I was just
interested in what was happening. Different people trying to get more jobs and income
into the area and like I said about the work ethic, I just got involved."
-Bonnie Terry, Woodland Community Land Trust, Clairfield, TN
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Raised-grassroots social identity. Many women who grew up in grassroots families have
moved somewhat away from the grassroots life. They often don't live in their old neighborhood,
but come to visit. They feel strong family ties, but also feel that their families don't understand
them. At the same time, they can feel alienated in the worlds that education and job opportunities
have opened up to them. They often live in places that don't have a neighborhood feeling, and
they miss it.
They don't live in the old neighborhood because they find it too confining. However, they
might want to live there if there were more understanding of who they have become. Those who
work with NW are seeking to strengthen neighborhoods as places to live, and also to open them
up to new ideas and acceptance of change. These raised-grassroots women feel a strong sense
of mission to bring the strengths of their two worlds together.
Raised-grassroots women would have a strong feeling that our college program was right.
They would be for increased participation in electoral politics because they understand the value
of change. And they feel the chill of the professional world and would like to recreate the warmth
of their backgrounds. Their feelings are very much shaped by their roots of memory.

"I was born in Puerto Rico and raised in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. That neighborlwod
was predominantly Jewish and German and Puerto Rican on one end and Black on the
other end. We were in little ghettos. Everybody was grouped to themselves, but we got
along and the kids played on the silk streets and the parents watched us and they cared
about us. That's where I get my concept ofthe caring community-from growing up
in Williamsburg. I left that community as a young penon. My communities were gangridden so there was a lot offighting, a lot of violence in our neighborhoods. I went to
school with the nuns at Madonna Heights in Long Island and that's where I had my
religious values ingrained. lAter I went into the service and then came out and went
to college here in Camden. From school I got involved back in the community, doing
community organizing and eventually got involved stotewitk on Children's Services.
Now I am a planner with the New Jersey government, and I am able to integrate my
values of the community into the planning and program development responsibilities
that I have."
-Maria Rivera, NW President, community activist and planner, former Chair Camden
Urban Women's Center, Camden, NJ

Raised-middle/upper class social identity: Many women from these backgrounds who
work with NW have been touched by the women's movement in their own lives, and have learned
that women have more in common across all kinds of lines of difference than they thought They
also have learned something about women's potential for action once they learn how to speak
for themselves.
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They often have been involved in issues more abstractly, and they want to test their ideas
against reality. Th~y sense the isolation from reality in the professional and social welfare
establishments they are part of. They feel that in order to work with these issues you have to have
worked with people who are facing these problems. Most women interested in social change who
have chosen to be in this neighborhood movement have come to the conclusion that bureaucratic
systems, welfare policy, and political power structures are not working- at least not for everyone.
They believe that the government has to shift to policies that empower people, engage their
energies, and give them problem-solving tools. They have learned that you cannot make change
happen only from the outside; change also has to occur in the people living the problem. They
know that part of their role in NW is to learn.

"I was raised in a small town in which I was an ouJsider because we had moved there
from a large city and because my father was the employer ofthe parents ofmany of the
kids I went to school with. This made me perhaps exceptionally conscious of the way
people saw themselves and others and how lines of income, neighborhood, race,
education, and religion separated and wounded people and determined the course of
their lives. Working with the Congress ofNeighborhood Women, I've had the privilege
ofexploring the things I saw as a child and never really understood. It also has given
me a chance to do something about the hurts and the limits that seemed to me just
unfair."
-Ronnie Feit, NW Board, attorney and economic development consultant, Washington,
DC

Becoming principled partners
"I came to see that principled partners are people who step out of their comfort zone
to meet at another pfnce. NW is the pfnce where everyone chooses to attempt a
partnership based on principles."
-Marie Cirillo, NW Board, Woodland Community Land Trust, Clalrf'leld, TN

"We became multiethnic because Jan Peterson's value system encouraged that. She
saw the neighborhood was mulJiethnic and the other women who were active who were
Blnck or Hispanic were saying the same things we were and never being heard either.
She saw the commonaliJies. Because we were used to being polarized and nobody ever
crossed Unes it took somebody encouraging u.s to get together. She caUed a public
meeting and invited all the women from the different areas, aU within the same
neighborhood. It wasn't even an issue of race because the Polish people never came
and deaU with the Italian people."
-Anne Giordano, immediate past President NW or WUiiamsburg/Greenpoint,
Brooklyn, NY
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"I work with low-income communities because I want to live in a healthy society
without enormous opportunity gaps between rich and poor, block and white, men and
women, and I know that "trickle down" doesn't work. The women I hove worked with
over the lost jive years hove informed the heU out of my values. I've learned to toke life
a tkly at a time (more than I did, but not enough), I've learned much about the value
ofpersonal loyalty and of course, seeing their internalized oppression has helped me
see my own."
-Brownie Ledbetter, NW Board, community activist, Arkansas Career Resources,
Little Rock, AR

"Principled partnerships are the fruits of the NW diversity theory."
• Michele Hartson, NW Board, Director Florida Low-Income Housing Coalition,
Tallahassie, FL

At NW we are convinced that success in making our communities work for women and their
families depends on effective partnerships between grassroots women leaders and those with the
resources of funds, expertise, and access to power needed to make change. A partnership is a
functional relationship that goes beyond membership in an issue coalition. In a partnership, a
combination of organizations or individuals work together to create a comprehensiveness of
function they cannot achieve separately, and they do so in a manner that reinforces shared values
and goals. Creating and maintaining such partnerships are not easy. The more diverse the parties
styles, backgrounds, and positions in life, the more probable the communication problems.
At the National Congress of Neighborhood Women's 1984 Dialogue on Community
Development and Female Poverty, the issue of partnerships between professional and grassroots
women and how to make such partnerships work was a main focus of discussion. Both the
professionals and the grassroots women agreed that such partnerships were essential to neighborhood development and the growth of each kind of woman's ability to provide the most
effective leadership. Since then we have continued to pinpoint areas of tension- detailed in Part
III: Organizing - in partnerships between grassroots women and professional academics,
planners, politicians, and funders, as well as other community groups.
Most women academics and policymakers are operating without the political power of
constituency support for policies and programs they propose. To implement such programs they
need what grassroots women leaders often have - the knowledge and the feedback from this
constituency on the merits of their ideas. Both of these groups are experts in their own areas, but
both can expand their effectiveness and develop broader perspectives by learning from each
other. Only through a real dialogue where each participant acknowledgs the expertise of the other
can we move forward on developing solutions to the poverty and deterioration of neighborhoods
that have reached crisis proportions in our society.
Out of our practice in honoring diversity and social identity, NW women have learned to
work with people from different economic groups, lifestyles, and cultural backgrounds, in what
we call a "principled partnership" mode. That means we work as equals. We give each other
technical and political assistance as peers instead of operating in the vertical, top-down way.
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Keeping this partnership "horizontal" involves making and keeping agreements to do so, and
developing and using processes that help us understand our differences and how to remove
difference as an obstacle to working together. It takes conscious effort on an ongoing basis.
In 1984, we concluded that to make grassroots/professional partnerships work, the lessons
of our Leadership Support Process work could be summarized in a set of principles or guidelines
that both sides could agree to and then be responsible for honoring. Since then we have looked
at more specific kinds of partnerships and have additional guidelines to offer.

Principles for grassroots/professional partnerships:
I. It is crucial never to underestimate the need to build trust, safety, openness, and mutual
respect into professional-grassroots interactions. The opportunities for misunderstanding and
shutting down to each other are everywhere and can extend from reactions to vocabulary, dress,
and tone of voice to unconscious assumptions about the value, intelligence, or attitudes of others.
2. Building trust, safety, openness, and mutual respect requires honesty about intentions,
capabilities, fears, and limitations, as well as sincere commitment to a common purpose which
rises above self-interest.
3. Some professionals and some grassroots women have a natural ability to build effective
working relationships across class, race, or ethnic lines. Most need help, and even the naturally
gifted communicators make mistakes.
4. Because of the likelihood of making mistakes, professionals and grassroots women need
to be willing to engage in group processes that clear up misinformation about each other, that
bring out what each requires from the other to be an effective ally, and that lead to ground rules
that each agree to observe in their working relationship.
5. Since the circumstances of professional-grassroots interactions vary, only the ground
rule to commit to participation in such processes can be laid down in advance.
6. Process training and ground rules will not always work, but over time they offer the best
hope of more productive relationships.
7. Where process training is not possible, such as in brief relationships or short official
interactions, professional and grassroots women should prepare for their meetings so that they
can be clear about what they want to accomplish, with best case, intermediate case, and worst case
aims and needs well developed. Once in their meetings, each should advocate her position
strongly but also do her best to honor the aims and needs of the other.
8. The need for process training and open interaction never ends. Ideally, it should be built
into each stage of ongoing working relationships. Trust is extremely perishable and shutting
down is easier than opening up. One round of process training is not enough.
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9. Professionals must empower grassroots women, not make them dependent on professional expertise. While complete transfers of expertise are not always possible because of the
technical training required in some areas, it is always possible to explain what the purpose and
performance standards of technical matters are, and to enable grassroots women to hold
professionals accountable in an informed manner.
10. Many grassroots women leaders have developed expertise and standards of performance
for themselves that make them "professionals" without formal credentials. These grassroots
professionals have an ability to relate to other grassroots women and their organizations that is
often superior to the abilities of professionals from other backgrounds. Partners of grassroots
women should be supporting the greater use of these grassroots professionals to provide technical
assistance to grassroots groups. Such true respect for grassroots women's abilities, and
investment in them as valuable resources, is a mark of principled partnership.
II. Professional women need grassroots women's input as much as grassroots women need
professionals.' Without grassroots input, professionals impose preconceived assumptions on
problem identification, analysis, and implementation design, which are frequently faulty and
lead to bad results. Without professional input, grassroots women often fail to see the importance
of their own knowledge and judgment, or some of their own possibilities. In addition, both kinds
of women can find in each other fresh recognition of their particular strengths and the emotional
and political support which may be lacking in their daily lives. Grassroots women must recognize
their value to professional women as well as the value of professionals to them. Only a mutual
recognition of the essential role each plays in a working relationship can overcome the inequality
of respect that mars grassroots-professional interactions.

Principles suggested by specific partnership problems:
I. Academics who use neighborhood groups as objects of research should always submit
· drafts of their work to the groups for reactions before the work is published, should provide copies
of the published work to the groups, and should give credit to the groups for their cooperation
and contributions.
2. Academics and university students who assist neighborhood groups should be on guard
against making judgments of the group based on inappropriate elitist standards or the unexamined
claims of malcontents. If they are troubled by what they hear or see, they should seek various
perspectives on it from people in different positions within the group to make sure they get a
balanced view. If they feel change is warranted, they should discuss this directly with the head
of the organization in a constructive manner. While the leader is sometimes the problem, it is
generally the leader who has brought them in and given them the opportunity to observe, learn,
and promote the organization's mission. It is not their role to take sides within the organization,
nor to attack it from the outside, but to help the organization be true to its values and mission in
an objective and trustworthy way -as a partner.
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3. Academics should approach suggestions for changes in education by grassroots women
with the humility and openness befitting representatives of traditional educational systems that
have failed to meet the needs of those proposing the changes.
4. Those who assist neighborhood groups should not allow the groups to disrespect them
by repeatedly pressing for more assistance than the assisters are willing to provide. To avoid
problems, limits should be established early and clearly in the relationship.
5. Grassroots women's organizations must take steps to protect themselves against betrayals by false partners. In the political arena, they must develop sufficient clout to maintain their
independence. They should be sure that all their clients or member are registered to vote and can
be mobilized to protect their interests and punish those who sell them out. Where they are in
partnerships with more powerful organizations, they need to have powerful friends in the
community, figures of stature who can call up the leader of the powerful partner and weigh in as
needed.
6. Partnerships can enable a grassroots group to have a more comprehensive or powerful
approach to solving community problems, but true partnerships take care and feeding. They
cannot be added on at no cost in time and resources. Some tasks have to be left to others.
7. Funders and grantee organizations should be working together to build strong, enduring
partnerships that can help nonprofit grantees become significant change agents in their communities and flexible, responsible alternatives to bureaucracies. Scattershot grantrnaking for bandaid projects should give way to investment in organizational, capacity-building, proper project
evaluation, and long term strategic efforts to change systems and empower people to solve
problems.
8. Working together in partnerships across gender, class, race, and ethnic lines requires
explicit attention to difference and carefully structured processes for building understanding,
avoiding hurt, and facilitating agreement. This is so difficult to do well that all parties need to
be willing to struggle together to find a way that works.

The perils and pinnacles of process:
Participants have to be on guard against losing themselves in process and forgetting that
there is work to be done. Process should lead to responsible action, not endless self-discovery
sessions. They have to be sold on the benefits of devoting the time it takes to work out the
problems that come up in diverse groups. They have to be willing to stand by before they see
positive effects. A risk of a deeper kind is that engaging in processes that open people up to each
other and themselves in a loving, accepting, but responsible way may lead to visions of a
transformed society and the determination to work for it. When you unleash that kind of energy,
you have tapped into the most profound kind of ''principled partnerships," and no one knows
where they might lead.
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G. USING APPRECIATION AND PARTICIPATORY MEETING
METHODS IN VARIOUS SE'ITINGS
"You have to be able to do this work without expecting gratitude. In my first fourteen
years of this hausing devewpment work, nobody said 'thank you.' They probably
thought good things about our accomplishments. I know they cared about me, but it
just didn't come out so I heard it."
-NWmember

"The official leaders, sometimes they get in by teUing people what they want to hear.
The people around here who act like real leaders, they say and do things that aren't very
popular. They have to put up with a wt of criticism and don't get much appreciation
at all ... We had an honors dinner and we honored three women community leaders in
the Bronx. I stood up there with them and told them what I wved about them and the
work they had done over the years. The women were so moved by what we did. They
keep talking about it like it had never happened before in all those years."
-Geraldine Miller, NW Board, Bronx NW, Bronx NOW, founder Household
Technicians Union, Bronx, NY

"Growing up, I never once heard that I was wved, that I was important, that what I did
mattered. A wt of my leadership is to see that no child in our community has to grow
up like that.. "
-NWmember

Of all the NW participatory meeting methods, the one that often seems the most "radical"
is what we call "appreciation." That's when we have go-rounds or closing circles where we
consciously focus on the positive, telling the "good news" about ourselves (self-appreciation},
other people, groups, situations, and issues. We usually end meetings or small groups with
personal appreciations and a note of appreciation for the group and its accomplishment. This is
not only courteous, it is a strategy to unveil and uncover all the positive reality we can to cushion
us from the competition, attack, and undermining coming our way since what we are doing as
women leaders is challenging the "business as usual" attitude and our own fears at every step.
Appreciation is a form of positive thinking designed to put difficulties in perspective.
Appreciation is crucial for leaders because the stronger our base of self-esteem, the less likely
we are to be defensive about the areas in which we need to grow and develop. Appreciation is
our way of building each other up to withstand the pressure.
Appreciation is also a way of taking 100 percent responsibility for our relationships. Taking
responsibility to find and share positive statements about a person you have barely noticed, or
had tension with, is a spiritual recognition of the complexity that we are, and an honoring of
diversity. ''I love the colors you're wearing" doesn't imply that you agree with or love what the
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person has said or done, but it acknowledges her humanity. Or you might have a go-round
completing the sentence, "! see the beauty of life as I look at you because... " As people get to
know one another in ongoing Leadership Support Groups, the appreciations take on a more
specific nature, thereby supporting women in areas in which they lack confidence.
Variations of appreciation we have used include:
• Tell the person to your left something you like about her.
• What's something you like in the person (to your left or
right) that is also true about you?
• Share a highlight of the meeting for you.
• What is something positive you will take back to your work
from our work together?

NW Leadership Support Process Participatory Meeting Methods
Vision questions
Basic agreements
Allies panel
Social identity group
Opening/closing circle
Evaluation/reflection
Go-round
Check-in
Appreciations
Social issues discussion
Culture & spirit segment
Individual support time
3-way small groups
Subgroup
One-on-one meetings

Settings Where Leadership Support Process Elements Can Be Used
Organizational, community, and staff meetings
NW training workshops
Leadership Support Groups
Classes • Families • Conferences
Forums • Platforms
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The participatory meeting methods that NW uses are designed to give everyone a chance
to speak and share. Vision questions (Part C) challenge women to speak from their experience
in social issue discussions as well as in giving evaluations/reflections about what occurs at
meetings. Basic agreements (Part D) insure that no one will be left out Allies panels and social
identity groups (Part F) help people get closer to others from different backgrounds. The other
methods are summarized below:
Check-ins. At the beginning of a meeting, each woman gives a timed response (usually 35 minutes) to vision questions based on an assumption of her leadership:
• In terms of your leadership, what's going well?
• What's difficult?
• What support might make a difference?
• What's a step you can take to get that support?
Go-rounds. Everyone in the circle has an equal chance to respond to a question or topic
before anyone speaks a second time.
One-on-one meetings, 3-way small groups, sub-groups. These are all ways of varying
meetings and breaking a large group into smaller segments.
Individual support time. A woman may request the group's help in solving a problem.
She would state her problem; the others would listen carefully and then ask vision questions and/
or share their own experiences in the form of "I" statements rather than giving advice.
We have learned that women have much in common across all kinds of lines of difference.
Women of all classes and backgrounds have profound, inspiring strengths. Women of all classes
and backgrounds have experienced being put down and shut down. Women of all classes and
backgrounds are nourished by having allies from their own and other groups. In the process of
building a social movement from our common values and visions; we find it uplifting to honor
both our commonality and our diversity by including in our time together (meetings, workshops,
conferences, etc.) songs, rituals, stories, and dances that reflect all of our traditions and our
visions. Sharing our cultures builds intangible but strongly felt bridges across all the usual
divisions of class, race, ethnic background, religions, sexual preference, and age. Sharing our
cultures often succeeds in uniting us where other, more "rational," verbal means have failed.

Including culture and spirit for unity and renewal
Using films, plays, videos, and songs that CarT)' a neighborhood women's perspective.
NW has used the film Metropolitan Avenue, Mass Transit Street Theater's plays Neighbors and
Getting it Together, and the live music of ''Sweet Honey in the Rock" to create shared
understanding and inspiration at a conference or neighborhood fundraiser. The Women Make
Movies (225 Lafayette St., NY, NY 10012) catalogue of films is also a good resource.
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Talent nights. This has been a favorite in NW's longer gatherings. Each person is·
encouraged (but not required) to share a song, dance, reading, or skit. A simple ordering of the
program (for instance, group acts are higher energy and usually go best at the end of a set), a good
MC, and a time limit on each act will keep things moving and give everyone a chance. You'll
have a great show and a whole new sense of each person, where she comes from, who she is.
Preparation for a talent show also allows for many wonderful exchanges and communitybuilding. If everyone participates, there's less uptightness about performance and a lot of laughs.
Cooking and sharing a traditional ethnic meal with those from other groups. At the
NW 1991 Institute, participants shared an Indian meal as well as one of U.S. southern cuisine
(delicious com bread, chicken and greens, and peach cobbler!).
Sharing songs. Write the words to each song on a large sheet of paper and sing along.
Learning another's favorite song demonstrates a willingness to learn from each other and when
you're finished, you'll have at least a couple of songs you know in common to share for a break
in the next long meeting or when everyone's exhausted and needs an infusion of group energy
to keep going.
Storytelling. You can get the "non-storytellers" started with some questions or requests,
or if the comfort level is already high, just create the space and let the inspiration of the moment
serve:
• Tell us about a moment of choice on the path to where you are now.
• Why did you choose as you did?
• When and why did you decide to become part of a larger women's community?
• How did you get in touch with your own leadership?
You can have a go-round where each participant answers vision questions that bring out
underlying beliefs and sustaining values:
• When you forgive someone, why do you do it?
• What sustains you, keeps you going?
• What do you consider most important?
Community rituals:
• Candle circle. Everyone passes a lighted candle to light their own and comes forward

to speak an appreciation or vision for the group.

• ''Temperature taking." For the morning after a conference day. The leader invites
anyone to come forward to appreciate someone else, talk about a puzzle left over from the
previous day, or mention a problem combined with a recommendation and hopes or wishes.
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Non-verbal expression:
• Visual art. Put mural paper up on the wall with art supplies for people to express what
they are thinking or feeling .
• Take photos of women and place them on a big wall map in places corresponding to
where they are from.
• Have a visualization exercise to take understanding of a concept or plan to a new level.
For example, visualize, street by street, building by building, your neighborhood as it is, and then
as you would like it to be.
• Dramatic arts to process and internalize information. Divide into groups of 3 or 4 to
experience the NW principles. Each group takes one principle, discusses its essence and finds
a way to express it in a poem, drawing, and movement Some of these are described in Section
I: Overview of NW. Or role play anything from the NW repertoire in order to "get it in your
bones." For example, a NW trainee talking to a resistant male bureaucrat about gender analysis;
a person telling someone from her own social identity group about the benefits of an allies panel;
two women before and after being appreciated at an NW meeting.
• A physical exercise before working or at the end of a day. Ask people to stand and
breathe. Let your head fall forward to stretch the back of your neck and your upper back until
you are bending forward. Breathe into the center of your head, then bend your knees and roll back
up through your lower back, upper back, head. Bend over again and breathe into the center of your
chest, bend your knees and roll back up. Bend over again and breath into the center of your pelvis,
bend your knees, keep breathing and roll back up. Breathing and such personally-focused
physical movement and attention to sensation shifts the energy and refreshes.
• The "thunderstorm" exercise. Ask the group to join you as you walk around the circle
first with the sound of the wind (hands rubbed together). The sound accumulates as you move
around the circle. Then make the sound of the rain (snap your fingers in a 1-2, 1-2 rhythm); then
the thunder (feet pounding on the floor, 1-2, 1-2 quickly), then reverse- rain, wind, and silence.
The quiet focuses attention and we hear our togetherness. A short break can be a full break and
can help us bring clearer attention to the tasks at hand.

"Women time a come, oh yeah
Women time a come, oh yeah
You better be prepared

A new day is dawning
You better be prepared
A new day is dawning."

-Jamaican women's song, introduced at 1991 NW Institute by Lana Fioiken, Sistreo
Theatre CoUective, Kingston, Jamaica, Caribbean Regional Coordinator, GROOTS
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"At our planning retreat for the Board ofCamden Urban Women's Center we started
with a ceremony to help us make the transition from our regulor lives to this special time
of retreat and restoratioiL We took leave of the regular world, with its heavy loads on
our shoulders. We let that go and turned to our work together."
- Habiba Soudan, NW Board, former Chair Camden Urban Women's Center, Camden,

NJ

"At the introductory training in TalkUuzssee, Florida, we opened the Sunday workshops
with a quiet ceremony. We lit candles, different colors for different hopes and
concerns. Then we listened in silence. Women rose to speak from whatever sustained
them. Different cultures, nationalities, ethnic groups, religious and spiritual faiths
spoke in different voices."
-Maria Rivera, NW President, and Michele Hartson, NW Board, at Florida Low
Income Housing Coalition, Tallabassie, FL

Using Leadership Support Process elements in various settings
Families:
Surveys have shown that in the typical American family, a child gets less than ten minutes
per day of "quality time," attention from a family adult. On the average, children watch thirty
hours of television per week- an average of more than four hours a day. All too often, institutions
other than the family- the school, the drug industry, the media, the gun lobby - affect a child's
life more than the family.

What would it look like if NW LSP were used in families on a regular basis?
• Daily check-ins:
What's going well? What's hard? What support do you need?
• Making and keeping agreements.
• Sincere and frequent appreciations.
• Respectful listening.
• Separation of the person from the pattern: acceptance of all the person's feelings while
rejecting unacceptable behaviors.

What would it be like iffamilies held regular, weekly (or semi-weekly) meetings where:
• Every family member had a voice?
• There were opening circles with vision questions that respected and asked for the
thinking of every member, from the youngest to the oldest?
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• The tone of those meetings were protected by mutually agreed-upon basic agreements
that outlawed putdowns, mean-spiritedness, competition, interruption, or unsolicited
advice?
• Members felt safe enough to share problems and ask for support?
• Vision questions were asked to assist a family becoming more of a community?
What stops your families from holding such meetings?
What would likely take the meeting off track? What could you do to prevent this from
happening?
What are some topics suitable for your discussion?
What are some questions suitable for your opening circles?
What events would add to the meaning of your family life? Reunions? Memorials?
Outings? Classes? Something else?
Organizational, community, and staff business meetings:

"Challenging ourselves; it do llurt but it do llelp."
-Roberta Stallings, NW member, tenant leader, East Harlem, NY

"We are now using tile vision questions in our staff meetings. Before tile meeting I sit
down with the Director and find out what tile topic of tile meeting is to be. Last week
it was Case Management. We tkvelop the questions together and we aim for questions
that llelp the staff move from their own personal experience of tile topic to a group
working together, each adding llerlhis strengths and commentary to tile whole. Our
questions start out: What does case management mean to you? Tllen: What's good
about what we're doing with case management? What's dijJicult or negative about
what we're doing? Tllen we have a lot of information out on tile table. I might
summarize the themes that I llear and take it back to tile group with questions like:
What would you like to see in case management in the future? What contribution
would you like to make to that?"
- Eddye Owens, NW Board, Women for Economic Security, Chicago, IL.

We encounter the most resistance to using Leadership Support Process meeting methods in
settings where people are gathered to get "important work" done. Yet it is precisely in this context
that women suffer the most from the lack of attention to leadership and support issues. Our
experience has been that the inclusion of LSP elements can meet participants' support needs
without sacrificing efficiency. In fact, when we don't use LSP, we run into problems later that
slow us down.
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Neighborhood organization boards are filled with concerned volunteers who take legal and
oversight responsibility for their groups. Yet, generally little notice is taken of their dedication,
concerns, difficulties, or personal goals. This leads to burnout, underground and negative
attempts to get recognition, resentment, and poor morale.
What if every board member experienced a board meeting as a community in which she
were understood, accepted and welcomed to bring her own concerns? We think energy and
activity would rise.
NW quarterly board meetings bring together bone-tired women for packed business
agendas. Nevertheless, we take the first hour or so with an opening circle check-in. When the
circle has become an expected routine, the specific opening question is not so important.
Everyone knows that the aim of the go-round is sharing whatever is important to her at the
moment. Everyone knows and appreciates that she can bring her whole self in friendship and
safety to the group, that she is considered an important community leader. She knows that she
has a support team behind her that is interested in what's really happening for her. Her
community work does not have to be divorced from the rest of her life; it does not have to be
either/or. At least once a year we have a goals-setting session for board members. We take time
at each meeting for some teaching and learning exchange, with the assumption that everyone on
the board has something to share, to learn, to teach.
• Go-rounds are always useful for getting everyone's thinking about controversial topics
and issues, or the agenda itself. Getting women's thinking briefly can be a more effective way
of getting out the issues that letting two or three women with the strongest need to participate
discuss the issue with an audience.
• Basic agreements and values. Frequent references to the group's mission, current
priorities, and basic agreements can call a meeting back to its purpose.
• The NW concept of leadership requires holding people to their designated responsibilities (at the same time as offering support and finding out what's standing in their way) rather than
reassigning work to someone else or letting things slide. See the discussion of accountability in

Part D).
• When conflict occurs at a meeting, the overall tone may remain at a high conflict/tension
pitch or shift to resignation. Neither atmosphere is desirable for the best work to be accomplished.
We have found it effective to ask for an appreciation go-round to remind members of the positive
side of reality.
At a board meeting at the end of the NW 1991 Institute, ten days of wonderful intensity, most
board members' nerves were gone. At the meeting, two of them got into a minor argument over
money. They went back and forth at each other and the glorious spirit of the previous ten days
was dissolving into tension and discord. Another board member said, "All right, let's have a goround of appreciations." Everyone switched into the LSP mode; each board member shared
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something positive she had experienced at the Institute. The disagreement was put into
perspective by suspending the argument and using a Leadership Support Process to remind
everyone of how well things had gone overall. The rest of the meeting went beautifully. When
we carne back to the dispute, it didn't seem so important and we were able to resolve it.
Methods for dealing with tension/conflict in a meeting or organization:
• Ask members to stop for tension release in pairs (3 minutes each on your feelings at this
moment).
• Direct the parties in conflict to meet with a third support person and report back to the
group with their progress rather than take more time with the group.
• Set up an allies panel or social identities group. When tension occurred at an Amsterdam
neighborhood center between older and younger women, women using LSP set up groups to
answer vision questions:
What does growing older/being young mean to you?
What's good about it? Bad? Hard?
How can others act as an ally to you? Vice versa?
Classes:
After an orientation in the NW/LSP many classes in the NW college program established
an informal support group atmosphere. The students helped each other out with childcare, family
difficulties, and ideas for stretching scarce financial resources. The vision of combining skills
development with a support system carne out of LSP thinking.
We recommend applying LSP to the classroom situation so that education works for
liberation rather than domestication, and teachers do not condescend to their students:
• Feedback and evaluation of the class can be an ongoing process. "What's going well and
what could be even better?"
• Basic agreements can include agreements about how students (and teachers) treat each
other and go after their mutual goals.
• Allies panels on students' diverse backgrounds and viewpoints on the learning process
and/or the subject matter can be introduced.
• Small groups and circles can increase time for participation by everyone.
Adult working-class students returning to school often bring internalized messages of
oppression with them. Many believe that they are constitutionally inadequate as students,
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thinkers, dialogues and subjects in their own education. If this attitude remains unchallenged,
they can passively receive their "education" without changing their view of themselves as unable
to really affect a situation or get what they want or need. NW practice in our college and higher
education programs is to use LSP elements to assist adult students in seeing themselves as
bringing strengths and experience to the educational situation. NW teachers and NW assistants
get consensus on basic agreements for discussion and then ask vision questions, such as:
• What strengths and successes do you bring to this class?
• What's something you learned really well? What could you teach us here?
• If you were the person the college was designed to support, what would the program look
like?
• What's going well? What's difficult? What support do you need to deal with the
difficult?
• What contributions do you want to make here?
• What general social issues and themes are coming out of our discussions?
The NW approach is to encourage students to give appreciations of each other and to
reconceive the role of student as one of questioner. Students are encouraged to ask questions of
themselves to discover what they think about the books they read and about what teachers and
other students say.

Conferences:

"Inspirational! The camaraderie and sisterhood that were established among the
women attending can be spread worldwide."
-Deanna B. lble, F1orida State University doctoral student in social planning,
participant in NW weekend workshop, 1991

When people unfamiliar with NW methods are gathered together for discussion about an
important social issue (such as housing) there is a danger that the women will relate in a hierarchal
rather than a partnership way (that is, a small group of women will dominate and the rest will be
a passive audience). We at NW believe that this mode duplicates the larger society's patterns and
is antithetical to the mission of building a national community to change neighborhood life. We
believe that this pattern tends to eliminate the expertise and contributions of grassroots women.
This does not mean we advocate neglecting the expertise that technical specialists can contribute,
but rather that they participate as principled partners, not as "experts" who have the answers.
We want conferences to have the same authentic dialogue and possibilities for support as
any NW meeting, so we look for every way to ground the conference in our values. At a large
housing conference we organized, where we had almost 300 women from grassroots and other
women's housing programs, we used singing, dancing, and a candle ceremony to achieve a
familiar atmosphere. We broke large groups into subgroups and one-on-one pairs.
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• We set up committees at registration to share the work of the conference with the
participants. Why should participants be a passive audience when they take responsibility
everywhere else in their lives?
• We structure small Leadership Support Groups (see below) to meet daily with checkins, so that participants can share thinking and feeling on how the conference is going for them,
their own development issues as leaders, and topics that we or they consider important to the
success of the conference. Social identity issues that otherwise might not be brought up can be
explored:
What's going well for you here?
What's a concern?
What's a goal you have here?
What support would help you achieve it?
What's the best leadership support you've had and why?
The worst and why?
• We structure social identity groups and/or allies panels:
As a (social identity group member) what's been good, hard?
What support would make a difference in your community at home? Here?
• Sharing on social agenda topics (such as power, leadership, self-image).
• Group conversations (see Part C) for consensus-building.
• Appreciations.
NW training workshops:
In NW training workshops, we use the gamut of LSP methods to maximize participation
(go-rounds, subgroups, one-on-one pairings). Early in the introductory training we introduce the
concept of sharing from the point of view of our social identities (allies panels/social identity
groups) to build safety for diversity and dealing with oppression. We use vision questions
constantly to build on our assumption that everyone has something important to contribute and
to elicit thinking and clarify viewpoints.
The underlying theme of every training is the reinforcement of grassroots women's
leadership. The following report from two women who attended a NW leadership training
session prior to organizing their own rural groups exemplifies our approach. Both had
trepidations about their abilities to lead a group:
"Before the session began, Clare and I explained to Ann, the session leader, that we
were very interested in issues that affect us personally, such as our low salaries, our
low status politically, the futurelessness of our jobs, and other job-related problems
that we face as low-income women with children. Ann said that we would have the
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opportunity to lead the group on topics that would bring out those interests. We had
not expected to become 'leaders' quite so fast!
"In the afternoon session, we broke up into two planning groups to lay out our mini·
meetings. I selected the topic 'Self-Image' from the list and discussed the aspects of
it that I wanted to cover. Then we went in to join the combined groups and even
though I felt scared, they all looked so encouraging that I plunged right in and did
it. I discovered that I was not alone in having very strong feelings about 'Self·
Image;' every member was highly vocal on the subject and gave me some new
insights. Leading the group was a gratifying experience. It gave me the confidence
I needed to organize and lead a group of my own.
"Clare followed my stint, and led with such enthusiasm for her topic, 'Power,' that
she turned on the whole group so it was a lively session. We both felt that we had
made a good first effort in our leadership roles. Our enthusiasm for being leaders
surprised us both. The encouragement and participation orthe group made all the
difference. We decided to incorporate this kind of role-playing in our own groups
to help women develop the confidence to start groups of their own."

Leadership Support Groups:

"In Syracuse, for the past ten years, on the first TIU!sday of the month, Syracuse
Neighborhood Women meets. A pot luck supper is foUowed by a NW Leadership
Support Group sharing of leadership isslU!s and concerns. The women come from
many different projects and organizotions in Syracuse, and no one is expected to
support another woman's project unless she wants to. Yet month after month, this
network of women weaves together common and separate projects that make a
difference in Syracuse."
- Terl Cameron, NW Board, Syracuse Neighborhood Women, Syracuse, NY

"Derotha and I started an NW Leadership Support Group six months ago in her
housing development. We meet weekly; lives are changing. I found out about the
Credit Union and signed up and then told Derotha about it and she signed up. We both
helped each other with the paperwork and you wouldn't believe it we both got a car loan
and each has a car. Now with Michele and the Housing Coalition's help, I'm getting
a house through the Savings and Loan Scandol RTC system with a mortgage payment
of$221 a month. They had people lined up waiting for us low-income applicants to
mess up the paperwork. But I got it. Now Derotha is going for one. That's because
we became a Leadership Support team. We stick by each other. "
-Carolyn Cruce, NW Women's Advocacy League, Tallahassee, FL
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What if there were a two- to three-hour period at least once a month where you meet with
a diverse group of women who share your main values and hopes for a better world, and who are
as committed to community or social issues as you are? What if your time together were carefully
structured to listen to each other's thinking on personal and community issues, to support each
other's best leadership and self-care, and to make personal plans to better balance your complex
lives?
These vision questions are what propelled NW' s development of the Leadership Support
Groups. After we first started doing Leadership Support Processes at big meetings and
conferences, some leaders, like Phyllis Kinnerk who founded Southwest Women Working
Together in Chicago, took their experiences back to their local organizations. They formed
Leadership Support Groups that in some cases lasted for years. In Williamsburg, the local NW
affiliate started a group that later formed a Women's Political Club that successfully supported
several women candidates through the electoral process. Eileen Guthrie started a support group
in Minneapolis that went on to build Women of Many Voices, an organization working on
welfare reform.
The Leadership Support Group is a place where women leaders can apply the NW process
elements, principles, and perspectives in a concentrated way so as to sustain and nourish
themselves as women of commitment and concern. We have seen Leadership Support Groups
work for a wide assortment of participants, from women who met for the first time at a housing
conference, to women from the same workplace or neighborhood, to women who are focused on
a common community agenda
In most social change organizations, personal support is divorced from the task of changing
society. The NW Leadership Support Group, both because of its ongoing nature and its inclusion
of personal concerns, becomes a resource for leaders' lives. The more we know of each other's
strengths and struggles, the more helpful we can be to each other. The Leadership Support Group
functions as an oasis for recovery from and prevention of burnout, and as a springboard for
networking and action.
Four to fifteen women meet in each other's homes for a two- to four-hour period at least once
a month (weekly or biweekly is ideal). The women you invite to your first meeting can be friends,
neighbors, classmates, church or organizational members, or strangers you solicit through
community newspapers or bulletin boards. The women should be active or desirous of being
active in their communities. They should be aware of the NW vision and values, and these should
be reviewed during some part of every meeting. The women who decide to come after the
introductory meeting are women who realize that in Leadership Support Groups we strive to
realize ever more completely what NW means by leadership support- taking support for our own
leadership seriously. This means that we realize we need to be sustained over time without adding
more work and burden to our already over-committed lives.
The Leadership Support Process meeting methods aim to give people the space and support
to figure out their own solutions to problems. We don't try to "save"each other, but rather listen,
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ask challenging vision questions, and provide a safe space for women to feel what's in the way
of their doing what they envision for themselves and their communities. The Leadership Support
Group is neither a coffee klatch nor a therapy group, but it should have the intimacy of the former
and the open attitude of the latter. It could be called a self-help group, but the focus includes
discussion of social issues, analysis, and planning that few self-help groups following a
"recovery" model would approve of. We have found that participation in a Leadership Support
Group reduces isolation and burnout, and increases leadership skills. It is the reinforcement of
the NW perspective: a way of seeing possibilities in life, taking initiative, and giving up blaming
others and harshly judging ourselves.
The recommended format is one-third personal well being, one-third planning mode, onethird discussion of social issues. Taking turns to have the attention of the group is critically
important to our method. The time guidelines are set up as part of our basic agreements. The
timing may vary -usually opening or closing circles allot 2-3 minutes each. The leader can
design mini-sessions and subgroups for 20-30 minutes where each participant takes an equal tum.
An individual support time discussion can take fifteen minutes. Group discussions or allies
panels can be allotted 60 or more minutes. The setting of time limits prevents rambling and/or
the monopoly of group attention by a few women. It demonstrates our belief that everyone's
contribution is what creates the wisdom of the group.

Group planning for Leadership Support Groups. The organizing jobs for the Leadership
Support Group should be shared among the members of the group, otherwise there is a tendency
for the group to replicate the pattern of overburdening a few women. Successful groups need to
cover the following organizing functions:
• Develop a roster of names, addresses, and telephone numbers. This can be expanded
to a mini-data base to share resources and organizational contacts.
• Speak with absent members to update them and give news about the upcoming meeting.
• Plan for food at meetings (potluck simple refreshments are recommended). Food makes
for a warm, relaxed tone but provisions for it shouldn't burden the house host or leader.
• Collect money. We recommend that groups think about charging a fee or taking
contributions to develop a "Savings Club." The money collected can go to support travel or
admission fees for further training for the Support Group leader or delegates the group chooses
to send to NW or other important events.
• Collect feedback. Updates on how the meetings are going ensure that the leader has
information from which to plan the meeting without having to chase after members, as so many
effective women leaders do in all of their organizations. This role is often but not necessarily
taken by the assistant leader.
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Personal well-being. It is an old story by now. Women's expectations of what they "should"
accomplish are so high that they are virtually doomed to fall short. Perfectionism is rampanton the job, in the home, in the community. With over-committed schedules and the rush to be
all things to all people, something has to give, and too frequently it is their own well-being and
expression of feelings. The emotional consequences of our self-denial often prevents us from
realizing our potential, especially in the area of leadership in our communities and in the business
world. Many of us are leaders but do not recognize our strength and have no peer group to
encourage and sustain us. We become isolated, and are then easy prey to exhaustion, burnout,
and cynicism. The methods that we list below contradict this pattern in that their main subject
is our lives and our well-being:
• Check-ins- 3 to 5 minutes/person. These simple questions remind us of the perpetual
mixture of good and bad, strengths and weaknesses, successes and difficulties. Each role mother, daughter, sister, wife, worker, community leader, student- carries responsibilities and
demands. We ask the same questions with minor variations almost every time we get together
for leadership support:
BASICS

What's going well?
What's hard? Not going well?
What is something you're struggling with?
What's a challenge? Confusing? A puzzle?
Where would support make a difference?
How could we help today?

VARIATIONS

Who are you today?
In what roles are we seeing you?
What lifts you up? What holds you down?
What's something you're proud of lately and why?
Who is a woman leader you're grateful to and why?
Where are you going and what would you like us to know about
what it's like for you along the way?

• Individual support time for solving a problem -15 minutes. Whereas the methods in
general are about giving women space to explore problems, not necessarily to solve them, a
woman may initiate a request for the group's help in solving a problem. She would state her
problem; the others would listen carefully and then ask vision questions, and/or share their own
experiences and insights in the form of "I" statements, rather than giving advice.
• Culture and spirit segment- 10-20 minutes. As we have discussed above, meetings can
include (at beginning, end, or middle) a short reading, a quiet reflection, a candle ritual, a song,
a dance. As long as we adhere to our Principle #10 of honoring diversity, we have had great
success with this element Meetings come even more alive as participants share already existing
or newly created resources of spiritual strength.
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• Fun/food break- 30 minutes. Participants engage in an enjoyable activity either by
themselves or with other members- eating, taking a walk, singing, dancing.
• Closing circles with evaluations/reflections and/or appreciations- 3-5 minutes/person.
We close most meetings with a circle. It is meant to be a time when each person can say something
she needs to say. Usually we aim for an appreciation so that each person will leave with a
reminder of positive qualities that others see in her. Appreciations require good will plus the skill
of sensitive listening so that we voice an appreciation the woman has been waiting for, rather than
reinforce a quality about which she is already very confident. In addition to the previous
suggestions, closing circle variations we have used include:
-Tell us something you liked about the meeting; something that could have gone even
better. (This feedback mode is appropriate when the group has a good reason to
evaluate itself in order to keep itself on track.)
- Say something you need to say goodbye. When groups have gotten used to the
appreciation mode and the closing circle has become an accepted ritual, the direction
can be more general, and people will use it to say what they need to say. Using this
variation with new groups may result in a person using the general directive to air
grievances, tell a long story, or otherwise undermine the intended spirit of uplift with
which we hope to close.

Planning mode - 20-35 minutes. Taking charge of our lives and our leadership includes
making plans for actions based on our best thinking and intuition, evaluating our plans and
actions, and changing them when necessary. This segment is usually most productive in 3-way
groups where one woman may take notes while another asks the third questions about her plans
(for herself and/or for her community or issue groups) or both listen while one woman speaks.
For planning insights and aids, Section N: Planning deals with the subject of women's
planning in detail. It is recommended that the Leadership Support Group leader and assistant
study this section in order to decide which elements to present to the group.

Social issues discussion- 30-60 minutes. Imagine rethinking all your important self-care,
relationship, leadership, and social issue ideas from an NW perspective on honoring social
identity/diversity, redefining leadership, and having a vision. Each group should take a topic
each session, with questions developed in advance to bring in the NW Leadership Support
Process elements. The participants may discuss the topics in a group, in sub-groups of three or
four and/or using the conversation method as explained in Part C. This is where vision questions
are used to help a group build a consensus or make a plan, also discussed in Section N: Planning.
Section III: Organizing should also be read before using these methods, since they usually
precede or relate to a neighborhood's comprehensive community development plan.
As we refine our thinking, the intention is to recognize the traditions we value and change
those traditions, attitudes and behaviors that we need to change so that each woman can make her
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unique contribution. We acknowledge that what is happening in the world affects us and is too
important to leave to a few people officially designated as "experts" or leaders.
The LSP meeting method social issue discussions are a perfect springboard for action and
generating policy or action recommendations. They a! ways begin by approaching issues from
personal experience:
• What does housing mean to you?
• What's good/bad about the way you were raised, housing-wise?
• What would you like to see included in housing from a woman's perspective?
• What contribution would you make?
• What holds you back?
• What's a first (next) step?
• What support do you need?
To ground the group in the social identity issues reflected in our own lives, early sessions
should focus on a sharing of backgrounds, using an ally panel and other questions to elicit our
experiences and issues as women. In general, the interests and problems of the group should
determine the topics. A go-round might be organized around the question, "As a member of your
social identity group, what do you think of (any of the topics on this list)." If most members are
single heads of household with small children to care for, they may want to talk about childcare,
job opportunities, adequate housing, and low wages. A group of older women might want to talk
about health care, safety in the streets, loneliness, problems making ends meet, or demands made
on them by adult children. The point of these discussions is not to just complain, but to face the
negative conditions and the internal effects of oppression, so as to be able to exert leadership
toward constructive action and empowerment.
Possible topics for social issue discussions:
• Balancing leadership and family obligations.
• Getting and giving genuine support.
• Dealing with power and our own attitudes toward it.
• Health: our own, our family's, and our community's health issues.
• NW Principles.
• Backbiting and other undermining behaviors.
• Defining leadership.
• Building consensus/resolving conflict
• Neighborhood development policy (elaborated in Section III: Organizing).
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A Leadership Support Group leader in Brooklyn asked a question to bring out the
women's thinking and feeling about family and community leadership. "How can I be
there for my family and also take community leadership?" The vision implicit in the
question was that the two can co-exist. The responses included:

''My children seem to do beautifully and tell me that they are very proud of all that
I've done. They take a lot of leadership in their organizations as well. But my issue
is guilt. Am I deserting these children, no matter how old they get?''
"My mother walked two hours morning and evening to work in a factory in Haiti.
She had one pair of shoes. She made sure that we children each had two or three
pairs. I have rethought this. I tell my children I will have two and you one. I have
to take care of myself in a way my mother couldn't, to stay strong for them. I talked
to my mother and she said she thinks I'm right."
''My son is so proud that I'm a leader in the housing development. He tells the other
children, 'She's running for President.'"
Meeting follow-up. We strongly recommend telephone support check-ins between meetings to develop a sense of continuity. The leader would model this and then establish a telephone
tree or telephone buddies. Start on the upbeat with something good that has happened, some
insight or event Each woman should take one minute to speak and one minute to listen. Then
each take five minutes to talk about some project you are involved in, or a problem that has come
up for you. End with something you are looking forward to with enthusiasm.
Indirection, gossip, and other hurtful behaviors have plagued organizations. We try to bring
things out at meetings, where we are able to deal with tensions in a group way. Because good
and honest relationships are the heart of the NW support network, we accept first person
responsibility for tending those relationships, using frequent check-ins to reduce misunderstanding and unnecessary conflict.

Asking for special support. Members should ask each other to accompany them to any
appointment that they anticipate will be difficult, such as going to a job interview, a court hearing,
an important meeting. NW recommends that if the first woman you call for support can't make
it, call someone else. If the group serves its function, members will realize more and more the
beneficial effect that mutual support has on their lives and their leadership.

Organizing a Leadership Support Group
In order to form an official NW Leadership Support Group, an organization becomes an
affiliate (see Appendix C)and has at least two leaders who have participated in NW facilitator
training, after which they receive periodic coaching.
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The planning leaders' commitment to use NW processes and perspectives should be made
clear. Some groups have floundered largely because the NW identity of the group was not clearly
specified at the beginning. Women used to other approaches could then divert the group away
from the NW processes which are designed to illuminate our vision and values.
As was said in PartE: Supporting Women as Leaders, it is also imperative that the leader
and assistant leader set a tone of separating the person from the pattern. Our commitment to
holding the vision of the best in people allows us to see a person in difficulty as a good person
with bad behavior. That is, we hold out their best for them to see, even in the midst of their tears!
despair/negativity. All the NW structures (vision questions, appreciations, basic agreements,
etc.) are designed to contradict the distorted views we have of ourselves, and each other.

Orientation meeting - 3-4 hours:
This meeting is designed to introduce the group to the NW concept of Leadership Support
Groups. Invite as many as twenty or thirty women, since all will not be able to commit themselves
to the program. The ideal Leadership Support Group will have no more than fifteen members.
Try to get women who are active in their community, who are leaders even if they don't consider
themselves as such. Use a varied format, alternating a structured time with a relaxed break of
10-15 minutes that gives women time to move around as well as talk. The times given below are
suggested but in reality may have to be shorter.

Sample jo711Ult- Leadership Support Group orientation meeting:
• Advance preparation. See Section IV: Planning for planning guidelines. Basic
agreements (see Part D) should be posted where ali can see them. A sign-up sheet should be
available where women leave their names, phone numbers and decisions/agreements to join.
• Introduction- 15 minutes. Leader welcomes group and introduces co-leader or
assistant State the purpose of your meeting: to introduce the NW concept of Leadership Support
Groups. Go through the basic agreements one by one and the reasons for them.
• Opening circle - 40-60 minutes. Leader suggests going around the circle for each
woman to introduce herself and make a brief timed statement, such as: her community worlc, what
she likes about being a woman, what difficulties have arisen because she is a woman, her biggest
challenge at the moment.
• Leaders' presentation and question period- 15-30 minutes. Leaders share experiences
that made them decide to form a Leadership Support Group. They will give an overview of NW
values, visions, social analysis, accomplishments, and processes. They will explain in what ways
a NW Leadership Support Group is a unique combination of the personal and the political. This
presentation should be followed by a go-round (2 minutes/person) where women are free to ask
any questions.
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• Follow-up discussion- 40 minutes. Leader poses direct questions regarding membership in the group to each woman around the circle:
What are one or two things you like about the idea of belonging to a Leadership
Support Group?
What would be difficult for you?
How do you feel about the basic agreements? Any suggestions for change?
What, if any, personal issues would interfere with your participation?
What help would you need to resolve such problems? Could the group help?
• Explaining scheduling- 10 minutes. It is helpful to schedule meetings once a week, but
given most women's overcommitted schedules, that is nearly impossible. Try to meet bi-weekly
until the momentum is going sufficiently to hold the insights of the group for a month's interval.
We have found that three months is needed to establish group rapport If a group begins
with that time commitment, it could vote again at the end of that period to extend the time for
another three, six, or nine months, or to spin off and start new groups.
Forming new groups is important to NW' s vision because the new groups expand the
network of support and therefore the grassroots social movement to which NW is committed. The
network can become a powerful coalition of mutual support for political, social, and economic
projects and policies for community development.
• Break • 15 minutes. Ask women to fill in sign-up sheet while on their break.
• One-on-one discussion- 20 minutes. Leader asks women to pair off with someone they
did not know until this meeting. Share background information, problems, ideas, plans.
• Closing circle- 15 minutes. Leader follows one of the variations on the closing circle
listed under the preceding Personal weU-being heading.

Sample fonnat- first Leadership Support Group meeting:
The format can use any of the Leadership Support Process elements and methods including
an unstructured (untimed/no questions) discussion in order to break the slight tension produced
by NW structures for a newcomer. Most of the meeting, however, should consist of the NW
questioning and timed responses done in one-on-one, 3-way small groups, or go-round format.
The meeting should take about 3 hours.
• Opening check-in- 5 minutes/person. Each woman answers vision questions based
on an assumption of her leadership:
In terms of your leadership, what's going well?
What's difficult?
What support might make a difference?
What's a step you can take to get that support?

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT PROCESS
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• Opening culture and spirit segment- 10 minutes. A moment of silence to think of
women of the past who led committed lives, women of the present (ourselves included), and the
children, the next generations to come. Women speak as the spirit moves them.
• Opening circle- 40-60 minutes of go-round, 2-3 minutes/person.
Women give name, organization.
What was a place where you made a difference?
What was it?
• Open conversation or break - 15 minutes.
• Topic-sharing with vision questions- 40 minutes. Go-round on vision question: What
are the hopes, expectations, roles, and responsibilities we need help with?
• Small3-way group sharing- 15 minutes on personal leadership issues/planning.
• Allies or social identity- 25 minutes. Panel with three or four people on race, class,
ethnicity, or other social identity group -10 minutes.
• Closing circle- 2 minutes/person.
What happened today that you'll remember for a while?
What is something you appreciate about yourself that you didn't before?
What's the next step for you?

What can go wrong with applying our LSP methods?
"One thing an old organizer told me and I never forgot it: 'Be careful what you say,
when you say it, and how you say it."'
- Eddye Owens, NW Board, Women for Economi<: Security, Chicago, IL

• We can apply them In a rigid way. Just because they have worked for us doesn't mean
they work every time. If they are applied rigidly, people will distrust them and they can fall flat
If enthusiastic facilitators are too .,iteral" and make exact procedures more important than the
principles and assumptions behind them, they will fail because they become another set of
routines taken too strictly.
• We can take them too seriously or not seriously enough. Flippancy is tempting when
we open a meeting to personal issues. We cannot stress too strongly that for these methods to
work, they must be taken seriously and used flexibly. A "who cares?" flippancy will lower the
safety and undermine the discipline the methods bring.
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• We can be patronizing or condescending in our tone. We can forget that any good
method has to communicate respect for the group and its purposes in ways that the members of
the group can hear and understand.
• We can forget about the importance of ownership of what we do together. Habiba
Soudan, NW board member and ex-chair of the board of the Camden Urban Women's Center,
tells the story of a board meeting where they realized that for three years women had come to the
program more because they trusted Habiba and Director Rosemary Jackson than because they
understood or had taken ownership of the project itself. From that time on, the board changed
its approach and spent as much time as was necessary for everyone - board, staff, and all
participants- to understand what the project was, its purposes and goals, and how they were going
to achieve them.
Habiba added, "We also were aware that people come to groups out of their own personal
or work-related needs. Their level of commitment will depend on what needs will be met by their
involvement We had to get clear that some personal needs will re<i.listically get met and some
will not And then we can really deal with the needs of the organization ... I always take the pulse
of the group in the initial organizing stages to get out some of these needs and personal agendas."
• We can make these meetings "requirements" rather than opportunities and options.
We ask participants in our programs to use our processes or modify them so they are workable
in a particular setting. We should avoid the message that our methods are the only or the best
methods in the world; they have worked for us enough times that we ask people to use them, but
on a trial basis only. If a person is very resistant, but the rest of the group is willing, remind her
that she can "pass" as she needs to, or leave the room as she needs to. These two agreements are
meant to permit participants to "flex."
In a Rorida introductory workshop, a participant was very hostile to any agreements,
particularly anything restricting "free speech." She turned out to be the person most grateful for
the program and was eloquent in expressing that in the closing circle.
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SECTION III
ORGANIZING
A. Women and Comprehensive Community
Development
B. Gender Analysis.
C. Women Organizing Women
D. Key Elements
E. Networking
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While NW tends to use the tenns "comprehensive" and "integral"
community development interchangeably, because of our wholistic view
of development processes, it is important to distinguish their meanings,
particularly for those who are either outside of or new to the development
field.

•
"Comprehensive" community development incorporates all the various
elements which interact to produce a healthy, attractive, and dynamic
community for the people who live there (that is, not just for people who
work there or have businesses or commercial facilities there). This
includes economic and cultural opportunities, housing, services,
educational and recreational facilities, the physical environment, and
relationships between the subgroups who make up the resident population.

•
"Integral" community development consciously and conscientiously
adds to these elements the human development dimension, not as a sideeffect of improving opportunity and standard of living, but as an essential
value, strategy, and ultimate goal which frames the political and
programmatic aspects of the comprehensive development process.
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A. WOMEN AND COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
"Too many people go through life with the illusion that there's no conununity to which
they are accountable."
-Jan Peterson, NW founder, NW Board, Windber, PA

"As I came up, ifI had peas, you had peas. Ifyou were sick, I was sick. People helped
each other. We're starling a food co-op now in the development because we just hate
to see those other mathers and children going hungry."
- Derotha Butler, housing leader, NW Women's Advocacy League, Tallahassee, FL

"A conunon concern for those of us worldng for social change is how to assist women
beyond the meeting of practical, basic and material needs to develop the critical
consciousness which will enable them to have a better understanding ofall the linkages
between all the sources of their oppression - race, class, and imperialism along with
gender - so that they can identify the points of leverage and strategies which need to
be taken to promote change. There is the need to make the links between 'project
experience' at the micro level, and analysis of macro-economic policies and realities!'
- EmpowermenJ and Family Support, Vol. 1/Issue 3, September 1!190

"AU over the world, women's concerns are the ideal entry points for participatory,
comprehensive community development projects."
Caroline Pezzullo, NW Board, GROOTS Global Facilitator, UN women and
development consultant, New York, NY

The NW perspective
Community organizing is the broad participation side of democracy. It is not a science but
a way of getting people out to find and implement their own solutions to problems. A community
organizing approach assumes that people have the right to self-determination and the capacity
and creativity to define and communicate their own needs.
We believe that for change to occur, neighborhood women need to organize locally,
statewide, regionally, nationally, and globally. In each neighborhood, women need to define
their own priorities and agendas from their own perspectives. In order to facilitate this,
Neighborhood Women is building an organizing methodology that reflects local women's vision
of community that is inclusive, organic, feminist (respectful of women as equal partners in
community life), non-hierarchal and based on NW's 12 Principles. By "organic," we mean
organizing that respects the values, cultural patterns, and networks of relationship that exist
within the neighborhood. This methodology requires starting and staying with what comes
naturally for women who live there rather than superimposing upon a gr<:mp of neighborhood
women some "construct," "model," or "paradigm" developed somewhere else.
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NW Principles and Leadership Support Process provide a structure for women to discover
and realize their abilities and their leadership potential. They provide a way for women to join
together in conflicting circumstances to create change. With each step they take, their common
voice becomes stronger and they gain a new collective power over their lives. There are many
ways to organize. In this section, we will illustrate how NW women have:
• Started from scratch to build organizations.
• Changed existing organizations to fit their own vision of the NW 12 Principles.
• Brought women's priorities and concerns into the broader community.

Our concern with the whole of a woman's life
"Comprehensive" or "integral" community development conveys our concern with the
whole of a woman's- and a community's- life. This wholeness includes all of the people and
all of the world around them, and the complexity of relationships and interaction that few men
understand with the same clarity as do women. The following list provides a valuable standard
for what comprehensive development means. It was developed by NW board member Caroline
Pezzullo and Frieda M. Silvert for the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM:)
Knowledge Bank System to assist women in the design of projects.

CORE DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES
• PERSONAL: Concerns changes in individual
women's capacity/potential. Includes: self confidence,
taking initiative and leadership; physical, intellectual,
emotional, spiritual well-being and satisfaction.
• ECONOMIC: Concerns capital and production. Includes: income, savings, credit, loans, identifying and accumulating assets, and fmancial awareness;
occupational skills and employment; control of land
and land use; ownership of other productive resources.
• SOCIAUCULTURAL: Concerns social support needs, diversity in traditions and creative expression. Includes: education, knowledge/skills, housing,
clothing, nutrition, childbearing/rearing, health.
• ECOLOGICAL: Concerns sociological as
well as biological relationship of humans and other
forms of life to their common environment Includes:
education about and protection of air, soil, and water
where women and their families live and labor, wages
and conditions where they worl<, awareness of effects of
consumption and industrialization on the environment.
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• POLITICAL: Concerns work in political or
policy-related organizations or action. Includes: organizing new groups or action, joining others, awareness
of connection between politicsipolicymaking and lives
of women and their communities.
• INFORMATIONAL: Concerns generating
and sharing concerns, communications. Includes: ex-

posure to options and opportunities, exposure to the
mainstream, and awareness that information and knowledge are power.
• TECHNOLOGICAL: Concerns use of appropriate or alternative tools and techniques. Includes:
access to and awareness of change-effect of tools and
techniques on quality of work and living environments.
• PARTICIPATORY: Concerns actions based
on or related to knowing of and being involved in
making available choices. Includes: change in and
reinforcement of women's decision-making role in the
family and community.
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Although it is difficult for any neighborhood group to work in all of these categories at the
same time, NW believes it is useful to keep the whole picture in mind. The comprehensive
perspective helps shape the piece selected as an entry point for action; it can indicate the linkage
among the categories as well as lead into the next area for action. For example, a number of NW
affiliates are currently working in the economic area on opening employment opportunities for
women on welfare. This may lead them to work in the social area by providing education, job
training, and childcare, and then into the policy/political area by advocating welfare reform and
low-cost loans to start small businesses.

Empowerment starts in the neighborhood
"The only way we could enlist women on welfare in our two year self-sufficiency,
education, traming, and employment program was by refen-al from our Stale Department
ofHuman Services. WeU, we tlwught, that's okay because we believe in working within
the system. We had this naive lwpe tllat after a few years of making it work, tile stale
could adopt our peer support model as at least one longer-term, consistent training
option for women on AFDC. But in an effort to cooperate with federal and stale
requirements for the JOBS program or for JTPA, we changed the program again and
again so many times dUll it became ineffective. I llated giving up, but we were becoming
a party to the state rather dum empowering women."
-Brownie Ledbetter, NW Board, community activist, Arkansas Career Resources,
Little Rock, AR

"The truth is tllat our community programs are being asked to mediate and enforce
social control of neighborhood women - we are forced to offer training only for dead
end jobs without other options."
-Sandy Schllen, NW Board, Chair NW WiUiamsburg/Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY

''The nonprofit sector is a cornerstone. ofAmerican democracy and yet nonprojits are
at their knees begging for snuz/l change. We are spending on people, but not investing
in them."
-Ronnie Felt, NW Board, attorney and community economic development consultant,
Washington, DC

NW sometimes uses the words "neighborhood" and "community" interchangeably when
speaking of an interacting group of various individuals/families living in a particular geographic
environment within a larger society. "Community development" adds the dimension of ideas,
goals, and actions that link people around common interests and policies for the betterment of
the community in which they live.
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NW believes that community development should not be left to the "experts" to define and
plan. NW has used an "empowerment advocacy" approach whereby all the participants in our
programs, whether living in the neighborhood or coming from the outside to work towards
neighborhood goals, are considered members and partners, rather than clients to whom NW
provides service, or as experts to whom all defer.
New definitions are needed- and women, particularly grassroots women, must contribute
to redefining and redirecting a development process. NW's vision is that new models of
development can incorporate women as decisionmakers, widen people's choices, and increase
their well-being. NW believes that strengthening a women's perspective and empowering
women in the neighborhood development process is not optional. It is essential if poor and
working class communities are to resist the underdevelopment and displacement that has
occurred in the U.S. and in much of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Sometimes it is
overdevelopment of industry and underdevelopment of people, such as in Appalachia.
Our Leadership Support Group is an essential tool in organizing for community development. It is used to make sure that the grassroots neighborhood women leaders and their partners
from outside the neighborhood have raised their consciousness as women members of diverse
class, race, and ethnic groups and are clear about how their own oppression and strengths have
affected their thinking. The Support Group process helps counteract and prevent internal
obstacles at the same time as providing a forum for analysis of the external obstacles: the facts
of the situation in the community, the power structure, and the vested interests. It is also the place
where empowerment begins and is continually reinforced.
Empowerment, as defined by community organizers and workers, is the state of people
being enabled to take their destiny in their own hands. The implication is that people have
awakened to their own history (herstory), situation, and potential, and have the capacity to
analyze them in terms of their own cultural value systems. They are able to take individual and
group action under their own steam. That is what comprehensive community development
means. It is no less than the power to create a new paradigm, a new model for their communities,
states, nations, and even the world as it grows smaller and nations become more interdependent
environmentally and economically.

"I got involved in tire Tenants Association to help tire people meet tlreir needs - like
getting their due from Housing, getting the development up to par, getting educational
programs in here. And to try to talu! away some oftire fear ofliving in public lwusing.
You wouldn't believe what I have been offered to seU this community out- jobs,
$5,000,$10,000 at a time. But I'm unbuyable. Before this I was a private person."
-Hortense (Tessie) Smith, NW Williamsburg/Green point Board, President Busbwlck
Houses, Brooklyn, NY
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Community-based economic development
While community development is comprehensive - from housebuilding to childcare
centers, from safe streets to political action - economic development, like personal development, has special meaning. For the economy includes every way we exchange what we have for
what we need: a job, a business, a marketplace, a barter system, a gift-giving. All of these are
present throughout the wholistic development of a neighborhood. The ability to weave
economic, political, and personal values into the process of development is what creates
women power.
NW defines economic empowerment as starting in the neighborhood, where a feminist
perspective on development (recognizing women's essential role in the local economy) can be
born and sustained.

"Women are ready to be constituents of economic development. Unless grassroots
women become active in creating wealth and becoming owners they will remain
recipients of government payments. To become less dependent, women need to be
involved in building a different economy. They already have the skills - a craft, an
informal business they're already operating, the savvy of how to stretch scarce
resources. What women need to learn is the how-to's of economic development so they
aren't afraid ofit- it needs to be demystified. We need to help them learn the practical
language of business and how to access .financing. This is what I mean by community
development- women using their energy creatively and that investment staying in the
community."
-Rosemary Jackson, NW Board, Director Camden Urban Women's Center, Camden,

NJ

• Can we envision standards of economic and political justice for ourselves and our
neighborhoods?
• Can we acknowledge all forms of participation in our economy?
• If collectively we could impose penalties against our landlord for withholding heat, our
employers for denying us upward mobility, our school system for failing to educate our
children, would our communities be better places?
• How can we women with few assets and little income be assisted by public policies and
by self-help initiatives?
• How can we include in our assets and audits all of the valuable time and talents
contributed to NW work?
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Women have relied on others, mostly men, to take the economic steps needed to save our
neighborhoods. City planners, government programs, community development corporations
and public/private development partnerships of the male persuasion have not yet made much of
a difference.
Since women's leadership is accepted in the family and community, NW's strategy has been
to build on the strengths which women already have, support them in choosing their priorities in
the home and community, and assist them in capturing political and economic power to work for
those priorities. NW has organized by giving women who want to create or strengthen their
neighborhood organizations a few tools of analysis and methods of support. NW challenges them
to use the tools to assert their leadership as they work with others to improve their communities.

Recognizing the special contributions of neighborhood women
"At a NW conference nuzny participants remarked tlwt this was tlu! first time tlwt tlu!y
hod participated in a policy-oriented group as women rather than solely as represenlntives
of their neighborhood groups. Tlu!y furtlu!r agreed t1wt there hod been little thought
given to planning community-based programs specijicaUy directed to the needs of
women."
- NW Report to the U.S. Deportment ofHousing and Urban Development, 1980

Neighborhood women are already providing informal service and managing a variety of
community activities with little funding or support. They do the volunteer social service work
and raise money for churches, PTA's, political clubs, and Scouts. Women are running most
tenant councils and providing most of the people-power for organizations fighting for improved
housing. Through their persistent hard work, informal neighborhood networks
formed which
care for children, the sick, and the aged, and meet other neighborhood needs.

are

The list of vital, though unacknowledged, roles of women in neighborhoods and community
life is (almost) endless, yet they are constantly blocked in the full use of this power. They are
rarely the ones running the funded housing organizations or designing and building the housing
in which they live. Their frequently unpaid and often unrecognized work has preserved the social
structure of many urban neighborhoods and rural villages. It has often provided the difference
between a poor but functioning neighborhood and a slum. It is important for government
agencies to build on these existing organizational structures, rather than to compete with them
and destroy them. To do so is to destroy the goal of self-help, and reduce individuals to recipients
of services rather than active creators of organizational solutions.
It is essential to recognize low income neighborhood women as the active dynamic force
that they are. These women need public and private sector assistance to tackle the massive tasks
of meeting basic family needs and revitalizing their communities. Women and men who are
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selected to infonn development policy must understand the strengths of neighborhood women.
Often these unnoticed functions are unknown and/or unrecognized by those who could help
financially, because of the unfamiliar and/or infonnal structures out of which they operate.
Sometimes the very way you organize gives you power.

B. GENDER ANALYSIS
While most NW members have highly developed ethnic and community consciousness,
they agree that when they began work with NW they had little awareness of themselves as women
in neighborhoods, or awareness that the female population could be viewed as a cultural whole.
Nonetheless, they were able to readily articulate women's needs in such areas as childcare, street
safety, mobility, family responsibilities, and the needs of those in extreme poverty.
At NW we do not believe that focusing on our identity as women means that we exclude our
other identities. No woman need deny her concern for family, neighborhood, or ethnic heritage
to become involved with NW. On the contrary, each of those identities is a source of pride and
insight among the women in our affiliate groups and on our board.

Different policy approaches to women in development
''We believe that you cannot just add women to existing approaches to community
development, stir, and expect thai women's conditions will be much improved. We need
to work together on the goals and strategies that directly fiJJ our needs and reflect our
values."
- NW Dialogue on Female Poverty and Community Development, 1984.

French feminist Maxine Molyneux distinguishes between two approaches to women's
development: those based upon "practical" gender interests, and those fonnulated according to
"strategic" gender interests.
"Practical" refers to services- childcare, food, job training- the kinds of resources women,
particularly those with sole responsibility for supporting families, must have in order to achieve
and maintain an adequate standard of living. These interests may be addressed without changing
women's subordinate position. It means community development efforts that are gender-neutral
but assist women by providing them with shelter, food, health care, and the like. This mode is
what characterizes most current approaches to meeting people's needs.
The empowennent approach, which NW advocates, arose as a correction to the other policy
approaches which often created additional obstacles to qualitative change in the condition of
families and communities. While the services provided by meeting "strategic gender needs" may
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be the same, they are designed and delivered in a way that helps to change the oppressed condition
of women which gives rise to the need in the first place. It asserts authority in the design and
ownership of the sources of these services. It implies access to economic resources presently
controlled by others as a base for independent action. For example, housing programs would
involve women in the initiation, development, and management of the housing, instead of just
providing a woman with a place to live which she could lose if her husband leaves and his is the
only name on the lease, or that is designed without consideration for the need to supervise
children or for access to shops and transportation.
Molyneux suggests that politicizing these practical interests and transforming them into
strategic interests supported by many women will give grassroots women a new base of strength.
British social anthropologist Caroline Moser draws upon this work in the following chart
that characterizes alternative development approaches. Her chart is used in training personnel
for third world development efforts. Its language, familiar to those who work at the United
Nations, may be unfamiliar to people doing community development work in the United States.
For example, "WID" means women in development; "triple role" refers to the triple roles women
play: 1) raising children and caring for the family, 2) participating in the workplace, and 3)
building and maintaining communities.
The chart on the opposite page illustrates the different ways policymakers approach women
- as mothers, as the poor who need their productivity increased, as those who can make
programs more efficient, as a group which needs equal status in the development process, and
as a group which suffers oppression by men, the economic system, and the many institutions with
which it must continually interact. It also illustrates why a partnership needs to exist between
women advocating legislation and women who will be affected by that legislation. Understanding these connections can help grassroots women organizers conceptualize and forge a link
between women's priorities, perspectives, and concerns, and community development strategies.
In its organizing role, NW recognizes women's distinct roles in urban and rural systems,
differentiates between men's and women's needs, and identifies and distinguishes between
practical and strategic gender interests.

"It's time to make women's insights visible and a part ofpublic learning that public
policy luzs to respond to and learn from. When there's no nwney, grassroots women
are counted on by government to lwld up families and com1tlllllity institutions. Yet in
periods ofpolicy restructuring and new policy initiatives they are never consulted, and
planning goes on around and against them. This can't continue. Our series of
neighborhood women'sforums is designed to put a :stop to this, once and for aU."
-Sandy Schllen, NW Board, NW National FacUitator, President NW WUiiamsburgl
Greenpolnt, New York, NY
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-CON Mooer 'Gender Planning in the Third World: Meeting Practical & Strategic Gender Needs' in World Development Vo1.17

Different Polley Approaches to Women In Development (WID)
ISSUES

WELFARE

EQUITY

Origin•

Earlieot Approach:
- reoidual model or oociol
we1rare under oolonial odminiatration
- modemization/
accelerated growth economic
development model.

Original WID approach:
- railure or modernization development policy
- inOuence rl Booerup & Fint
World Feminists on Percy
Amendmenl
- decloration rl UN Decade ror
Women.

Period
moot
popular

1950-70: but otill
widely uoed.

198.5-85: attempb to adopt it
during and since Women's ()e.

Purpooe

To bring women into development u bett.r mothen: this
is seen as their m01t important role in development

I

ANTI-POVERTY

EFFICffiNCY

Second WID approach:

3rd and now predominant WID Most recent approach:
approach;
- arose out of failure of equity

- toned doMt equality because
of criticism
- linked to Redistribution with
Growth and Basic Needs.

1970's onward: still limited
popularity.

EMPOWERMENT

- deterior:ation in world economy approach
-policies of economic stabiliza- -Third World Women's feminist
tion and adjustment rely on writing & grassroots organizations.
women's economic contribution
to development

Post 1980's: now most popular 19'75 onwards: accelerated during
approach.
1980's. still limited popularity.

cade.
To gain equality for women in To ensure poor women increase To ensure development is more To empower women through
the development process: their productivity: women's pov- efficient and more effective: greater self-reliance: women's subwomen seen as active partici- erty seen as problems of underdevelopment not of subordinapants in development
tion.

To meet SGN** in termo or
triple role - directly throuBh
olate top down intorvention, Bivin1 political & economic autonomy by reducinB inequality
with men.

women's economic participation ordination seen not only as a prob-seen as associated with equality. tern of men but also of colonial and
neo-colonial oppression.

Needo rl
women met
and roleo
m:ognized

To meet PON* in repmductive role, relatin1 particullllly
to rood aid, malnutrition &
ramily plannin1.

To meet PON* in reproductive To meet PON* in context of derole; to earn an income, particu- dining social services by relying
llllly in amall ocale income .... on all3 roles of women and etas~
eratinB projects.
ticity of women's time.

Chmment

Women oeen u puaive ben- In identiryinB oubordinate po- Poor women isolated as sepa- Women seen entirely in terms of
eliciarieo rl development with sition of women in terms or rate category with tendency only delivery capacity and ability to
working day. Most popurocuo on reproductive role. relationship to men, challenB- to ...oognize pmductive role; ReNon-challenBing, thererore ing, criticized as Weotem remi- luctance of government to give lar approach both with govern-

To reach SON** in terms of triple
role - indirectly through bottom
up mobilization around PGN* as
means to confront opp.-ession.

Potentially challenging with emphasis on Third World & women's
selr-reliance. U>rgely unsupported
by governments and agencies.
ments and multilateral agencies. Avoidance of Western feminism
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The ongoing problem of women's invisibility
All over the world women are mobilizing. To many observers this appears to be a new
phenomenon associated with the International Decade for Women and the growth of the
international and U.S. feminist movement. The first women's movement of this century actually
began in the late 19th century and ended with the achievement of the vote for women in 1920.
There were, of course, many women who kept working for additional achievements. In fact, the
Equal Rights Amendment was first introduced in the U.S. Congress in 1923, but there was little
public receptivity to the women's efforts.
The problem of invisibility has plagued women for a long time. Feminist analysts agree that
development in a capitalist mode leads to a division between the arena of economic and political
activities ("public" - predominantly male) and the arena of producing, nurturing and maintaining the family and community ("private"- predominantly female). It not only divides them,
but it celebrates the public sphere and devalues the private. This makes women invisible in
analysis and diagnosis of social change movements and in the elaborntion of strntegies for these
movements. Feminist historians, psychologists, and researchers (such as Boulding, Saegert,
Jelin, Jaquette, Kaplan, Belenky, Henderson, Hayden, Leavitt and the women of the American
Society of Planning Officials, to name a few) have been forced to first uncover the presence of
women by looking for women where they have not been seen and where their actions have not
been evaluated, before they can define their predicaments and document their contributions.
According to Rhoda Lois Blumberg, the vital role of women in the modern civil rights
movement is only now being explored, with many gaps still to be filled. In fact women, black
and white, played significant roles throughout the movement and helped launch the modern
women's movement because of the inability of male leaders in the civil rights movement to
perceive the link between African American rights and equality for women. By participating in
the civil rights movement, women, both black and white, raised their consciousness of their
oppression as women. It was extremely painful to be part of a justice movement and not receive
justice for your own group.
Another example of women's invisibility is in the tenants rights movement in the early part
of this century. Research on the role of women in the recognition of tenants rights since 1904
("From Kitchen to Storefront: Women in the Tenant Movement," Lawson, Barton et al in New
Space for Women, ed. Wekerle, Westview Press, 1980) documents how women pioneered as the
organizers of protest in their buildings and took the lead in helping to spread it from building to
building. Men, however, were at the forefront when the higher levels of leadership structure first
emerged. They have also been the leaders of organizations initiating new strntegies at these
higher levels. This pattern occurred in spite of the presence of a clear majority of women in almost
all organizations at every structural level. The women's movement has recently enabled women
to enter previously male-dominated positions more easily.
Women also have been politically marginalized in the trnditional spheres of grassroots male
political involvement - trade unions and political parties. Moreover, parties and unions have
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demonstrated an inability to articulate organizing agendas which can link economic justice and
"public" issues to the production, distribution, family and community issues which are seen as
"private." Thus the female constituents of such groups do not perceive that their support will lead
to significant improvement in women's situations.
Rendering women visible requires redefining both what constitutes "political" action and
understanding the structural conditions under which women's organizing occurs. NW has
contributed to this redefinition by documenting how neighborhood women and their abilities to
serve are threatened.
On the one hand, the threat comes from government programs which enter into the life of
a neighborhood in order to "help" by providing funds and services. Because public policy
theorists and government officials have little awareness of neighborhood women's lives or their
contributions to neighborhoods, governmental programs have often ignored them.
On the other hand, the threat comes from the obstacles to organizing due to prevailing social
mores and the lack of support. For example, most of the sixties' feminist organizations and efforts
of the second women's movement in this century (or the "second wave of feminism" as it is
sometimes called) began in big cities where working women were concentrated and could get
together for support and consciousness-raising more easily than women in rural and workingclass urban areas. This social activist leadership was often quite political in its focus on legal
rights and power. Their success resulted in a lot of exposure in the media; women everywhere
became aware of women entering non-traditional work arenas, of women being visible and
speaking out.
Many neighborhood women who did not want to enter the "political" arena were
nevertheless inspired by the possibilities this opened of expressing social activism in a service
arena. They established battered women's shelters, rape crisis centers, martial arts training
schools, and other support systems for women who were victims of violence or other forms of
discrimination. Too often these centers were not part of the communities in which they were
located. By and large, women in rural communities, isolated by geography and their fear of the
consequences of challenging the status quo, did not give much support to or receive much support
from women-centered activism.
NW organizers have learned that they must begin their organizing work with a gender
analysis. This enables local women to see clearly their own importance to local development by
making women's contributions and potential visible, and by showing the inadequacy of social
change strategies that leave them out. For NW, feminism means, at a minimum, that the lives
and priorities of women are as important as the lives and priorities of men, and that if it is to be
successful in improving the lives of families who live there, community development must
reflect this both in what is done and in how it is done.
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Learning from international women in development
"In the Haitian women's organiwtion I'm in, some don't want to get involved in the
community. I teU them everything is political. Whether you laww it or not, you already
are involved!"
-Carol Magnan, NW Williarnsburg/Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY

"In the firud analysis the oppression of women is a universal phenomenon. From this
standpoint, it is thus possible not only to introduce feminism into the development
process but even more critical to render development more feminist. Women have a
decisive role to play in creating a new consciousness and a new paradigm because
anwng all social groups they are the most oppressed and therefore have the most to gain
from a radical transformation in relations between men and women."
- Marie Angelique, Senegal

There have been many phenomenally successful women's development efforts, particularly in countries in the southern hemisphere. Through networking, NW has learned of them and
learned from them. We have observed certain patterns of successful development efforts. They
confirm our belief that women everywhere have a tremendous amount of power in the
community, albeit invisible and unacknowledged by themselves and others. We believe that if
women recycle that power to make claims about their own priorities in the home, community,
and public spheres, they can make an essential contribution to development.

Patterns of successful development efforts:
Consciousness-raising is a first step. Enabling women to see their personal problems as
partly the result of political arrangements is a prerequisite for women to break the barriers of
sexism (both internal and external) and claim resources needed to meet local needs.

An organizing approach. The staff of international women's organizations are organizers
or facilitators. They understand that improving the situation for poor women is not an individual
process but requires collective action by women. In contrast, many U.S. agencies see poor
women as "troubled" and needing professional help; they see their role as "servicing" and
"managing" individual clients, recipients, cases, rather than as providing the resources needed
for women to organize on their own behalf.
A strong belief in self-help and empowennent, as there is no social welfare system.
People are the only available resource, therefore they are perceived as resources, not clients.
Obviously many third world uplift efforts attempt to manipulate the poor by "mobilizing" rather
than involving them, utilizing them as free labor rather than empowering them, but even in these
cases they see the poor as capable, not as deficient.
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A beliefthat women are crucial to development efforts. In spite of different political
perspectives, the entire women-in-development movement internationally has worked to illustrate that there are two important reasons for consciously including women in development
efforts:
1. Women ensure project effectiveness. The success of a project is more likely if women
are included. The reason is that women are the key entry points into the community. They do
most of the community work in their roles as mothers, wives, and providers. If they profit
through the development effort, they invest back into their families and the community. Detailed
research has shown that women whose earnings increase feed their children better, educate them,
fix their houses. Studies also show that when men are the focus of economic development, they
tend to use their improved earnings to leave, or for personal gratification, rather than investing
in their families and communities.

2. Women have different priorities and needs. If women are not thought about, the project
will harm development rather than enhance it For example, stories
told of roads being built
without considering the fact that women gather the firewood and obtain the water. The roads had
them walking farther than before they were built. Another group gave development assistance
to men for farming, but it had always been women who did the farming. The men used the farming
to make money, and women were relegated to subsistence farming. In 1972, the Percy
Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act was passed in the U.S. requiring that all money
allocated abroad by the Agency for International Development had to be reviewed in terms of
how the development effort would affect women.

are

A five-point gender analysis checklist
The following checklist has been developed to help evaluate how really responsive to
women's needs are programs that are supposed to be "for them."
1. Initiation and leadership. Are women involved in the initiation of the project? Number
of women? Who? Status? Roles? Local women or outsiders? Who is responsible for and who
is responsive to project participants?
2. Participation and control Do women participate in the direction of the project? How?
Characterize the structures both formal and informal for participation and feedback. What is the
participants' role? Will this experience change women's roles?

3. Benefits. What are the benefits of this project to women? Directly? Indirectly? How
are they measured? Do the participants perceive them as benefits in key areas of their lives? Does
the project contribute to increasing women's access to knowledge, resources, the power
structure?
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4. Social change. Does this project increase women's options, raise their status? Does it
create dislocations? Has the project anticipated them? What provisions are there to deal with
them?

5. Process. Does the project treat development as a process? How does it relate to a larger
plan? Does it stimulate a broader base for continuing development? Is the project flexible? Does
the project treat women as an integral part of the family and the community?
If women are missing from the initiation, design, operation and/or control of the program,
the program is apt to be unresponsive to women's needs. If it is a "quick fix" project and not part
of a comprehensive, long-term development plan which expands women's roles, it will not make
much difference to women and their families stuck in structures of external and internalized
oppression bolstered by centuries of sexist traditions and attitudes.

C. WOMEN ORGANIZING WOMEN
"The organizer needs to know how to identify leaders, the basic ways humans form
social institutions. Organizers facilitate leadership; they have to understand the entry
points, know where the commonalities are, and honor the differences."
- Marie Cirillo, NW Board, Woodland Community Land Trust, Clairfield, TN

"While women often call attention to problems by taking local action, they are seldom
a significant part of the planning process. In order to have an impact, we must
eliminate the barriers that prevent low income women from helping themselves,
strengthen local sources ofinitiative and creativity, and establish new alliances within
the larger community.''
- NW 1989 Conference,"Taking Charge Of Our Neighborhood"

"At a time when women the world over are feeling beseiged- by sexual violence at
home, rape and other human rights violations in war-tom Bosnio and other countries,
the resurgence of brutal customs such as bride burning in India, poverty and famine
in Africa, and by environmental degradation of a planet- we feel it is imperative to
make links between all the issues of concern to women."
-Caroline Pezzullo, NW Board, GROOTS Global Facilitator, UN women and
development consultant, New York, NY

Four strategic points in community organizing
1. Seeing the community:
Whether she comes from outside or inside the area, the first step of the organizer is to see
the community. The seeing of the community requires: 1) careful visual inspection, 2) talking
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with women in the community to see the community through their eyes, and 3) probing what is
going on under the surface.
As we stated earlier, but it bears repeating, community organizing is a way of getting people
out to find and implement their own solutions to problems. A community organizing approach
should begin with the assumptions that people have the capacity and creativity to define and
communicate their own needs, a right to self determination, and a claim to ownership in the
process of developing the "public" policy.
In Williamsburg/Greenpoint, the initial home of Neighborhood Women, the organizer
spotted the tensions between population groups very quickly because her organization was being
challenged to broaden its services to other groups. But the underlying issues were more difficult
These concerned the impact of the long term economic decline of the area and the strong control
of patriarchal organizations: men's clubs, priests, business organizations. Challenging this
control and winning a key victory on the building of a daycare center also helped the women
create credibility for their women's organization.

2. Designing actions to break inertia:
Bertha Gilkey, the tenant leader/organizer of Cochran Houses in St. Louis, tells of her first
major organizing action. In a filthy public housing public housing development, a group of
women from the project took bottles of ammonia and scrubbed down the urine-coated halls. At
the end of the day the women had a big meal and celebrated their work.
In this single action the group achieved many things. First, everyone in the building knew
something had happened because of the change in smell and cleanliness. Second, the women
knew they had set a new standard for cleanliness. Third, the women publicly celebrated their
work and claimed the halls as being under the influence of the tenants association. Finally,
because all of the halls were cleaned by women, all the women in the building were being
challenged to take control of the public space in their areas. When organizing has multi-level
messages as this workday did, it is more effective than single-message actions.

3. Challenging the underlying contradictions:
The first major project of Neighborhood Women in Brooklyn dealt with major decisions in
the community. It was a daycare/senior citizens center. This project in the Italian neighborhood
was being built by public funds. That meant it would be opened to various non-Italians, including
African American and Hispanic families.
The local women designed the use of space on the first floor to create a multicultural
presence, and the basement was to be a senior citizens center which would be used primarily by
the local neighborhood (mostly Italian). The basement was a bocce court used by Italian men.
The top two floors housed after school and daycare programs. The center became a place used
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every day by women and men, young and old, Italians, African Americans, and Hispanics. The
ethnic diversity in the community, which usually fueled institutional racism here, became a base
for understanding and multicultural coalitions. This was affirmed by the Community Board's
decision to meet in this space.
4. Building on strengths of women's leadership and organization

In the early days of Neighborhood Women, much time was spent in support groups and in
working on getting out the vision of the women who were employed in CET A (federal
Comprehensive Education and Training Act) funded positions. Many of the long-time staff and
the current local leaders came out of these supportive processes.
Later, when all of the employment programs of Neighborhood Women were evaluated for
their effectiveness in helping poor women become productive in employment, it was found that
there was a high correlation between employment, community leadership, and the Associate of
Arts degree from the NW community-based college program. This was primarily because the
women were supported in developing their visions of what they would do when they graduated
and what community they wanted to help create for their families. Challenging people to express
their visions and holding regular Support Groups are the keys to identifying and sustaining the
strengths of the leadership.

Obstacles to women's community leadership
"The relatively brief span ofyears from 1960 w the mid-1970's witnessed not only the
resurgence ofAmerican feminism but the feminization ofAmerican poverty. Despite
a new movement for the liberation of women and an unprecedented increase in the
labor-force participation of women, poverty was rapidly becoming a female problem."
-Diana Pearce, "The Feminization of Poverty: Women, Welfare," The Urban and Social
Change Revillw 11

NW's first organizing strategy was to go out and see what roles women play in neighborhoods. It was our idea that, like Gandhi, we would go to the neighborhood where women had
power and a real potential for more power. We were not going to pull women out of their
communities by sending individual women elsewhere to school, job training, or counseling, as
most of the social welfare strategies do. We were going to work with women where they were,
and we did. We saw that women ran the block association, the church, the PTA, the day care
board, the tenants' group. There was an army of women that were the infrastructure of the
neighborhood.
As we traveled around the country helping women to organize, we came to see that most
often women get involved at the grassroots level because of deeply felt convictions that the
situations in their families, neighborhoods, nation, and workplace have become intolerable, and
therefore must be confronted. Their concerns usually emerge out of the roles they are assigned
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in the gender division of labor: issues around consumption, resource management and distribution, and the transmission of cultural values to the next generation.
Based on conversations with grassroots women at conferences and meetings, plus studies
and data we have collected, we have identified the main obstacles that grassroots women leaders
have to overcome in order to contribute to the development of their communities. We believe
that understanding these obstacles as a product of societal structures and the socialization
process, and then challenging them, is the key to the development of strong women leaders.
• Poverty. The daily struggle to cope with poverty locks women into a narrow existence
geared to daily survival, and takes precedence over community-building or self-enhancing
activities, even though these might be of great long-term benefit. In the current political and
economic situation, poor people, mainly women and their children, are harder pressed than ever.
• Lack of support services. A NW study conducted for HUD showed that without help it
is almost impossible for women with small children to participate in community life. Women
are often held back from engaging in community work because of problems in the areas of family
needs, childcare, transportation, and scarce personal resources. An act as simple as attending a
meeting may become very complicated if there is no one to care for children and no extra money
for carfare and food eaten away from horne. Women's needs and priorities are invisible. In
almost no neighborhood did we hear of women (or men, for that matter) standing up for women's
needs and priorities. Women's issues rarely get voiced at the neighborhood level.
• Professional control of space and activities. Neighborhood programs are often managed
by outside professionals, so most do not reflect the needs of the women who are the primary
consumers. (Obviously, if the women using the programs are not designing, developing and
operating the programs, the programs aren't likely to reflect their needs.) Social welfare agencies
come in and supplant what the women are doing. Professionals control all the space. Why go
to a meeting if all you get is coffee and doughnuts and know that you have no direct input into
decisions? At the school, for instance, if you're used to bringing in resources (from playground
equipment to cookies) that the principal or the director decides are needed, but you have no voice
into what is having an impact on your own children, you're not a leader.
• Lack of power and resources to build and sustain organizations. Programs that deal
with family issues, such as childcare, education, housing, public safety and access to employment, are poorly funded in comparison to other programs. And they are almost always based on
male-oriented development models. Women do not have enough political power yet to make
their priority issues more important in either the public or private sectors.
• Women's relationships with men. Sometimes husbands or men romantically involved
with women will force women to "choose" between them and community activities or, indeed,
even paying jobs (if they can afford it). Even when the man himself did not originally object, the
pressure from other men in the community who imply that he is "less manly" if his wife is seen
as a leader will cause him to create such pressure on his wife or partner.
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• Homophobia. The use of the word "lesbianism" has lost none of its volatility in recent
years. It is used to try and divide women whenever they begin to organize consciously as women.
It does not matter whether gay women are present, it is used regardless.
• Lack of support from other women in the community. Women are often prevented
from realizing their leadership potential by a sense of isolation, hostility, and opposition from
other women. When women are assertive they are often labeled "aggressive" or "domineering."
Many assertive women are told by other women to "go home, take care of your children, and clean
your house." Since women are constantly judged in all their traditional functions, when one
"steps out of line" other women often feel threatened.
By and large, women in low-income neighborhoods have not been a part of women's
consciousness-raising, or indeed the women's movement. They have seldom worked out their
power relationships with other women. They help each other in time of need, such as funerals,
fires, or sickness, but not in gaining political power. Since power is supposed to be held by men
and usually is, women who take political leadership are often seen, and sometimes see
themselves, as competitors with other women for a power broker's favor.
• Burnout. Women in community work are highly susceptible to this loss of energy and
initiative, as their community involvement must be juggled with home, family and job responsibilities. It is not an accident that as soon as women begin to organize, many men call on their
family, ethnic, or racial solidarity (even though these same groups have no loyalty to them as
women). When women do bum out, some tend to protect themselves from further demands by
withdrawing from public life into a more individualized frame of reference.
Women often experience this withdrawal from public life as a loss, a defeat, and a
diminution of self, and they feel a need to protect their depleted energy reserves. This withdrawal
is often accompanied by a sense of hopelessness about the task they originally undertook.
• Lack of discipline. Because they have been oppressed and even abused, it is not unusual
for women to fear structure and leadership. Thus, they are often easy to divide and undermine.
Low-income women, particularly those who are poor and live day-to-day, do not always see any
value in long-term goals, so they see little value in organizational discipline.
• Difficulties in working across race and class lines. Doubts, fears and stereotypes built
up over time interfere with the possibility of different groups of people working together. Groups
who live separately or have cultural differences have little or false information about each other.
Sometimes political leaders or other authorities use fears groups have about each other to gain
power or control. There is often a fear that if one group receives some benefit, it will be at the
expense of another group. Community groups which could work together for common goals
rarely make contact with each other because suspicion and hostility separate them.
• The limits of localism. Some issues cannot be solved at the local level because they may
be caused by non-local events or policies. They require more broadly-based initiatives. Women
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who are pouring all their energies into local needs often have little strength left to work at these
other levels. A broader perspective is necessary to begin to analyze the influence of societal
change upon local events, and to know what partnerships are needed to support local efforts at
non-local levels.
• Lack of access to resource people. There are few alliances among grassroots women,
academics, and issue-oriented groups. These groups often do not know how to reach each other
or how to communicate with each other in appropriate, mutually respectful ways.

D. KEY ELEMENTS
"In our own ways, we have been involved in community organization all of our lives.
We have been the backbone of every worthy effort because we care about our families
and our homes. We have relied on others - mostly men - to take the larger steps
needed to save our neighborhoods. We now realize that to protect our families and our
homes we cannot rely on them. City planners and government programs, community
development corporations, and public/private development partnerships have not yet
made nw.ch of a difference for us. We want this to change and we are determined it
will change!'
-Ronnie Felt, NW Board, 1!184 NW Dialogue on Female Poverty and Community
Development

"What we personally would do to make a change is not necessarily what ends up in the
best interest of a whole group. I remember when our youth organization was about to
lose ia building, and people were ready to chain themselves to the fence. Since we had
a lot ofkids involved, we ended up organizing a candlelight vigil which could include
them responsibly."
-Maria Rivera, NW President, former Chair Camden Urban Women's Center,
Camden,NJ

Over and over again we hold to our belief that for change to occur, neighborhood women
need to organize locally, statewide, regionally, nationally, and globally. In each neighborhood,
women need to define their own priorities and agendas. NW organizing is organic - it always
begins at the grassroots and is built on a values-based system. NW organizers always review the
12 Principles of NW and use them continually in meetings with women leaders and women's
organizations in the network.
The following 15 Steps represent our approach to organizing. These Steps are essential for
developing women's leadership, increasing citizen participation, and improving communities
for the people who live there. Section II: Leadership Support Process must be used in
conjunction with this section on NW organizing because that process is always the way we go
about our organizing.
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The 15 Steps of NW organizing
I. Learn from the people. Get to know the neighborhood and its needs with close attention
to what women and men say. Talk to people; most of us love to tell others about our
neighborhoods. Go to political club meetings or other public meetings. Visit everything from
daycare centers and grocery stores to parks and bars. Listen hard to what people have to say
because issue definition happens at the local level. Distinguish between and understand the
perspectives of the various constituencies. Get clear on women's perspectives. Identify strengths
and resources existing within the community that can be utilized. Find out and respect what has
been learned in previous efforts.

2. Identify women leaders in the neighborhood. Ask around. When you hear a woman
leader's name ten times, go visit her several times to talk through what you are doing, who you
are, what NW is, and what NW has accomplished. Explain NW's organizing purpose:
empowering women to act together to improve conditions for their families and communities.
After a while ask her to come to a meeting to develop a Leadership Support Group, but don't hold
the meeting until you have at least five, preferably eight, women working with you.
When we ask people to name community leaders, they tend to name only male leaders. If
no women are named, we must ask for women leaders. Then women will be identified, but
usually as leaders of particular constituencies, such as the PTA, the Church Circle, or the drive
for a health clinic. Since women are negotiaters, connectors, and reconcilers, they are most often
informal leaders. They are often in auxiliaries to male organizations and are seen as leaders only
in the area or organization in which they lead.
3. Establish a Leadership Support Group. As soon as you have reached out to at least
five other women that you want to work with, women who have something to offer to the
neighborhood, form a Leadership Support Group. (See Section II: Leadership Support Process,
for specific and very important methods for developing a support group.) NW starts organizing
with the small group/leadership support process for these reasons:
• To build a strong bond among women leaders so they can withstand the isolation in
which many of them function and resist external and internal pressures that naturally
arise when they lead.
• To enable the members to establish their procedures, basic agreements and ways of
working together.
• To raise their consciousness as women.
• To nurture active and potential leaders who will make the decisions about the internal
development of their community and the stance that the community takes toward
outside political, cultural, and economic forces.
• To help leaders learn how to make alliances across race, class, sex and ethnic
differences.
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Meet with the group as often as possible so that you are not some "person from nationalsome-place-else" telling them what to do (even if you think you're not). Meet with the women
until the group is going really well on its own. Then, touch base every so often in a supportive
and motivating, non-controlling way. Remember, the "personal" is everything. Neighborhood
women generally do not get involved just because of the issue but also because of personal
relationships. Usually we must be assured that we will be comfortable participating, or we do
not get involved.
We urge that the NW Leadership Support Group is continued on a permanent basis for the
core group of women leaders and for developing new women leaders. (There may need to be
several support groups over time.) That is important whether we are starting from scratch to build
an organization, working with existing organizations that want to change so that they reflect the
vision and principles of Neighborhood Women, or working with women's organizations to bring
the concerns of neighborhood women and the community together.
The support group acts to counter the usual isolated role women leaders play in the
neighborhood or community. The Support Group can help leaders avoid being undermined when
they are working to make change in ways that are women-centered. It provides valuable feedback
from a shared perspective. It is an empowerment tool because groups are much stronger than
individuals, and much more effective in accomplishing change. It is also a source of allies whose
support can be relied upon no matter what.
4. Develop basic agreements about bow you are going to work together. (Please review
the specific methods for establishing basic agreements in Section II: Leadership Support
Process.) In the Support Group, ways to work out differences need to be developed in the form
of a set of agreements which are up front, reiterated at each meeting, and the basis for group
membership or exclusion. These agreed-upon codes of behavior will help deal with differences
that will emerge, particularly across race, class, and ethnic lines. Since diversity issues are
consistently used as a wedge to destroy organic organizing, having these agreements will make
it easier for the group to remain united and effective.
In addition, working through our misunderstandings or stereotypes fortifies us against
buying into negative ideas about ourselves as women, as African Americans, as Hispanics or as
any stereotyped group of which we are a part. This disciplined process also helps women
withstand the controversy when they take on the economic and political issues that confront them
in the neighborhood or community.
5. Raise each other's consciousness about women. Consciousness raising is an essential
element to build organizations and movements with clear analysis. Women who don't recognize
how women and men are viewed differently, and how deeply culturally-ingrained those views
are, may operate from a perspective that is affected by internalized oppression. For example,
women who have internalized the idea that they should ignore themselves and take care of
everyone else take poor care of themselves and often become ineffective leaders at some point
and, at worst, burn out. Consciousness-raising begins in the Support Group, and extends out
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through organizational meetings, special programs, and continuing interaction with others in the
community.
Comprehensive community-based planning cannot be achieved without explicit inclusion
of neighborhood women who are operating from a conscious women's analysis of development
That also means that women leaders must be challenged to explore all relevant issues. Being
committed to organizing women in their neighborhoods does not mean we cannot introduce
issues. Leaders introduce issues and educate about them. Women want to be challenged; it is
exciting to have new insights.
Another critical reason for a women's analysis is raising consciousness about the issue or
issues the group may be organizing around. We must look at the issue from a woman's
perspective and be clear about that When we get to the implementation of the organizing effort
we need to be clear about what we are doing and how we're doing it so that we are not coming
at the implementation of programs from unconscious negative ideas about ourselves or others.
One example is building social service counseling type programs for women instead of
empowerment and organizing programs. As women we have been raised to take care of people.
Sometimes we do that in controlling ways rather than empowering other people. In many battered
women shelters, women operated a social service model instead of organizing the women who
were battered, and making sure they were involved in all aspects of operating the shelter. The staff
ended up fostering dependency and acting as if the women who carne in were incapable of taking
leadership, working on staff, or taking responsibility. Treating battered women as victims does
not empower them. Nothing helps a person feel more capable of making changes in her own life
than her ability to carry out real life functions every day, with others recognizing that she is indeed
responsible.
We have to contradict the idea that the problems women face can be solved only by
individual actions, because that isolates women from support that we need. There is a strong
cultural pull for individualism in this country, a "pull yourself up by your own bootstraps" or
"Horatio Alger" kind of perspective. We believe that this has often been disruptive of
neighborhoods and communities. It fosters the idea that you must leave the community to
succeed rather than stay to improve it We must challenge "up and out" programs and the "brain
drain," or loss of leadership, ingenuity, and role models, that occurs as a result. There need to
be rewards and support for staying and working in the neighborhood to improve it for everyone.
Those are the programs we need.
Consciousness-raising in Support Group also helps us contradict the idea that woman can't
work effectively together. The most common dynamic in our society is a hierarchical system with
white males on top and everyone else below them competing for their favor. That is a dynamic
that increases competition among women and, all too often, between women and other underrepresented groups.
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6. Claim a space for women. Women need a space for meeting that they control. We find
that too often women are using their homes or borrowing a church room, or otherwise using a
room in somebody else's space. As they organize, if someone else needs the space or if some
of the organizing is controversial, they end up losing this essential resource. This happened to
the mothers in Argentina who started out meeting in a church and then were displaced. Women
having a space they control is a very important step in our organizing process. In Germany, where
there are now 160 Mother Centers, the first step they took was raising resources to claim and
operate their own space.
We've pushed this idea of controlling a space up front because we've seen that most often
when women get involved in organizing they don't perceive themselves as entering into the
political domain. They perceive themselves as going out to solve a problem - a park that needs
to be cleaned up, drug dealers that need to be closed down, or schools that need to be improved
- but they don't see that as "political" activity, but more as an extension of their caretaking roles
at home. Obviously all these things involve politics (the interaction of people in relation to
power), so when women begin to move out into the community and take action around these
issues, somebody is going to pay attention and wake up. Therefore, if women don't have a space
they can meet in when they feel they need to, it is very difficult to organize. Also, losing space
is sometimes very disempowering. Those involved may lose heart and give up.
The Mother Centers in Germany obtained the money to pay for space by going to the City
Council. They organized politically to obtain resources. They did it as mothers, and it was nonthreatening initially. The kind of space they had enabled the mothers to bring their children, share
services with other women, even do their laundry in some centers. In a lot of meetings with
women, children have to be included. Thinking about that early on and having space for children
makes the organizing possible.
7. Form a vision. In the early stages it is important to start with the visioning process,
creating the larger picture of what women would really like to see happen. If you had all the power
and all the money to redesign the community and make it work for women, what would it look
like, what changes would you make? Often women don't go with their vision; they settle.
Women are used to asking for a little instead of enough. Since the group is working out
relationships, agreements, and issues of race, class and ethnicity, they're getting a clarity and
consciousness of how gender and a women's perspective relate to neighborhood issues. Then
women begin to form a vision and set goals, objectives, and action steps that take all this into
account. Forming a vision overlaps somewhat with Step 10 below, in which the community is
assessed. Here, a foundation for realistic organizing has been laid.
8. Insist on community women's ownership. In order to move toward community
control, the people of the community must develop and "own" their own vision, analyze their
contradictions, develop their proposals, initiate their own strategies, and control their
decisionmaking process. We work hard towards including all the groups and as many women
as possible in the decisionmaking that affects their neighborhood or community.
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9. Define the neighborhood or community. Another element in this beginning process,
besides using the Support Group to build relationships, consciousness, and a sense of direction,
and obtaining space, is defining the geographic area in which organizing will take place. Most
grassroots women care mainly about their families and immediate neighborhoods, and need to
see that their organizing to improve their condition as women also relates to improving the
condition of their families and community.
Groups that organize outside the immediate geographic area- city-wide or state-wide- for
example, lose the involvement of grassroots women. Grassroots women may represent their own
local groups city-wide or state-wide, but their base and potential strength remains in their own
local communities, where they can use and more fully develop the power of their long-term
relationships (their networks) to make things happen.
10. Assess the community. To identify problems, obstacles, and resources in the
community, the Leadership Support Group can use vision questions. Here are three sets of
questions that are typical:

To look at the community overall:
• What do you think that's positive is happening in the community right now?
• What do you think are some of the problems that the community faces?
• If you could figure out how to strengthen the community, what kinds of support
would enable the community to take the step?

To look at local organi:atiollS:
• What kinds of local organizations are women involved in right now?
• What's working with those organizations right now; what's not working?
• What resources are needed to strengthen the capacity of women's organizations to
do the job they want to do?

To collSider the stat/IS of women leaders:
• What is the state of women leaders in this particular community?
• Where are they really showing strengths?
• What are problems that women leaders face?
• What are the kind of supports that you as a women leader need or you think other
women need?
There are other questions and activities that can be developed by the group with or without
NW assistance once the group owns the NW Principles for themselves and can work comfortably
with NW Leadership Support methods. The questions can be developed into a community-wide
interviewing process conducted by group members. Leaders of other community organizations
can be interviewed for their perspectives so that we learn how our vision differs or is the same.
The possibilities are endless for using questions to help us assess and strategize.
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11. Plan for action. Materials in Section IV: Planning should be used to develop the plans
for whatever structure the group decides to set up and whatever action the group decides to take
to realize the group vision. A local group can take many different directions after the above steps.
The essential point for NW is that the local women decide what to do and how to do it.
NW trainer/organizers try to have a whole weekend to work with a group ready to clarify
their vision for theit organization and their leadership, break down issue areas in order to focus
on housing or childcare or health or whatever their priorities might be, and begin to plan an action
strategy. This way there is more time to practice using NW' s Leadership Support and organizing
methods, and make certain that everyone is heard in the process.
In most groups, especially in groups wanting to start a new organization, we usually focus
on one area so that participants are not overwhelmed. But we still want to have an overall
understanding of the state and the commurtity in relationship to women. We start with the vision
and the assessment of the whole community; then, later, when we plan, we put priorities on the
changes we want to make and focus in on what works within reasonable time frames. One
positive aspect of these steps is that we can involve more women but still use the participatory,
vision-based, value-focused process.

It is important to understand that there are a variety of structures, including caucuses within
existing organizations, coalitions of several groups and orgartizations, and formal and informal
organizations. Women in the NW network can call upon other women in the network to share
their experience with different types of organizational structures. That should be part of the
planning and assessment as they move forward.
The point is that NW offers a process, methods, a network, and a set of principles, that lead
to an effective, women-centered way of going about doing things. What comes out of that process
can be different for different groups. One group may focus on housing, another on forming its
own political club, while still another may work for changes in welfare legislation. The method
does not call for a standardized outcome. What the group ends up doing is formulated by women
who know their commurtity's particular situation.
Any form the women's group takes can be built around the Leadership Support Group or
in addition to it There are many ways to go at this point the original group can spin off additional
groups, each focused on a specific problem, or the Leadership Support Group can be the core of
a structured neighborhood group that looks at the neighborhood comprehensively and gradually
speaks out and acts on more than one problem. Another option is group members working
through orgartizations in which they are already leaders or participants, separately or together.
The leadership group should figure out what works best for them in their commurtity.
12. Reach out to other women and women's organizations. Once the group has become
stable (which takes considerable time), and their vision includes expanding to include other
women in the commurtity, there are several strategies that NW has used.
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Sometimes we hold public speakouts in which a whole day or half-day is devoted to enabling
women in the neighborhood to speak from their personal experience about what they think is
important. Sometimes we hold grassroots women's forums for one to three days. In these, we
put together a series of vision questions that the whole group of women respond to, and then have
small-group planning discussions to pull out the most important ideas. We have also organized
one- to three-day retreats in which from ten to thirty neighborhood women have spent time
together without the many distractions of household, work and family demands. In these, we
work on planning, on tralning, on the Support Group process, on ways to work across race, class,
and ethnic lines, and/or on how to begin to form a neighborhood vision from a woman's
perspective. Regardless of the particular approach, we learn what women care about and we
identify women we can approach to work with us and with each other.
A neighborhood group from Williamsburg/Greenpoint, Brooklyn held a one-day retreat to
make a five-year plan. They looked at every issue facing women, from health to housing to
childcare. They came up with this clear picture: the reason women were in the situation they were
in was because they had no political clout. Out of that planning day they decided to form their
own neighborhood women's political club so that they could become a visible political entity in
the neighborhood.
In Portland, Oregon, a forum that focused on looking at women in housing brought forth an
overall perspective on the problems women faced in housing, and what their strengths were. This
led to a Support Group and eventually to the organization, Housing Our Families, receiving a
$.50,000 contract to support women's efforts to develop affordable housing.
Syracuse Neighborhood Women began by using all three strategies (starting from scratch;
changing existing organizations to fit their own vision of the NW 12 Principles; bringing
women's priorities and concerns into the broader community). They formed a Support Group
and one of their first activities was to organize 100 or more low income women to hold a speakout at a hearing that was held on female poverty. They wanted to make sure that low-income
women got to speak, as well as the professionals that were in the area Out of that speak-out they
developed annual leadership tralning weekends during which they broadened their leadership
base. Their monthly Leadership Support meetings include pot-luck dinners to which family
members are also invited.

13. Move community women to the front of local leadership. Consciously putting
women out front is essential. There are always attempts to confuse and fragment women
politically. Programmatically, women have been divided into groups: displaced homemakers,
battered women, single parents, teen mothers, public housing tenants. Every time women are
divided they lose power. Our strategies will be more effective if the women's perspective is out
front when we begin to organize, and we work toward including as many community women and
their organizations as we can.
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14. Promote and acknowledge women leaders. NW has conducted leadership award
nights for women. We asked local community organizations to recommend women for these
awards so that they had to start thinking about women as leaders. We were shocked at how much
these events meant to local women. Rarely had their work been acknowledged. As men had to
attend these events, their perceptions about women changed. Women's work was no longer
invisible.
We advocate for the election or appointment of women leaders to local boards of hospitals,
schools, and community organizations. When one local group won a significant victory after
sixteen months of fighting, they held a press event. NW displayed a ten-foot scroll, listing the
names of all the women who were involved (from making coffee to participating in the social
action). We have attended community meetings and publicly praised the work of specific women
leaders. Just paying public attention to women leaders helps the effort to raise women's
consciousness and men's consciousness about women.
15. Organize organically. Build on existing neighborhood struictures unless they clearly
conflict with NW Principles. For instance, we might challenge the "way things are done" in a
given community if that particular tradition is very exploitive or denigrating of women. Building
support for women leaders and working toward community development that reflects grassroots'
women's vision means taking on male power at some level. Therefore, it is important to choose
carefully who you challenge. Be sure you have broad and/or strong support among the women
in the group for taking on a specific issue.
It is important to strike a balance between organizing and program development efforts, a
balance that leads to tangible achievements and activities that build community relationships.
Both are important and complementary.
In subsequent editions of this Sourcebook, we plan to add a full section on how NW
Organizers share organizational development strategies from a women's perspective. Women
and their groups in the network can learn the range of organizational structures by attending NW
events and exchanging information through the network.
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Applying NW's 15 Steps
"Organizers are experiential people. When we hit a hard spot, we want a how-to."
-Brownie Ledbetter, NW Board, community activist, Arkansas Career Resources,
Little Rock, AR

"Cochran is clearly a revolution of its own. It was supposed to fail because public
housing tenants don't manage, we are managed. We employ almost 200 people. We
control our own destiny, we control how we live, how our children live, the quality of
life our children wiU get To me that's revolution. It's frustrating that people today say
that Cochran only works because of the charisma ofBertha Gilkey. Charisma doesn't
stop people from urinating in alleys. Charisma doesn't :rtop vandalism. Charisma
doe:rn't stop junkies from seUing dope openly. It's not charisma that makes Cochran
work. It's because we gave people back a vested interest in where they live."
-Bertha Gilkey, Chair Tenants Council, Cochran Gardens, St. Lonis, MO, first CoChair NW National Steering Committee
'

In Neighborhood Women we have three approaches to organizing from a women's
perspective:
Steps to use in organizing from scratch:
"Basic redesign of many feature:r of the neighborhoods in which poor and low-income
women live is essential to enable them to live decent liver."
-Neighborhood women and their professional partners at NW'S Dialogue on Female
Poverty and Community Development, 1!184

Identify women leaders in the neighborhood.
Esublish a Leadership Support Group,
Develop basic agreements about how to work together.
Raise the consciousness of women about women.
Claim a space for women.
Form a vision.
Define the neighborhood or community (parameters).
Assess the community.
Plan for action.
JOIN THE NW NETWORK in an official status!!
10. Reach out to other women and women's organizations (if that is a part of the vision).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

This "slart up" approach works whether the organizer is a resident of the neighborhood or
an NW organizer from outside the community who facililates the process, supports the group,
and then leaves.
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Steps to use for changing existing organizations so that they reflect the visions and the
principles of Neighborhood Women:
l. Learn from the people in the neighborhood.

JOIN THE NW NETWORK in an official status!!
2. Establish a Leadership Support Group (including management and staff).
3. Raise the consciousness of women about women (even if there is consciousness).
4. Claim a space for women (if they do not control their own).
5. Form a vision (whatever their mission, review using the NW approach).
6. Insist on community women's ownership (in any process).
7. Reach out to other women and women's organizations (to broaden their base!).
8. Move community women to the front of local leadership.
9. Promote and acknowledge women leaders.
10. Plan for action. (Once the plan is put in place re-training has to go on particularly
for funded organizations. Ongoing training and development needs to be built in.)
Why and how to take these steps:

Since 1980, government funding has moved many women's organizations from advocacy
and organizing to revolving-door, one-on-one social service delivery, and it has pitted providers
against recipients. Women who started out with a vision of improving their neighborhoods have
found their energy diverted and their values compromised. This has put women's organizations
in the perverse position of feeling they should decline economic resources in order to maintain
their principles and vision.
Our second strategy - transforming existing groups - is presented for those women who
want to claim their own power and restore the power of their organizations.
Since 1989, NW has conducted thirteen two-day grassroots forums around the country that
attracted 500 women leaders, and has held three ten-day Institutes. Common themes emerged:
women's community leaders are not visible or supported; women's community organizations are
underfunded and quite fragile; and most community development approaches are genderneutral, leading to service delivery systems that frequently make women's lives more difficult,
not better. Coinciding with this experience is a raging policy debate in which poor urban residents
are viewed as an "underclass" incapable of self-governance or community-building, and in
which opponents point to the "failure" of existing programs to justify cutting back on resources
allocated to family stabilization and neighborhood improvement efforts.
This view of the poor as a problem rather than a resource renders low-income women
particularly invisible since women's total situation and strengths come to be submerged in the
"problems" they represent (particularly among minority women): teenage pregnancy, single
parenthood, public assistance recipients, victims of abuse, or "doubled up" housing residents.
The 1990's is a critical and strategic decade for women and their priorities. Our organizations
need to be correctly positioned in this debate on public policy and democratic participation.
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Besides being involved in the debate, women need to be involved in restructuring their
organizations. Everyone involved should be in small Support Groups, and staff of both public
and private agencies should be organizers or facilitators, not social workers and counselors.
One example of not thinking through women's empowerment issues was in organizing the
NW daycare center in Williamsburg!Greenpoint We had not done an analysis of the community
to find out what women were thinking, what was going on, and what their situation was. We
didn't look at the fact that many women in the neighborhood made their money by babysitting,
and when the daycare center opened the only people eligible to get jobs were professionals. The
community established the daycare center, but had created jobs for people from outside, while
women in the community lost jobs.
In addition, the community women didn't control their own space. As is often the case,
when professionals came in they controlled the space and established how things would be done.
This tends to happen even where there is a grassroots board. To counter that in this case,
Neighborhood Women created a college program in the community, and were able to then train
local women as paraprofessionals and teachers who qualified for the jobs in the daycare center.
As they were hired, the center was finally transformed by community values. It was a learning
experience for NW.
The Southern Mutual Help Association in Jeanerette, Louisiana worked with government
funding for low income housing. They found that they were not only beginning to go in the red
in building the houses, but because the government had such specifications of how they must
function, the people ended up with houses they didn't even want. They sent the money back to
HUD, then raised their own money through bingo and local financial institutions so the people
could get the kind of housing they needed.
Women getting clear on what money they will take or not take, or what they will tell funders
about what they will do, is a very critical part of this process of building organizations that really
empower women. The Camden Urban Women's Center exists today because of the local
women's vision, will, and commitment to have a service and support center for women and
families of Camden, New Jersey. They wanted to create an independent organization with clear
goals, a well-strategized financial plan, and a Support Group of community women. Rosemary
Jackson and others raised money and got agreements from the funders to create the project not
as a social service vehicle, but as an incubator for leadership and economic development. It
became a place where women in Camden could develop and manage their own programs. Today,
at a time when public money is tight, the Center operates a daycare and a youth center, and is a
prominent voice for women in Camden. Because of clear intentions and "no strings" funding,
they have not had to compromise their goals.
An effective example of change resulting in increased political power was developed by
Ethel Battle Velez, who is also President of the James Weldon Johnson Housing/Urban Women's
Society in East Harlem, NY. While strengthening her tenant association, she and other
neighborhood women leaders in East Harlem hosted a speak-out, using NW processes, for
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women leaders to voice their concerns. The result was the formation of the Urban Women
Society of East Harlem. The society was developed to reduce barriers between black and
Hispanic women leaders living in both public and private housing in the same community. By
building a new organization together, they were able to bridge the barriers that divided them. The
Urban Women Society is a Leadership Support network. It holds an annual leadership training
seminar and quarterly networking and support sessions. By strengthening the network, many of
the women are able to compete with the "old boy's network" (the political machine) on a variety
of issues. Women leaders have voted together to win several key decisions on the Community
Board, East Harlem's local city advisory body.
Steps to bring the concerns of neighborhood women and the community together:

"Community development efforts which do not include the perspective of neighborhood
women in all their phases (policy making, planning, research, and implementation) are
likely to yield results which fail to meet the needs of these women and their families."
-Neighborhood women and their professional partners at NW'S Dialogue on Female
Poverty and Community Development, 1984

"I meet with the Police Chiefofa medium size city in Florida. He teUs me that they have
been allocated one million dollars in local public housing developments to bring down
the crime rate and increase community participation. The crime rate has gone down
because the police practically live there (24-how watch), but community participation
is nowhere. Tree planting and different communty events aren't changing anything.
They are at a loss. I say, 'Is leadership development from within a part of your
program?' He looks at me blankly, and says, 'No, we're not doing that.' How do we
teU people like this man wlw has a lot ofinjhlence and wants to solve the problems he's
assigned to solve, that ow experience has shown that unless leadership is supported
and a sense of community from within is built, it can't be brought in from without?"
- Michele Hartson, NW Board, Florida Low Income Housing Coalition, Tallahassee, FL

1. Learn from the people (get to know the neighborhood well).
2. Establish Leadership Support Groups (one for each issue area, in addition to those already
at the core of the effort)
3. (Continue to) raise the consciousness of women about women.
4. Form a vision (or go through the process again to renew it).
5. Insist on community women's ownership.
6. Assess the community (through reports from support groups).
7. Reach out to other women and women's organization (to increase our efforts to involve
all constituencies in a common community vision).
8. Plan for action (and strategize to persuade other community constituencies to share as
much of our vision as we can negotiate with our strong negotiating skills).
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8. Move community women to the front of local leadership (to be sure that we share in
community-wide leadership).
10. Work out basic agreements (up front with each constituency).

Why and how to take these steps:
Neighborhood Women encourages a community-building strategy designed to empower
neighborhood women leaders. The women learn to analyze the impact of the way the
neighborhood works on their lives (gender analysis), formulate their own community development agenda, and organize their whole community for action around that agenda through their
neighborhood organizations and constituencies. This important work requires that the entire
community be analyzed in terms of what is happening to women, men, their families, their
leadership, their priorities, their needs, and how they're being addressed.
Action on their agenda requires that women and men of different class backgrounds - poor,
working poor, working class, middle class, and professional - work together. They share the
neighborhood problems and they share in the solutions. For neighborhood women to have a role
as leaders in the transformation of their communities, a transformation must occur in the whole
community.
In this model of infusing women and their perspective into the broader community agenda,
it is absolutely essential that there be strong Leadership Support Groups of women that have been
working together a long time. These women will have worked out their differences and
developed strong working relationships so that they can work with men in the community and
in the mainstream organizations more easily. They will have the inner strength to stand up and
be truthtellers.
The rise of an active women's group which is working across race and class barriers on a
community agenda is greeted with skepticism and fear. Women's issues are not easily accepted
as part of the community's political agenda. Persistence is required for communities to see the
special needs of women as their need.
Our goal is to make sure that women are not marginalized in the process of bringing their
concerns and those of the community together. Generally, community development is seen as
gender neutral. To begin to insure that a woman's perspective becomes part of the community's
political agenda may require realigning a "good old boys" political machine run by leaders who
have been using women's work to hold their organizations together. The women serving the
men's interests may have to "strike" to change the power structure.
The lack of safe, affordable, decent housing, a shortage of daycare and after school care
services for children, fragmented and dehumanizing social services, dysfunctional public
schools, lack of local education and training programs to prepare people for above-minimum
wage jobs, and unsafe and inadequate public transportation, are the kinds of problems women
want to solve.
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The model that we use in NW was started in Williamsburg/Greenpoint. Women leaders
from a neighborhood of 140,000 people wanted to make sure that a comprehensive women's
development agenda with action priorities would emerge. Six task forces were formed with ten
to twelve women in each: housing, economic development, employment, childcare, education,
health, and one to synthesize the five others, the Community Planning Committee. Women who
were leaders in that neighborhood, but in different organizations, were invited to participate in
these agenda-setting task forces that took the form of Leadership Support Groups. There were
women from the various housing agencies on the housing task force, women from daycare
centers on the daycare task force, and so forth. Many of the women who were newly involved
began to get their women's conciousness raised for the first time.
The task forces met for six to nine months, analyzing the community from their perspective:
what was working for women, what was not working for women, and what needed to be done.
Each group began to get clear about what was going on and they fed this information to the
Community Planning Committee. At the end of ten months they held a weekend leadership
support retreat in which each group presented their findings to the larger group. Everybody began
to get a picture of the whole community from a comprehensive community development
perspective. At the end of that weekend they voted on a series of priorities and actions to take
for the following year and a plan on how to carry them out.
For example, the health group determined that there were no established procedures for
handling rape victims at the local hospital. The simple fact that local leaders from the community
went to talk to the hospital director caused the hospital to change its policies and establish not only
a rape protocol, but training for staff and community people on the issue of battery and rape.
Problems began to get cleared up in other task force areas as well, because key leaders in the
neighborhood focused their attention on them in a way that had not happened before.
This model was taken to Amsterdam, Holland by led Guinee, a Dutch woman who had
studied NW's work. In Amsterdam it was adapted to local conditions and called the NW
Platform. Almost every neighborhood in that European city formed a women's platform group
and each came up with a set of priorities. They got together and formulated a city-wide agenda
They then took the process even farther by developing a training guide for how to implement the
NW model. Similar platforms have been founded in Rotterdam and Leeuwarden.
Another model that emerged using the same style was also developed in Williamsburg/
Greenpoint. Additional neighborhood Support Groups were formed, including other women
leaders working with men around the community. Each group took a separate issue to work on
toward the overall vision for the community. They reported to the larger group and evaluated the
information. However, when the women listed the barriers to solving the problems they
identified, the one barrier that clearly emerged was their own lack of political power. All the
political work they had done over the years had maintained the power for the male political
leaders, but had not helped them solve their own problems. They realized they had to build power
for themselves as women, not as helpers to the existing politicos.
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The women formed their own political club. They decided they needed to stay within the
regular political machinery, but have their own political club and run women for political office.
The political machine was so nervous that they ran a slate against the women candidates.
However, the women were able to elect one of their two candidates. They posted women leaders
at the polling places. As their neighbors walked by, they solicited their votes. Some simple selfassertion and organizing began to open up the system.
There is discomfort when the issue of women's leadership and women's concerns come up.
Both women and men fear that if women talk as women they are separating from men and
"against" men. It has to be carefully explained that both men and women are needed, but that
women need to get their own voices clear so that their needs are not overlooked. Men and women
need to work together as partners. There will be some places where differences arise just because
of the change in roles - women with their own political clout working as equals - but they can
be worked out We must not seek conflict, but we must not fear it either. Men learn to respect
women who stand up for themselves, especially when they stand up as a group.
In 1989, the Burlington (VT) Women's Council, the Women's Consortium for the Construction of Housing, and NW co-hosted a conference in Burlington entitled "Taking Charge of our
Neighborhood." Fifty women from a variety of community organizations attended. In one day,
using NW processes, the participants were able to develop a comprehensive women's agenda for
Burlington regarding parks, conservation, safety, parking and transportation, child care/children,
neighborhoods, employment, environment, waterfront development, employment and career
development, and housing. The recommendations were sent to the mayor and became part of the
city's planning process to prepare for the year 2000. This document gave the women of
Burlington a comprehensive agenda around which women and their male allies could organize.

E. NETWORKING
"Women wiU have far nwre cowage to work for innovations both at home and in the
international system if they know they are part of an international community of
women who support that kind of innovation."
-Elise Bouldlng, NW Advisory Committee, sociologist and author, The Underside of
History

"What would luzppen if the women who are asking hard questions about women's work
in the home joined forces with the women who are asking hard questions about
women's work in the broader world? Simple. If a bridge - a comnwn language could be created to bring these two great segments of women together, we could reorder
the whole society. The kilter would be turned from death and destruction to life and
growth."
-Mary Fleld Belenky, co-author, Women's Ways Of Knowing
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Networking, the connection and communication between women with similar interests and
concerns, creates awareness, builds alliances, and pools resources. It is a process, a concept, and
a technique. It is reaching out to someone who has a skill or a connection or access to someone
who has power with a different constituency from yours. It is linking up with someone for support
or with some group that agrees with you on at least one thing, maybe not on others, to accomplish
a specific action (although some call that kind of network a coalition). It is what people who
understand how to get things done do instinctively, and it is what women have always done in
urban neighborhoods and rural communities.
It can be formal and/or informal, political and/or professional, individual and/or institutional It takes place locally, nationally, regionally, and internationally.

NW's international network: the formation of GROOTS
During the 1985 UN Decade for Women Conference in Nairobi, Kenya, NW representatives and grassroots women leaders from other countries met and talked about the need for an
international grassroots women's leadership development and networking program. In March
of 1989, NW representatives attended a meeting of twenty grassroots women leaders from Africa,
Asia, the Caribbean, Latin America, the Pacific, Europe, and North America in Kingston,
Jamaica. They created a unique network of grassroots organizations, GROOTS (Grassroots
Women's Organizations Operating Together in Sisterhood).

GROOTS International Objectives
• To encourage low-income women's participation in the development of their
communities.
• To identify and share the creative projects and methods developed by urban and
rural grassroots women's groups.
• To focus international attention on the successes and capabilities of low income
women.
• To increase the opportunities for grassroots women to directly network across
national boundaries.
In 1991 GROOTS decided its strategy would be to carry out its objectives at country levels
through local (national) task forces and to link these regionally. Focal Points have been
established in seven regions as of June 1992: Africa, Caribbean, Central and South America,
Europe, North America, South Asia, and South Pacific. The Focal Point in North America is the
National Congress of Neighborhood Women. GROOTS' vision - that low-income women will
finally be able to participate by speaking for themselves in public and private gatherings
concerning their lives - is rapidly becoming reality. GROOTS has begun planning for
representation in the 1995 UN conference in China: "Fourth World Conference on Women:
Action for Equality, Development, and Peace." NW board member Caroline Pezzullo is
GROOTS' Global Facilitator.
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Principled partnerships
The empowerment of a neighborhood requires building alliances and that starts by
networking. Basic to the NW approach to networking is our concept of "principled partnerships." It comes out of our experience and has been best documented and articulated by Ronnie
F eit, a professional woman wlw was a founder ofNW. The following description of principied
partnerships is adapted from a paper she wrote for an antlwlogy of articles on inclusion and
empowerment circulated in draft form at the 1992 National Women Studies Association annual
conference.
We began to develop the approach we call "principled partnerships" in 1984 at NW's
Dialogue on Community Development and Female Poverty. It first focused on how we could
build effective partnerships between women in low income neighborhoods (referred to as
"grassroots") and professional women from middle class to high income neighborhoods. At that
point we had been working for almost ten years on issues of leadership support and building
alliances using group process methods based on ideas from a variety of sources.
We had learned a lot about how difficult it is for many grassroots women to speak and act
from their real feelings and convictions, to bond with others different from themselves, and to
contribute to creative thinking, planning, and organizing. We had developed small group
processes that empowered them, to overcome these difficulties, and we had some evidence that
these methods could successfully be applied to other groups, any gender, age, class, race, or
culture. We decided to develop a list of principles or guidelines that both sides could agree to
and be accountable for honoring. (That list is included in Section II: Leadership Support Process
and it is helpful as a checklist for any relationship, from a loose coalition to a close partnership.)
At the 1984 dialogue, two themes emerged in the discussion of problems preventing or
complicating alliances between grassroots and professional women:

1. The lack of equality of respect in these working relationships
2. The communication problems that result from having different styles, backgrounds, and positions in life.
Other concerns have emerged in our continuing experience, but it is clear that each side
contributes to the difficulties.

Grassroots complaints about professional women:
1. Most professionals (women and men) act like teachers with children and not like partners.
They mistakenly think they know it all and do not know how to listen. They unconsciously
patronize neighborhood people. This perpetuates grassroots women's low self-esteem, resulting
in hostility from the neighborhood women who then reject what professionals have to give.
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2. They do not translate what they know into a language grassroots women can understand
and do not notice when their use of language mystifies and shuts down grassroots women.
3. They do not lay out options; they decide for grassroots women what they should do.
4. They often fix problems and leave without teaching others how to fix them when the
problems arise again.
5. They have inflexible viewpoints and are not able to look at situations from a neighborhood
point of view. They think things can only be done their way and they don't recognize the strengths
and accomplishments of neighborhood organizations.
6. They are too expensive if paid. If unpaid, they are unwilling or unable to spend the
necessary time with grassroots people to build trust and communication and to transfer skills.
7. Some professionals are arrogant, pull rank, and cannot take criticism. Some who have
used their experiences as the basis of articles, books, or speeches have failed to share their
writings with the neighborhood group, adequately acknowledge their debt to the group, or invite
their comments before publication.
8. They tend to be blind to and fail to use grassroots women's real expertise because it has
not been formally credentialed, or because it is not expressed in ways to which they are
accustomed.
9. Those who are public agency representatives or political office-holders sometimes play
power games of divide and conquer, playing off local groups against each other to deflect their
own responsibility to their constituencies. Some have tried to co-opt leaders of local organizations by doing them special favors.
10. Some are more interested in protecting themselves or advancing their careers than in
helping.

Professional complaints about grassroots women:
I. Grassroots women are more "process oriented" and professional women tend to be
"product oriented." As a result, meetings with grassroots women can require more time than
professional women (and men) can give or feel is necessary.
2. They have unrealistic ideas about the power professionals have in their own institutions
or what they can deliver. They fail to recognize that those institutions are usually dominated by
men who often devalue the women who work there.
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3. They fail to see that women in government or political office are often fighting uphill
battles too. And even though they need to be kept accountable, they also need personal support
and outside pressure from neighborhood women to make anything move. Often neighborhood
women do not vote or are not even registered to vote.
4. They often fail to "do their homework," be reliable, responsible, or do what they said they
would do. They tend to "tum off," become indignant, or drop out if they are held accountable.
The "drop outs" then may lead opposing factions in the neighborhood.
5. They often show either excessive respect for, or mistrust of, the credentials held by
professionals. This results in keeping professionals at a distance, and a "we-they" relationship.
6. They forget that professional women need support, too. Often they get little, if any,
personal acceptance, appreciation, or emotional contact where they work, and those are some of
the rewards they seek from working with neighborhood people.
7. They sometimes fail to mention the roles professional women played when they get
publicity for a successful activity. The professional then feels used and discarded. Professional
women want a legitimate place in grassroots efforts and their contributions acknowledged.
8. They often fail to cultivate relationships with their funders, not keeping them informed
and sending in sketchy reports, thus breeding mistrust and lessening chances for additional
funding.

Problems in relationships between community groups:

Working relationships with other community groups appear to be on the rise for neighborhood women's organizations as a necessary response to scarce resources, the need for a
comprehensive approach to community problems, and the limited clout that comes from
isolation. Some things to watch for:

I. Routine program linkages without personal relationships with key staff members tend to
create problems with quality control and values inconsistency. Good linkages are not laborsaving devices. They take time, commitment, oversight, and frequent, open communication
between groups.
2. Partnerships should involve clear (preferably written) agreements between boards of
directors, and clear ground rules. When conflicts arise over turf, public recognition, money,
political, or other connections, misunderstandings can poison the well of cooperation if there are
no established standards and clear, mutual accountability.
3. Partnerships between women's organizations and majority male organizations often pose
special problems related to characteristically differing modes of operation. Women's groups
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tend to be more process-oriented and internally egalitarian. Men's groups tend to be more taskoriented and hierarchal. They arrrive early at positions and close ranks behind them. This often
prevents women's groups from exploring all the alternatives. Neighborhood women, like all
women, are socialized to be subordinate and pleasing to men. Even the toughest of women
leaders may fall prey to this socialization.
4. Partnerships involving women or men of different races, ethnicities, classes, or
combinations of all of these are more difficult to create and maintain than partnerships where
identity issues are not so intensely present. When these identity issues are not brought to the
surface and dealt with, they usually lead to tension, strife, and the failure of partnerships to gel
or be effective. Where they are dealt with clumsily, the situation can be worse than if they were
not dealt with at all. Any partnership or coalition put together to solve community-wide problems
that is not representative of the community as to gender, race, ethnicity, class, and all
neighborhoods in the community, risks being seriously out of touch, without credibility, and
ineffectual. Too often, representatives of an identity group are token or co-opted "leaders."
Where authentic representatives are included, they may be shut out by internal procedures that
do not help them to speak up. While many authentic grassroots leaders from diverse identity
groups are highly articulate in any forum, often to the amazement of establishment figures, many
others are not. Participatory democracy for a diverse citizenry continues to be an imperfect
process, requiring commitment and the development and testing of new techniques and
arrangements.

The perils of process:
Although NW strongly advocates using group processes (especially our Leadership
Support Process) to help grassroots wqmen overcome obstacles to their leadership and ability to
work with diverse others, there are perils to watch for when groups rely on process. Organizations
can become "therapy groups." The process can take too much time if good objectives, planning,
and preparation have not taken place. It may be badly facilitated, participants may feel coerced,
confidentiality may be violated, and members may leave. Poor process can also keep a group
from being exciting and moving toward a goal. Members should be challenged to pursue their
own and the group's potential if change in our neighborhoods is our aim.

The promise of partnerships:
Policymakers and other professionals who have been thinking and working on the problems
of low-income women need to hear the voices of the poor and working-class women who have
been experiencing the problems acutely and who have been working to solve them at the local
level. Most women academics and policymakers are operating without the political power of the
constituency support and the input they need to fine tune and put into effect the policies and
programs they propose.
Neighborhood women leaders need to hear what public policymakers, analyzers and
commentators, feminist activists and academics know about their problems and how they have
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been solved in other places. They need hard data to back up their experiences. They need access
to the overviews and approaches to public policies that are being shaped outside of their
communities. They need to hear about the brilliant pioneering work begun by women taking a
women's studies approach in the fields of planning, social work, sociology, education, and
economics.
Both neighborhood women and professionals concerned with neighborhood issues are
experts in their own areas of work, but both can expand their effectiveness and develop broader
perspectives by learning from each other in a real dialogue. NW has had experience structuring
several kinds of dialogue.
Some professional women serve as personal mentors for individual neighborhood women
leaders. A survey of neighborhood women leaders in Williamsburg/Greenpoint showed us that
these women tend to operate in isolation, seeking advice only from close friends and family. They
may have no one with greater skills or other perspectives with whom they can check their
opinions and plans, or from whom they can get help. We believe mentoring is as important to
neighborhood women leaders as it is to middle-class leaders, and we foster such relationships.
The participation of professional women and men is also important in other aspects of
community development Professionals generally do not have a woman's perspective, no matter
what their gender. If they do not hear from neighborhood women what their real needs are, they
may make decisions which affect neighborhood women based on their own different experience
of life or on false stereotypes of neighborhood women. The few professional women who do have
a neighborhood women's perspective still profit from participation in our organizing process.
They gain a constituency for their ideas and a chance to check them out for practicality with the
real experts on female poverty and conditions in poor and low-income neighborhoods.
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SECTION IV
PLANNING
A. Re-Viewing Planning
B. Key Components of Planning
C. Participation and Consensus-Building
Workshops
D. Planning Tools
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The Inquiry Method is an approach to integral community tkvelopment which weaves education
and strategic action at the local level into a single, ongoing, dynamic process. Inspired by the work
ofBelgian priest}oseph Cardijn in the 1920's, and elaborated by Bra:;ilian educator Paolo Friere
in the 1960's, the Inquiry Method has proved successful in enabling grassroots people in many parts
of the world w fwuiamentJJ/Jy transform their commtuliJUs even in the most oppressive circwnstances
imaginable.
Many ofNW's insights have evolved from the experience ofgrassroots women leatkrs and
their allies in adapting and applying their own inquiry methods w neighborhood tkvelopment issues
in the United States, and, more recently, w the development of an international network of
grassroots women's organizations (GROOTS). An inquiry method is comprised of three steps:
•AWARENESS
Facts of a situation.

-

•ANALYSIS
Assessment of thase facts based
on the group's values, visions,
and principles.

-

•ACTION
Pion for individual and
group action w affect
the situation.

As sum1111Jriud by Caroline Pezzullo, "Start from reality. Do sociDl analysis wgether. Release
visions into action!"
NW's 15 Steps for organizing commtuliJUs can be "grouped'' wiJhin these three general phases
ofthe development process. The planning process,from iniJUd vision w concrete strategi£s for its
realization, also takes place within the framework of the three Inquiry Method steps.
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A. Re-Viewing Planning
"The principles, vision and Leadership Support Process work, but rwt by themselves.
It takes the wiUinglU!ss of a dedicated woman with vision to make them work ... If we
don't like what is being offered in our communities, then we have to get involved, define
the issues, develop a plan and work that plan with groups of people who shore our
commitments."
-Maria Rivera, NW President, fonner Chair Camden Urban Women's Center,
Camden,NJ

"We mustfind ways to support personal initiative. As a community planlU!r I work with
a lot of1Wighborhood groups, helping them develop their own plans. But too many of
those plans end up sitting on the shelf. What really makes the difference between the
plans that sit on the shelfand the ones that are carried out is personal initiotive."
- Cbarlsie Sprague, NW Board, Housing Our Families, Portland, OR

To achieve our vision of comprehensive, integral community development, we have come
to understand the critical importance of the planning aspect of our work as neighborhood
developers.
In Sections II and III of this Sourcebook we have looked at the Leadership Support and
organizing methods which take a "consensus-building" approach, allowing us to maintain
separate identities and agendas, and still carry on a supportive conversation with others. At the
same time, we also need "tried and true" ways of helping a diverse group of people come together
to agree on a common plan of action.
It is our aim in this section to share insights from our network and from allied organizations
about how to accomplish this, and to remind ourselves as neighbomood women leaders that there
is both personal and collective value to consensus-building and participatory planning for
ourselves, our families, our neighbomoods, and our work with other organizations. When "the
majority rules," many people and groups are left out; when everyone contributes to and agrees
on a plan of action, they are more likely to all work hard to make it happen and the results will
benefit the whole community.
Marie Cirillo is a community organizer and rural community developer who has lived in
Appalachia for the past twenty-five years. We asked her to tell her own story about planning.
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Marie's story
Planning has been a critical component of my organizing, but I had never thought about it
or ever been asked to speak about it But I was asked to tell my story and this is how it goes. As
an NW member I can write from my experience, because another can write as a practitioner in
planning, another as an academic. We challenge each other to put the languages together in ways
that will inform neighborhood women who are assuming responsibility for their own neighborhood.
As I mused over my experiences, I thought about my wall calendar that has a page for each
month with a 1" square for each day. I use a pencil rather than a pen for marking my calendar.
That way, I can make many changes and still have a calendar that appears orderly.
In time I decided scheduling is probably better than another activity I frequently engage in.
From time to time when I can't sleep at night it is because I am anticipating the next day as an
impossible situation. I get up, find paper and pencil, and start making a list of things to do. If
there are too many things, I arrange the list in priorities. I call this crisis management. Again,
it is useful at times, but would be devastating if it were habitual. This is another example of what
planning is not. I recommend making a list It is a good feeling to be able to cross off items on
a list as they are accomplished. But don't ever mistake this for planning. It is crisis management
Then I thought of the day I was fifty years old I took some time alone to contemplate my
experience of aging. As I thought of friends and relatives, I found myself considering a short
ten years if I were to die at sixty like my neighbor did. The possibilities of things to accomplish
were not too comforting. I quickly jumped to my great aunt who would be 100 this year. If! were
to live fifty more years there was not much urgency to take my life seriously. I decided this quiet
time was entertaining, and I chose to engage in further speculation. I established the possibility
of having twenty more working years. Then I was ready to ask myself what I wanted to
accomplish in those next twenty years. I decided on two main agendas and gave each ten years.
When I became sixty I assessed my progress. I was far from achieving either of my goals but had
done better with one than the other. I recommitted myself to the same two goals but decided that
the one I was making more progress on should be the one to concentrate on. My assessment was
that both were very important; I believe I can call this planning.
I believe I can call this planning, but it is planning around work. It is not a well-balanced
plan. My plan perpetuated my propensity to be a workaholic. It makes me good in my
neighborhood work but not in my horne work. To plan strategically and comprehensively reflects
a higher level of consciousness about the human potential to make a difference in the natural order
of things. In this world that we live in, only the human can be conscious, reflective, and make
plans to alter the natural world. I have come to understand that in the professional world of
planning, the term comprehensive plan means there is a land use plan included. Since we are
speaking to neighborhood women doing community development, it seems important that we
organize in accordance with strategic planning and comprehensive planning, and that we not be
shy about "long-term" being long enough for the next few generations.
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I had a course in organizing from Saul Alinsky when I was living in Chicago (and I am not
sure how much that helped me), but I have never had a course in planning. Nevertheless I felt
sure I was doing planning when I left my home in Brooklyn and moved to the rural south. What
I remember as a much more conscious plan was my move from Chicago in 1967 back to the
mountains. I settled in Clairfield, Tennessee and have been there the past twenty-five years as
a rural development organizer.
What was my plan? To give up on trying to make the city work for the mountain people who
moved by the millions to Cincinnati, Chicago, Detroit, and other places north of Appalachia and
to return to a place that had suffered from out-migration so that I could understand what was going
on that forced so many people out of their home state. My plan was a simple one: go to a place
that was suffering from out-migration and stay there until I found answers. I was in no hurry. 1
knew I had not found the answers in college, in the newspaper, in books or articles. I moved to
Clairfield, Tennessee. The people of Clairfield who had experienced a loss of population from
12,000 to 1,200 would explain things to me and we would work on the problems together.
I asked questions, listened, and took steps people were ready to take. That meant spending
three years organizing for health clinics with local people who initiated the concern, and two
years organizing for jobs, again with local people who had this as their priority. In time people
mobilized for legal services, childcare services, housing, water, education, arts, and against strip
mining. The plan was to let issues emerge from within the community. We believed that the
more we engaged in many of the pieces, the more we would see the whole. Then we could
understand what was holding us back. After twenty years, every group became more conscious
of "social systems" and how they do and don't work in the mountains. Most groups know the
difference between becoming part of the "system" and creating an alternative to the system.
Many of the activists were much more articulate about the outside pressures that limit local
development.

It is clear to many that the demands of consumers for fossil fuel and timber induced corporate
industry to buy up the lands necessary for the extraction of gas, oil and coal, and the harvesting
of forests. We know from our own history how difficult it is to find land for clinics, small
businesses, housing, childcare centers, animals, and so forth. It is difficult to deal with the fact
that people born into this community have no legal or financial access to land. There is clearly
not enough of a land base around which to create a livable neighborhood. And now, twenty-five
years after the great exodus of three million people from the Appalachia Region into midwestern
industrial cities, there are no more industrial cities for our young to resettle. We are pressed to
find solutions, to take action, to make plans.
I think all of these years were preliminary to real planning- the kind that is long-term, with
an action component which includes a land use and a comprehensive "people" plan. People did
not have access to all the essential components. Obvious to me was the lack of a land base. When
I came here in 1967 they said, "The reason we can't do anything around here is because the
companies own all the land." By 1977 community people had organized a Community Land
Trust By 1984 they had secured 104 acres of land and formulated a rural settlement plan. This
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plan included many aspects of total community need, and total community assets of both land
and people. What a wonderful experience it has been these past eight years to be working in the
context of a particular place with particular people who look at the total needs of the people and
the land - the children, the trees, the elderly, the aesthetics- as well as what must be done to meet
them- a sustainable economy and the politics.

It is obvious that we do not have enough land to meet the needs of the entire community.
The Land Trust can only serve eighteen families on its 104 acres in a total way (housing, gardens,
timberlands, play areas, and an industrial site). The community is proving to itself that it can do
local development if it has land along with its other internal and external resources. There is a
need in Appalachia for a workable plan for rural settlement. Our assessment is that we are a
landless people- part of a global phenomenon of "landless poor." Land is an absolute necessity
if we are to be a free and complete people.
Planning has elements of the dynantic and the static. It is movable with defined parts. There
is a mindset that goes with planning. It involves scheduling with adjustments. It is agendas with
alternatives. Ultimately, it is deciding what is possible given your best assessment of the situation
and thinking through the stages, the actors, the resources, the time and the space that will be
needed to accomplish what you want It is predicting the reactions to and repercussions of each
stage and its impact on how one is able to move from one stage to the next.

It is finding at least three right ways to achieve one's goals, with consideration of the
problems each holds and deciding which of the problems the person or group can best manage.
A perfect plan does not mean there are no stumbling blocks.
We must experience planning in order to be better critics of those who plan for us. Believe
me, if you know how it is done and the efficacy of good planning, you will never be satisfied to
sit back and let others do it for you in inadequate ways.
There is probably no better way to develop one's own capacity to plan than in the
neighborhood setting. NW's additional capacity to frame a plan in the context of principles,
values and a Leadership Support Process insures that plans are specifically oriented to a women's
world.
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What is a plan?
"I have never made a long range plan tlwugh I'm very organized on a day to day basis."
- Eddye Owens, NW Board, Women for Economic Security, Chicago, IL

"I started the Household Workers and had this group I didn't know quite what to do
with. I wasn't disorderly but I had never taken the time to really put things in order.
like ifyou've got to call ten tlwusand people for a program like a banquet I did lost year,
it means that ifyou don't have that plan in place, you can have a mess. You have to
sit and think about what it is that you want to do. Put it down on paper. IfI don't write
it down l'Uforget about it."
-Geraldine Miller, NW Board, Bronx NW, Bronx NOW, founder Household
Technicians Union, Bronx, NY

"UsuaUy in housing, they just put up a building and that's it. Maybe they have a
community center. Here in Phipps we have a commitment to helping people become
a community. We build the community from within, helping people where they get
down. It is planned that way, with money, with staffand all."
- Alice Jenkins, community worker, Phipps Houses, Bronx, NY

"Neighborhood women are very good at planning, only they usually don't think of what
they're doing as 'planning.' This is how we've survived and raised families and
accomplished so much with very little to work with and abnost no help or support from
others. It takes planning to get kids off to school every day, have a Thanksgiving
dinner, get to work on time, or make Food Stamps stretch a whole month. Each ofthese
things requires knowing all the separate tasks that must be done to make it happen, and
exoctly when each has to be done in order to get to the next step. Planning for improving
the neighborhood is exoctly the same.''
-Debbie Louis, NW Resource Center, Baltimore, MD

Planning is used to bring order to deeision making; it helps you organize your activities
so you can do what you want to do. The plan is the road we commit ourselves to taking to get
from here to there, toward goals of our own choosing. A plan can represent the opportunity to
identify issues and to move on them in an organized fashion. If the leadership is not able or willing
to help the group develop a plan of how it is going to move toward its goals, the group is denied
the satisfaction and success of purposeful action.

"Without planning ahead community leaden get nowhere. So many times there is a
crisis here in Canulen. People are caUed out to meetings night after night But you only
have so much time. If the meetings do not develop or present real options and real
opportunities to move ahead on tlwse issues, the people get discouraged. They go back
home and you are back to your two or three regulars."
-Rosemary Jackson, NW Board, Director Camden Urban Women's Center, Camden,
NJ
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There are many types ofplanning:
• STRATEGIC PLANNING is long range, has an action component, and includes a
thorough survey of all circumstances or environments. It envisions all the steps that will have
to be taken to reach one or several goals. You can have a personal strategic plan, a financial
strategic plan, an organizational strategic plan, a community strategic plan, and so forth.
• COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING considers all the elements that interact in a healthy
community, including land use and human resources. A neighborhood organization engaged in
community development will eventually want a comprehensive plan. NW is committed to
community development planning that is both strategic and comprehensive.
• COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING considers an area in terms of its
ongoing development over time. One neighborhood organization might work with other
organizations to develop a community-wide plan, or find effective. ways to participate in
community-wide planning canied out by official "planning" groups.
• GOALS are broad statements of a condition we want to achieve. For example, "I plan to
get a women's Leadership Support group started in my neighborhood."
• OBJECTIVES are specific statements related to a particular goal. They usually state a
particular step to be taken (in a measurable way if possible) by a stated period of time, in order
to accomplish a goal. For example, "I plan to recruit 17 women to come to the Leadership Support
group orientation meeting by March 15."
• STRATEGIES are the approaches you decide to take to accomplish your objectives and
METHODS are the specific activities you will undertake in pursuing your strategies. For
example, "To be sure of having at least 17 women at my orientation meeting for my LS group,
I will follow a value-based community-building strategy by tapping into my existing neighborhood and friendship network. My main method of outreach will be by telephone. I will identify
25 possible participants and call each of them, and ask five friends to identify at least three
candidates each and to refer them to me."

Personal planning as well as group planning
In NW, we are committed to planning for integral community development as described in
Section Ill: Organizing. To do that we have found a need to explore not only planning approaches
designed for use with groups and organizations, but also planning tools that can be used at a
personal, individual level. Often grassroots women have stressed lives with little free time. We
know that we are working with women whose decision to be active in their communities involves
sacrifice. Planning can make that sacrifice more rewarding and far Jess stressful.
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For community leadership to be real, women leaders have to get their own lives in order.
Making your personal life fit with your desire to serve your community is often a problem.
Women have to consider both what they want for themselves and what they want in the
community, if their personal needs and goals are not to be in conflict with the role they have taken
on in the community.
For this reason we discuss in this section both group planning, where a group needs to come
to agreement upon a plan to move forward together, and personal planning, where a woman
leader organizes her own life in such a way as to accomplish both personal and communityoriented goals with a minimum of conflict between the two.

In being natural, we
invent the new pattern
of the individlUJI
relating to the whole.
It is tlu! spiritlUJI
in the doing
woven together
with the spirit journeying
that sustains us.
-Invitation to an Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA) event, 1991

Some obstacles to our doing effective planning
"A plan locks you in. I won't let myself get trapped like that."
For many, the word "plan" is stifling. Perhaps there is some fear that once something is put
on paper it will control our behavior in an oppressive way. Perhaps the word serves as a reminder
of past failure: the local bank that closed, the factory that moved out of town, the achievementrelated suicide of a friend, the tax dollars appropriated to enlarge prisons while school budgets
are slashed.
Such stories speak to some as an evil inherent in planning - and it's certainly true that
planning is often approached rigidly and has been used to bind people to a particular course of
action rather than empower them to create their own. But it is important to remember that rigid,
oppressive plans are the result of rigid, oppressive planning processes! Planning processes can
also spring from our values as neighborhood women. Planning can be an effective mechanism
for realizing the visions we have for our own lives, our families and our neighborhoods. For
women, strategic planning also suggests that we have goals and that they are significant enough
for us to take the time to make plans to achieve them. A plan guides us in how to get from here
to there, from one step to the next, so that our lives and our neighborhoods can improve.
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"We give our time away."

All over the world, women say they don't have enough time They haven't had an
opportunity to lay out steps and decide just what they'll take on, so they wind up taking on
everything of everybody else's instead. (It's been said that if you want anything done, ask a busy
woman.) Being a woman too often means being a slave to the time priorities of others, including
other women! We take on the tasks of our family, our community and our organizations usually
out of a sense of this being what we owe. But, owe to whom? And why? There's no logical
answer to these questions, except within the twisted logic that springs from our own internalized
oppression: that this is the price we pay in our role as women. That somehow our own work isn't
as important as the work of others. That we should be flattered that there are others who think
we are worth exploiting.
We do have the power to control what we do, and how and when we do it. In a planning
process, we hear everyone's priorities, and we agree on how those priorities will be met. In our
Leadership Support Groups, we can strengthen our capacity to articulate what our priorities are,
and to set limits on how and how much of our time is used by others.
"I make plans, but then everything changes, the plans aren't relevant anymore, and
I feel like all the time I took to make the plans in the first place has just been wasted."

Most women experience the need for changes in their plans- whether it's a conscious or
an intuitive one - as their circumstances shift. Both external and internal changes occur
constantly, so the decisions that we make must periodically be assessed and made relevant to the
current situation. It's important to use a planning process that includes evaluating our actions an
ongoing ritual. Once again, for many, the image of "evaluation" brings to mind time consuming
finger-pointing sessions in which people spend their creative energies dodging blame. Evaluating our progress and adjusting to new circumstances on a regular basis.
For women, evaluating our progress (the effectiveness of our actions) is a process of telling
our story, of extracting the wisdom from our experience. It is perhaps the most creative aspect
of the planning process. While a plan serves as a guide to keep us on track and on time in
proceeding toward our goals, reviewing the plan provides us with a reminder and a reassessment
of our vision and values. Values-based reflection allows us to make and experience changes in
our plans as normal occurrences, rather than as catastrophes or indications of "failure. •
"It feels like a constant tug-of-war: my own needs versus the needs of everyone else.
It's wearing me out."

We live in a culture that trains women through a subtle system of reward and punishment
to subordinate our personal needs to the point that most of us would find it difficult to say what
it is we really do need. In the home we often plan for everyone but ourselves. In the
neighborhood, yet again we invariably find ourselves planning for everyone and everything
without considering how our own wants and needs fit into the picture. While this division
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between the planners and the doers .is common in mainstream organizations, in the family and
community such personal exclusion from the process not only adds confusion to everyone's life,
but also sets the stage for burnout.
It doesn't have to be this way. We need to 're-value' our needs, and see that the process of
strengthening ourselves as women is the flip side of every process that is designed to strengthen
our families, our organizations and our communities. Unfortunately, layers of oppressive social
conditioning makes a shift from "I'll subordinate my needs" to "I'll value my needs" one of the
most difficult decisions for women to implement. Any woman who has gone back to school
knows very well that temptation to miss class because of some need of the family. Faithfulness
to our own plan takes incredible determination. Participating in a Leadership Support Group is
one way to keep our determination from crumbling in face of our urge to respond to other people's
crises.
Our neighborhood organizations also need to support their membership in their personal
planning. One way this can be done is to evaluate collective planning in terms of personal impact.
Remember that if it's not appropriate for women, it's not appropriate. It is equally true that if a
plan we're considering isn't empowering the individual women in our organizations, then we
need to rethink what it is that our organizations are trying to accomplish.
What holds us back? Mistrust of anything rigid and inflexible. Confusion about how to
make what we've got work for us in the best way. Other women's ways of acting. Our inner
stories. The stories of others about themselves. Planning can make it possible for us to act out
of our values and the vision we have for ourselves, our families, and our neighborhoods. It is in
the process of this type of values- and vision-based action that we develop the capacity to liberate
ourselves from the internal and external pressures to do otherwise.

B. KEY ELEMENTS
Understanding strategy
In developing our own approaches to personal and group planning, we have found that the
established planning definitions only take us so far. We have to go the rest of the way ourselves.
We have found that to do good planning we need to commit ourselves to clarifying our
values, developing our own visions, creating an analysis of what is (and has been) happening,
and formulating a strategy for getting to where we want to go. A well-conceived planning
strategy has the appearance of a smoothly choreographed dance. In reality, a strategy has several
components, each with its own unique set of objectives and considerations.
Building a strategy can seen as a five-step process:
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1. PRACTICAL VISION describes a group's dream, its "best of all possible worlds."
2. UNDERLYING CONTRADICTIONS name the critical issues which block achieving
a group's vision.
3. STRATEGIC PROPOSALS outline the new directions a group wishes to explore.
4. TACTICS are the series of actions needed to accomplish the proposals.

S. IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE charts out in detail when these specific actions will
be accomplished.
ANALYSIS: The first two steps - vision and underlying contradictions - are analytical.
They provide a method for exploring the "whys" of the situation and articulating them clearly.
ACTION: The second three steps"- proposals, tactics and implementation- are designed
to accomplish several things:

• To focus on areas of action
• To define each task within these areas
• To create the team structure for getting each task done, and
• To agree on the guidelines for holding these teams accountable
In our participatory and consensus-building planning process, we have found that persons
and groups need to develop strategies that:
• Focus on the Big Picture
To remind us of why we are doing what we are doing.
• Address underlying Issues
To attack the root causes of a problem, rather than just the symptoms.
• Change chaos into perspective
To see how actions in different areas are connected.
• Get everyone involved
To tap into everyone's creativity and passion in big and little ways.
This list of "ingredients for success" also spells out a quite simple process for building a
strategy. Whether it's with a team, a community, or with yourself, the following five-step process
remains basically the same:
1. Look at the Big Picture
Ask: "What's our vision?"
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2. Look at the underlying issues
Ask: "What's keeping the vision from happening?"
3. Look at new directions that would empower your situation and the people within it
Ask: "What would we propose to do differently?"
4. Look at how to transform the day-to-day chaos
Ask: "How do we begin to move on these new proposals?"

S. Look at the question of involvement
Ask: "Who, what, when, where, how?" - and build a calendar.

''VISION- GOALS- PLAN- SECURE ALUES- PERSIST- SUCCEED!"
-Dorothy Stoneman, founder YouthbuUd USA, Belmont, MA

The goal in participatory planning of each step is to arrive at clear agreements, a process
that will require time. What will happen as we go through the steps? In the process of doing and
experiencing success, our ability to envision new possibilities expands and we find ourselves
once again reviewing the Big Picture and asking ourselves, "What's my vision now?"
In individual planning, each step in strategic planning can be facilitated by using vision
questions such as those used above. Working toward a group plan, each step in the strategic
planning process can be easily facilitated using a workshop format in which information is
shared, new ideas are generated, consensus is built, and implications are discussed. It is
important, though, to consider where your group is on its "strategy journey."
Sometimes a five-workshop planning event is necessary to build the depth of commitment
and teamwork necessary to take on new projects. Other times, especially with groups working
together on a regular basis, spelling out the tactics and putting them on a timeline is more
appropriate. (In Part C below- Participatory and Consensus-Building Workslwps -you will
find directions for facilitating a set of five strategic planning workshops.)

Making an assessment
Have you ever heard of a person being offered a good job after being asked in the interview
for all her weaknesses, needs and hurts, and none of her strengths and good qualities? Yet in most
neighborhood development planning, communities are treated just so, when policy makers or
program planners operate from "needs assessments" rather than a more balanced assessments
of both needs and strengths which make up the complex reality of community life.
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Good planning requires that the planners take the time and effort needed to observe their real
situation, and make an assessment of the strengths in their people and their situation as well as
their needs and difficulties. Out of that assessment we can then ask ourselves, "What is the need?
What are the critical parts to fulfillment of the need? How long will it take to carry out our plan?
Will our human support system be able to sustain itself for the whole journey?"
When the need is intense and when critical parts are missing (such as money, political
support, land, transportation) then the ability to accurately assess the "sustainability" of your
community's involvement is critical. Many people can sustain a comfortable group spirit when
goals are minimal and resources plentiful. It is more difficult when goals are challenging and
resources are insufficient.
Some who are quick to criticize others - labeling them indifferent, illiterate, lazy, noncaring - have probably never had to try to accomplish something in the midst of many
impossibilities. Our NW Leadership Support Process is all the more critical when all the odds
seem to be against us but we know we must move forward anyway.
Assessment in the preplanning stage can be done in formal and informal ways. It can be as
informal as a group reflection conversation at the beginning of the planning workshop. It can be
more formal, such as visits and interviews with sources of information that you need to carry on
with your planning. It can be done with surveys, reading written materials, making your own
"walk-around" inventory of buildings or community facilities, or any other ways you can think
of to find out what you need to know. The best assessment will result in a reflection on the
situation as you understand it to have developed (a historical perspective), in a social context
using the seven categories of community development from Section Ill: Organizing, and
according to the strategic framework that your group has created.

Choosing a planning screen
''Wiuzt surprised me was that as we searched for professional help in developing our
rural settlement plan, the individual 'experts' seemed so out of touch with the
interdependencies of aU of the pieces. The experience taught me tluzt no one can do
your neighborhood planning adequately for you. The best ofthe professionals know
this and wiU teU you this and wiU offer you certain specialized assistance only after you
set the vision, values, priorities and so on."
-Marie Cirillo, NW Board, Woodlalld Community Land Tn~st, Clairfield, T1'!'
One method for making sure our plans are comprehensive is through the use of "screens."
A screen is the practical "action" face of our values; those aspects of our perspective which we
apply to our decision-making processes:
• Do we think of particular values as moral guides in our plan?
• Do we think of the four seasons of the year as physical aspects of a plan taken over time?
• Do we think ofparticular priorities as critical to develop as we plan?
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We call these basic, underlying awareness and assumptions "screens." They are like pairs
of tinted glasses that color our perceptions of what is as important and necessary as the plan itself
and the goals it is designed to help us reach.
Screens serve as "analysis tools" which help us both explore and describe our situation whether it's in terms of its demographics and its issues, or its values and its potential. Many of
the personal screens we use in our day-to-day lives are ones that have been handed down to us,
and function as moral checklists - the basic tenets of our religious beliefs, the dimensions of life
we consider important, the categories through which we see the community and its issues. We
may or may not be consciously choosing to use them. As women, it is important for us to
remember that we have the power to choose the screens out of which we act: we can accept
screens that dismiss women's contributions, or those that empower our creativity, honor our
wisdom as women, and build on our strength as responsible leaders.
A volunteer in the Vihani movement organizing among the rural landless poor of India
reported that the group set up training institutes in each village, in which the villagers spent up
to six months discussing questions such as, "What is the purpose of life? What is it to be a man?
a woman? a family? a responsible community member?" Since the problems in rural India seem
overwhelmingly related to the economic poverty of the people, the organizer was asked why such
valuable time was given to philosophical discussions. The organizer replied that their movement
had found that the people, particularly the women, did not become active on their own behalf until
they had changed their whole framework of thinking about life, about their concerns, and about
those of their village.
For a planning meeting, a group needs to use it's own screen, lest it lose its own fundamental
values and vision in the step-by-step process of planning. A screen can take many forms, and
can be used by a group of planners in a number of ways:
• It can be as simple as an organization's mission statement photocopied for each
participant in your planning workshop.
• It can be a checklist of interview questions given to people doing our preplanning
research, developed from our particular concerns.
• It can be a taped-to-the-wall poster of a chart full of statistics about our research findings
concerning the neighborhood.
• It can be an intuitive piece of art placed in the center of the room that illustrates the hopes
and dreams of our organizations.
• It can be the group reflection questions we choose to put our planning in the context of
our values and visions.
In NW we use several screens: our list of basic agreements, our values-based mission
statement, our 12 Principles, our insights into internalized oppression, and the role that race,
gender and class play in keeping patterns of oppression in place. These screens help us create
go-round questions, help us build our local projects, and help us determine who our principled
partners need to be and how we work with them.
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With a good screen it becomes possible to describe our objectives in very concrete terms.
A vision that at first seems abstract ("! see a peaceful neighborhood") can be translated into a
compelling picture of the future ("! envision our streets all maintained, tree-lined and well-lit").
Vague issues ("Nobody gets along") can become tangible ("Everyone has different ideas about
what we're supposed to be doing").
The Institute of Cultural Affairs, an international network of grassroots activists who
specialize in consensus-building planning efforts in rural and urban grassroots communities, has
a typical project in the north of Portugal. Twelve villages clustered on the top of the Montemuro
Mountains plan together how to engage in comprehensive community development in a situation
where basic health care, education and work opportunities aside from subsistence farming, are
almost nonexistent They have experimented with a number of different screens over the past
thirty-five years. One that has proven to be particularly popular with community groups is called
the Nine Programs Chart. The chart outlines the kinds of activities that you'd find in any selfrealized community, and is based on the guiding principles of the ICA 's community development
work:
•
•
•
•
•

Concentrate efforts within a specific geographic area
Deal with all the problems simultaneously
Deal with all the people- all ages and groupings should have ways of participating.
Provide opportunities that empower people's self-confidence and creativity.
Strengthen a community's symbol system to expand its belief in its own potential and
power.

The Nine Programs Chart, on the opposite page, condenses the project's values and
principles into a simple checklist One way the Chart is often used is to stimulate staff thinking
during brainstorming sessions. If the purpose of the brainstorm is to develop a year-end report,
for instance, the facilitator might ask each participant to come up with one achievement she
remembers for each of the nine programs. These ideas then are fed into the brainstorming session,
which then is used to create the report Another way the Chart is used is as a method for focusing
weekly staff meetings, or for rotating facilitation responsibilities. In many projects, the staff
meeting begins with a special presentation from one of the three "dynamics" (Economic, Human,
Social).
Our screens in NW are always developing. Recently we have realized that economic
development is a crucial aspect of our planning; programs without a plan for self-sufficiency are
always at the mercy of their outside funders. We are looking for ways of doing participatory
planning for integral community development that also covers the full seven areas of comprehensive community development listed in Section Ill: Organizing. Your group will need to
decide which checklists, guidelines, methods, sets of principles from elsewhere are consistent
with what you know to be important You are welcome to use our screens, but we strongly suggest
that your group takes the time to develop its own.
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9 Program Chart
Toward the Actuation of Comprehensive Human Development on the Local Level

A.

B. Human Development

Economic Development
Local Productivity

Enabling -

RecontructinJ -

COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURE
I.

intensified production

3.

water delivery.

14. public facilities
15. functional structures

4.

equipment pool

16. community design

II

cottage production
agro-businesses

7.

processing plants

8.

ancillary industry

Catalyzin1 •

PREVENTATIVE HEALTH CARE

\U

17. inclusive engagement
18. cooperative action fund

Establishing -

INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
29. early learning

vm

19. youth corp
20. community work teams
Recovering -

30. formal schooling
31. youth training
32. adult education

Instituting -

LOCAL COMMUNITY WELFARE

COMMUNITY IDENTITY

LOCAL COMMERCIAL SERVICES

25. intermediate sanitation
26. total nutrition
27. systematic immunization
28. primary treatment

GROUP ACTION STRUCTURES

v

Initiating -

Ill

Creating -

13. domestic housing

IV

2.

Developing APPROPRIATE LIGHT INDUSTRY

Local Sociality
- toward ulf-reliance

HUMAN LIVING ENVIRONMENTS

expanded cultivation

5.
6.

Social Development

Local Motivity
- toward Jtlf-conjidence

- toward self-sriJienance

I

c.

21. corporate self story

11. systematic savings

23. community rituals

33. family development
34. women's advancement
35. child care

12. lending channels

24. local celebrations

36. elderly engagement

common marketing
9.
10. local merchandizing

·--

VI

22. common symbol system

IX

Deciding what planning screens to use and when to use them is a skill that can be developed
over time. Experience as organizers, the results of previous meetings and workshops, review of
existing written materials, can be developed into the screens we need to make our planning more
effective.

Picking a process that works
"There is ITUJinstream and participatory planning. In traditional or mainstream
planning you're told 'This is the plan.' Someone somewhere has made it up for you
and expects you to foUow it Participatory planning, wlwt most women's groups want,
is not a top-down but a bottom-up process."
- Sangeetha Purusbotbaman, activist/resean:ber, Delhi, India and New York City, NW
GROOTSTeam

"Life is short and we are tired. We don't want our granddaughters out here doing the
same community work we are doing because we didn'tfigure out how.to get from here
to there.''
-Ethel Battle Velez, NW Board, President James Weldon Johnson Houses Urban
Women Society, East Harlem, NY

In the rush of daily living, too many individuals and groups jump to action; others delay
needed action with endless reflection. like other processes carried out with real people over time,
a planning process has stages in its development that need to be respected. A good planning
process has a balance between reflection and action, and a beginning, a middle and an ending.
Good preparation will prepare you to carry a planning process through from start to finish.
There are as many ways to approach planning as there are plans themselves. First and
foremost, a planning process must be mutually agreed-upon if the power of the group is to be
taken to its full potential. It's necessary, therefore, to learn and test many approaches to planning
in order to see which best fits the unique personalities of particular individuals and organizations.
Once you have a process that works for you, any meeting can include planning elements,
bringing out a consensus, and projecting agreed-upon action steps to implement that consensus.
A good planning process allows us to look at our situation, articulate our objectives,
examine the issues, then explore possible actions. Moving in a step-by-step progression like this
lets us more easily identify available resources, create several alternative scenarios, consider the
costs of each alternative in detail, and create a realistic timeline. In the process of working
through each planning step, we create the foundation necessary to successfully work through the
step after that The trick here is to neither over- nor under-emphasize any one step. Whether it's
our vision or our issues or our actions, they are all threads in the same fabric.
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We suggest that you pick a process which:
1. Takes the planning effort seriously as a major part of your project Grassroots groups
seldom apply for planning grants, though they are as deserving of these funds as anyone else, and
in many cases can gather the needed information more easily than professional planners.
Planning grants average about $35,000 and are more available than many realize.
2. Is consensus- and ownership-building. Many a plan sits on the shelf, not necessarily
because it was without merit, but because it was developed in such isolation that the people who
will be affected by the resulting plan see it as not pertaining to them, as something "over there,"
designed by others - and they're right!
3. Engages your people with principled partners- facilitators or other planners you invite
in as resources. You have to be in charge of your own planning process, but you do not have to
manage it yourselves. Often outside facilitators are helpful just because they are not insiders with
biases and established positions on particular issues.
We are collecting planning approaches that are consistent with our values and we encourage
you to let us know of any that you come across. Please contact us with your ideas and/or for help
designing your own participatory and consensus-building planning methods.

C. USING PARTICIPATORY AND CONSENSUS-BUILDING
WORKSHOPS
"There's always a third way."
- Eleanor Roosevelt

"In our area there is a Community Board, with 53 member~. Getting agreement on a
pllm with aU those people, sometimes it can take a full year."
-Ethel BattleVelez, NW Board, Urban Women Society, James Weldon Johnson Houses
Urban Women Society, East Harlem, NY

"As a mimster I hove to pion my preaching. I have a lot ofideas, but I want to preach
what the people want. So I give out a lot ofpieces ofpaper saying, 'write down what you
want me to preach about' And I take them back and organize them and I have a whole
year's preaching aU there!"
-Carmen Hutl:hlnson Miller, A./iDnza lks Mujeres, GROOTS, San Jose, Costa Rica, at
NW Training Institute 1!191
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Planning workshop methods
Unfortunately, it is possible to develop a plan in isolation from the people affected by the
plan (sometimes called "stakeholders" because they have a stake in the outcome). Too often, topdown planning processes wait until the "experts" finish their planning to call in the community
people who will have to live with the implementation and results of the plan. On the other hand,
genuine calls for community input at hearings are frequently ignored at the community level.
Few community people or groups we know put their meager free time into monitoring official
planning processes, and when they do they are generally very frustrated by them.
Few community organizations have the funds needed to organize planning retreats,
however sensible they may seem. Once they are convinced of the importance of participatory
and consensus-building planning, however, community groups manage to find resources or
create alternatives for accomplishing the task. Meeting several times in a row on weekday
evenings may have to substitute for an extended weekend retreat, if funds can not be raised or
redirected.
The ICA consensus-building workshop:

There are some community-oriented groups who have developed impressive values-based
participatory methods that work under many circumstances. The Institute of Cultural Affairs'
workshop method is effective in facilitating groups from 4 to 400 to come to their own
participatory decisions and plan for their future. Formats for a sequence of short workshops
illustrating our use of the method below to accomplish specific strategic planning tasks appear
in Appendix B.
Facilitation of an ICA consensus-building workshop:

ELEMENTS OF A CONSENSUS-BUILDING WORKSHOP
• CONTEXTING (doing or reviewing assessment)
• DEVELOPING CONSENSUS ON A VISION
• DEVELOPING CONSENSUS ON THE OBSTACLES OR ISSUES
• SETTING GROUP GOALS AND STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
• MAKING A TACTICAL PLAN (who what where when with what support)
• MAKING A TIMELINE FOR MEASURING ACCOMPLISHMENT (deadlines)
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There are two group journeys in a good planning process. One is the journey to consensus,
or group agreement. The other is the journey from that consensus to action. The workshop
method is designed to take a group through both of those journeys.
In facilitating our planning workshops, there are certain guiding principles to follow; you
can see them as a "set of basic agreements" for this method. If your group agrees to use this
process, they will go through one or more planning workshops with a designated facilitator. NW
trainers can help a group organize its own members to facilitate, or conduct the workshop as hired
facilitators. The process is not difficult once you learn the workshop method described below.
1. Someone needs to take the role of a neutral facilitator. All information is received unjudged and uncensored. The person can participate in the cards exercises as a member, but
during the brainstorming she needs to act as the chair rather than an advocate for one position or
direction.

2 We assume that everyone has something important to contribute. Too many community
people believe that strategic planning is only for professionals.
3. All information is "right." In consensus-building, the will of the group will come out;
minority views are welcome and can sometimes shift the consensus by the insights they offer.
4. The purpose of the method is to honor these principles ofparticipation. If it comes down
to choosing between the method and the people, the people come first.
Each planning workshop has four basic parts:
PART I: BUILDING YOUR CHECKPOINTS. Before a group formally meets, the
workshop process begins with the creation of an "objectives statement" There are two kinds of
objectives:

Rational objective .
Ask yourself: "What's the product bottom line? What do we want to make sure we
accomplish in this session? What information do people need to carry away with them?"
Experiential objective.
Ask yourself: "What's the people bottom line? Where do we need to be as a team? What
relationship does the group need to take to this task? To each other?"
The more focused the objectives, the easier it becomes to create workshop procedures and,
when necessary, to know what methods can be tossed out if a workshop isn't going well. Clear
objectives also provide helpful parameters for groups when time is limited.
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Hints: It is important to think through who needs to be involved in stating these objectives.
It usually helps to include a version of objectives like this in any announcement that goes out, or
else when the workshop is held it may appear to those who were not directly involved in
articulating the workshop objectives as if they are being manipulated. (See Part D: Planning
Tools for a copy of a form we created to help you plan such a workshop).
PART II: SETTING THE STAGE. A group assembles. You all know the objectives.
What do you do? Start out with the Big Picture by setting a context Good ones affirm a group's
intelligence, history, and commitment without being paternalistic or cheerleader-ish. The key
points of information that need to be relayed in a context are:
• Why we're here. (Is this Part Three in a series of events? A one-shot deal? A
start-up session? A final wing-ding?)
• What we already know about the situation.
• What we're going to do. (And the screens we're going to use)
• How we're going to do it. (And how long it's going to take)

Hints: If it's at all possible for a group to participate in building the context, then it should
be done that way. Incorporating questions #1 (why am I here?) and #2 (what's one thing I know
about this situation already? what's one thing I'm hoping to find out more about?) into an initial
go-round is one way this can be done.
PART III: BUILDING KNOWLEDGE. Three things happen in knowledge-building:
information gets generated, data get put in some sort of order, and these new patterns of
information get named. Here's a method for generating, sorting and naming information; one
way that uses a flip chart, and another way that uses 3 "x5" or 4"x7" index cards:

BRAINSTORM THE DATA

The purpose of this step is to generate as much information as you need to get the group's
creativity sparked. Think through the screen that would be the most helpful for this. If the group
has a tendency to go off in a million directions, use a screen that will help it focus- such as your
organization's mission statement, or a brochure announcing the event you are getting ready for.
On the other hand, if the group is struggling to expand its horizons, use a screen that will spark
their imaginations- a successful review or a provocative brochure from another organization
involved in similar activities, a survey or evaluation that documents the potential for change and
growth. Or, have everyone see a movie or a particular scene from a video that revolves around
the issues your group is about to explore.
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There are three steps involved in brainstonning:

1. Individual listing.
For flip chart methad: Ask the group to first individually list 5-10 ideas concerning the
workshop focus. (Examples: "5-10 things that need to happen," "5-10 programs you'd like to
see launched," "5-10 issues or concerns you have about the organization," "5-10 wild ideas for
generating money.")
It is very important to let individuals have private time to think through their responses. If
this step is eliminated, often the insights of the less verbal get lost under the volume of responses
generated by those in the group who are comfortable speaking out.

For card method: Hand out 10 cards to each person, ask them to write their list of responses
on the cards. Make an "example card" with a 2-3 word phrase written in LARGE LETTERS.
Explain that the purpose of the cards is to create a system where the group can more easily share
and analyze infonnation, so it is important for the data to be readable from a distance. For groups
larger than ten, have them work in smaller teams of 2-3. Instruct the teams to share their lists,
create only one card for the items from everyone's lists that are exactly alike (or that are
describing the same thing but are worded differently), and write all the rest on cards.
Hint: Look in on what each group is doing - get a feel for the direction their thinking is
going, and for the spectrum of their responses. It will be helpful later as you organize the data
to know "what's out there."

2. Individual prioritizing.
For flip chart method: "Now everyone look through her own list and put a star next to the
five most critical (or most wild/most exciting/most catalytic)."
For card method: Individual prioritizing happens later.

3. Group listing.
For flip chart method: "Let's go around the room and each person give up her best idea.
There aren't any right or wrong ones. We're just out to genemte as many ideas as possible at this
point" Write down exactly what people say- do not interpret If it is too long-winded, ask the
idea-genemtor, "How would you put that in 2 to 3 words?" or else exttact key words she used and
ask, "I've phrased it like this - does that hold the thought?"
For card method: Group listing happens later.
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ORGANIZE THE DATA

The purpose of this next series of steps is to find the threads of consensus that run through
the brainstormed list of data. In the process of organizing the data, a group discovers its common
ground, as well as its points of difference.
There are three steps involved in organizing data:

1. Mini context.
For flip chart method: "Now we want to go through this list again, this time looking for
items that are similar to each other. Let's just start at the top and work our way down."

2. Initial matching.
For flip chart method: Read the first item aloud. Place a symbol·(a square, for instance)
next to it. Go to the second item, read it to the group, and ask, "Is this at all similar to the first
one?" If the group says yes, draw a square next to it and move on to the third item. If the group
says no, draw a new symbol next to it (a circle, a star, a plus sign, a crescent, a triangle, a
whatever), and move on to the next item. As you progress down the list, continue to ask, "Is this
at all similar to any of these other groups?" Each time an item is determined to be dissimilar to
any of the preceding items, put a new symbol next to it Each time it is determined to be similar,
use the symbol of the preceding "like" items.
For card method: You need either a large blackboard or lots of wall space for this part of
the workshop. While small teams have been working on their cards, you need to make a zillion
"tape rolls." A tape roll is a I" piece of masking tape with its ends joined so that the sticky side
faces outward.
Ask each small team to pass forward the card it feels is the most critical, or wild, or catalytic,
or exciting, or clear. (The purpose for requesting a certain "type" of card is to protect yourself
from the facilitator's nightmare of being bombarded from all directions by a million index cards!)
Gather them all together and then read the first one aloud. Stick a tape roll on the back of it, and
place it slightly off-center on the wall. Say, "I'm going to put this right here for now. Let's see
if any of the other cards sound similar."

Read the next card aloud. Ask, "Is this similar to the first cardT' If the group says yes, place
it next to the first card. If the group says no, place it a good distance away.
As you read each card aloud, continue to ask the group, "Is this card talking about something
that is similar to any of the other clusters of data?" If the answer is no, or uncertain, form a new
cluster of cards.
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Hint: Should a group disagree about where a card should be placed, ask who wrote the card
and where she feels it should be placed. The author is always the final authority!
Sometimes a disagreement reveals a new concern or idea that was missed in the initial
brainstorm. Suggest, "We need to write that down," and then, if there has been one person who
has been particularly vocal, ask her to create the new card. Your finished product will be a mosaic
of card-clusters- a work of art in and of itself. Spread out- use your entire wall space. Using
markers and cards in an assortment of colors adds to the appeal.

3. Grouping data.
For flip chart metlwd: Once you have gone through the entire list (there may be a few pieces
of data the group couldn't agree on and so are still without a symbol), tape a clean piece of flip
chart paper to the wall next to the list. Say, "Let's take 5 minutes and look at what we've got."
Draw all the symbols on it, leaving yourself enough room to write in large letters.
Pointing to the first symbol, ask someone in the group to read all the items that have been
similarly marked. Then ask, "What would be one or two words that holds the thinking here?"
(They'IJ be titles sounding like "fundraising," "building repairs," and so forth.) You are only
looking for objective, obvious descriptions of the data, so don't encourage a lot of discussion.
Write down the first response, unless there's a huge swelling of dissent. The purpose of this
exercise is to give you as a facilitator a barometer reading of the group's consensus.

For card metlwd: Interrupting the flow of information in order to title the clusters should
happen once it's clear you've pretty much gotten out the fulJ spectrum of the group's thinking.
Write the title that the group arrives at on a card that either has a border drawn around it, or is a
different color- some way to distinguish the title from the rest of the data.

Hint: Sometimes, a card already in the cluster might have the perfect 2-3 word phrase. If
that happens, draw a border around that card. The more you can directly rely on the resources
generated by the group, the better.
Once the group has consented on the focus of each cluster, have everyone look through any
remaining brainstorm cards and decide with which of the clusters they best fit Teams can then
go up and place their own cards in the cluster.

NAME THE

CoNsENsus

In the first instance, the purpose of this section is merely to have the group develop full
statements from the 2-3 word titles. What happens in the process of doing this, though, is that
a group winds up stating its points of agreement. These points will then be the building-blocks
for subsequent action. The folJowing steps apply both to the !lip chart method, and the card
method:
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1. Brainstorm names.
"Let's take a look at this first group. We've put all of these brainstormed items together to
form a single picture. We've said it has something to do with "fundraising" (refer to the 2-3 word
title), but what is it about fundraising that's being described here? What's the actual picture
we've created?" As people call out responses, jot them down.

Hint: If silence greets your question, try mentally dividing the room into four or five
sections. Tum to the first section and say, "Okay. Let's get a name from the left-hand side of the
room. Now, how about you people in the rear? And now, somebody from the front." Another
tactic is to have people spend a few moments in groups of two or three. Say, "It is somewhat
daunting to be the first to risk a bit of poetry in front of a huge group like this - especially if
they're the people you're working with!" (Or, if everyone is meeting for the first time in this
workshop, "&pecially if you've never seen any of these people before today!") Continue, "So,
let's make it easier on ourselves. Break up into groups of three and spend the next couple of
minutes tossing around some ideas, and then we'll share them with the group."
Hint: If someone's response is greeted with "What a stupid name!" "No way!" "I can't
believe you said that!" stop the flow of comments with, "Wait a minute! In this workshop, how
we respond to suggestions we aren't crazy about is by giving one that we are crazy about So, Jet's
hear some of them." If somebody only wants to re-phrase somebody else's response, write it
down as an independent idea. Remember: unless she says differently, the only person who has
permission to edit a response is the author!
2. Choose a name.
After you've gotten several names, ask, "Which of these best describes the cluster?" As
suggestions are given, ask, "What do the rest of you think?" If there is disagreement, ask, "Is there
another name that fits better?" or, "How would you re-phrase this name to more effectively
express what's going on here?" When you finally hit upon the right one, circle it, and have
someone create a special index card in a contrasting colored magic marker (you'll need it later
in the workshop, but you don't want to Jose momentum by waiting for it to be written).

Hint: Unless you are desperate for space, try not to erase or cover up any of the responses
-just keep adding to the list Each of these responses represents another step towards consensus,
and it's important for a group to be cognizant of the richness and diversity underlying their
agreement.
3. Name the other clusters.

For card metlwd: Deciding whether to continue naming each cluster as a whole group, or
to break up into smaller working groups, depends on where you sense the group is in its
consensus-building and what your time restraints are. Often a group will tell you in no uncertain
terms which is the best route to take. Say, "We've all gone through the process of naming, so
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we all basically know how it goes. At this point, we can either continue in this manner, or we
can divvy up the clusters amongst ourselves, work in smaller groups to get the rest of the clusters
named, and then share our work."

Hint: If in the process of naming the first cluster there were either a lot of dissention, or you
sensed that dividing into smaller groups would undermine the dialogue catalyzed by this process,
say, "Let's try naming another one together, and then if we feel we're up for it, we can divide the
remaining clusters up among ourselves and finish naming them that way." After the group has
named the second cluster, if it still feels as though it would be a good idea to continue working
as a whole group, say, "It feels like we're really on a roll! Should we try another one together?"
If the group decides it wants to work in small groups, assign 1-2 clusters to each 2-4 person
team. Give the teams an initial 3-minute deadline, and extend it to 5 minutes only if more than
half of the teams are still working on their clusters.

Hint: Having each team come forward as it finishes and write the name it's decided upon
can help motivate the teams who are still tossing around ideas.
After having worked intensively in small groups, it will be necessary to find ways to get
everyone re-oriented to the total picture. One way this can be achieved is by reading quickly
through all the items within the cluster first, and then, if the team has written a name next to the
cluster already, read it aloud, and ask the entire group, "Any suggestions? Shall we go with it?"

4. Create a picture.
"Okay, let's take a look at what we've got here... "
Your goal in creating a picture of the work is to get the group to formally state its consensus,
in terms of its priorities. This is a very important part of the process: it "forces" the issues of
prioritization and focus. You want to work your way into the question of prioritization gradually.
First, ask one or two questions that are objective (dealing with the sensory), such as: some
examples:
• What strikes you about this picture?
• What do you notice?
• What words jump out at you?
Second, ask one or two questions that are reflective (dealing with feelings and emotions),
such as:
• What surprises you about this picture?
• Which of the clusters do you feel the most confident about?
• Which leave you feeling nervous?
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Third, ask one or two questions that are interpretive (dealing with values and meaning),
such as:
• Which cluster would you say is the "heart" of our picture?
(Mark that cluster with an H)
• Which 2 or 3 clusters would you say directly supports the heart?
(Mark those clusters with an S)
•Which 2 or 3 clusters provide a doorway, a starting point, or is the catalyst?
(Mark those clusters with aD, an SP, a C)
The fourth series of questions are decisional (dealing with action), and involves actually
creating the picture. The easiest way to approach this is to draw a set of three large concentric
circles on a blank piece of flip chart paper.
1. "Let's see if we can take everything we've just said about the data and give it an
'imaginative' touch. We said that this cluster (point to the cluster, or remove the 4"x7" name card)
is really describing the heart of the matter, so let's put it in this center circle." (Write the name
of the cluster, or stick the card in the center circle.)

2. "We said that these clusters described activities that support the heart (point to those
clusters, or remove the name cards). Let's put those in this second circle." (Write the names of
the clusters, or place the cards in the space of the second circle.)
3. "We said that these other clusters all had particular roles to play - they are either
catalytic, or provide a starting point or a doorway (point to these clusters, or remove the name
cards). Let's put them in this outer circle." (Write the names of the clusters, or place the cards
in the space of the outer circle.)
4. "What title would you give to this entire picture?" (Write down the various responses and
then have the group choose one.)
Be prepared with additional blank sheets of flip chart paper. Once you get going on this,
often times the group will get so inspired that a whole new approach to expressing the
relationships between the clusters is created right on the spot

REFLECTION

The purpose of this step is to explore the implications of the work the group has just done.
In the process of doing this, individuals have the opporturtity to to decide how seriously they are
going to take the group's consensus. The reflection step works best as a conversation that flows
naturally out of prioritizing the product
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"Let's take a few moments to explore the implications of what we've done by doing a quick
review of the entire process we've just been a part of."

1. Objective questions:
• What are some of the things that happened during the workshop that you won't soon
forget?
• What are some of the things you remember hearing people say?

2. Reflective questions:
• What were some of the emotions you saw surface during the workshop? What were
some of your own emotions?
• What were the high points of the workshop for you? Where did you get excited?
• What was a low point for you? Where did you get frustrated?

3. Interpretive questions:
• Look at this picture of our consensus: what are some of the implications of this picture
for us? What might we have to change? Keep the same?
• How will what we've done today make a difference? If we act out of our consensus,
what might we anticipate down the road?
• Where do you see yourself in this picture?

4. Decisional questions:
• What's the first thing we're going to have to do to get things rolling?
• Who else needs to see the work we've done?
Sometimes it can be helpful to write down the responses to decisional questions where they
can be seen, particularly if they are concrete suggestions of things that need to be done.

BEFORE You CLOSE

• Be sure that every "to be done" item has a name attached to it.
• Get an agreement on what the follow-up to the workshop needs to be:
• Another workshop? What date?
• Is the product to be written up? Who is responsible for producing it?
• Who's responsible for distributing it?
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D. PLANNING TOOLS
What might planning tools look like that honor women's multiple commitments and many
projects? Most of us have a need to plan on at least three levels: personal (including family
concerns), program or project planning, and organizational planning. Those are the levels that
frame our lives every day, and good planning will take the need for relating those levels to each
other very seriously.
Maria Rivera has a teenage daughter, Venus. In planning to participate in her local
community projects, Maria must also tend to her personal priority to spend time helping her
daughter with homework after school. In addition, her organizational responsibilities as
President of NW require her to be available for meetings and Institutes at set times throughout
the year, regardless of the state of her local community activity. She also works full time, in a
challenging position requirng her full concentration. If Maria doesn't plan extremely carefully,
her multiple commitments can come into conflict and sabotage her efforts. Maria is one of many
community leaders in this situation.
We have collected several practical tools for integrating personal with organizational
planning. (We would be pleased to receive your suggestions, to add to later supplements to the
Sourcebook.)

Personal planning
''The way to avoid bunwut is rwt to set your goal so far away that you will be dead before
it is met."
-Brownie Ledbetter, NW Boanl, community activist, Arkansas Career Resources,
Little Rock, AR

"There is a level of risk that most women are taught not to take. We're taught to be
careful. That affects us deeply. It often means that we're limited in the risks we're
willing to take for ourselves ... Women need to be challenged to go beyond what they
feel they are able to do."
-Diane Balser, women's liberation leader, RC Communities lnt'l, Cambridge, MA

Taking personal planning seriously is a big issue in our network- who takes the time for
it? Most of us would say that we can't remember really taking care of ourselves. With health
problems, money problems, family problems and community problems tugging at us, we
generally just keep keeping on, carrying our multiple commitments (arising from our multiple
concerns) with us. Since we spend so much time caring about and for others in our charge, we
can easily let responsibility for our own well-being and development slip right by. How many
women do we know who have burned out of important community or family roles primarily
because they ignore their own pain, overwork and/or poor health?
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To tum this situation around we need to analyze our own personal hopes and the forces that
get the best of them. We need to make plans to meet our own needs and stick to those plans. To
neglect ourselves is to put into danger not only our own future but that of all those who depend
upon us. But we don't have to do this all by ourselves. When you decide that planning is
important for you or for your organization, we suggest that you develop simple methods that:
• You can do alone or with your group.
• You can document quite easily (to keep to the plan).
• You can fit easily with your values and vision.
• You can use without giving up any of your important concerns.
What do I want to accomplish? Why?
How far ahead would I like to plan my life? Ten years? Five years?
What are the things most important to me? What and whom do I care about so much that
I am willing to develop and keep to a course of action to achieve goals related to them?
For personal planning we have found three methods to be particularly helpful. One is the
use of vision questions, alone or with others, to focus our thinking on possibilities rather than
"business-as-usual." The second is the use of a planning chart. We can each make our own by
deciding upon planning categories and listings, influenced by vision-based questions along the
way. The third is the organization of a planning support setting, preferably through a Leadership
Support Group.

Using vision questions for personal planning: We can use values-based questions as
planning tools in our own personal planning as well as in our organizations. Take some time alone
or with someone who wants to support your personal planning. Ask yourself or each other
questions that are aimed at bringing out of you those things that are most important and
meaningful, such as:
• What does goal-setting mean to me?
• What are the things (including relationships, of course) that are most important to me
at this time? Why? How much time do I actually spend on those most important things?
Why?
• What are the things I spend most of my time doing? Why?
• What would be my ideal way of living? What balance would I have in my activities?
In my responsibilities? What would have to change to make it happen? What holds me
back?
• How important is it to me to make those changes?
• If I believed it would make a difference, how much time and energy would I be willing
to give to making those changes?
Some people have a retreat just for this purpose at least once every year. Others rely on
monthly reflection times, weekly check-ins with previously decided-upon partners, and a daily
to-do list We encourage you to use LSP: find at least one other woman as a support person and
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work together to organize a planning system with scheduled times as you need them to center and
renew yourself in body and spirit.

Goal setting and daily planning charts: In addition to setting overall goals, planning and
time management lessons tell us to get in the habit of daily, weekly and monthly goal-setting.
Some of us carry around detailed appointment books filled with schedules and expense forms.
Imagine a daily planner that allowed for the reality of a typical neighborhood woman leader's life.
We have made a set of charts for you to start out with, which you will find in Appendix A.
You can use the categories we have proposed or cover these and write your own categories
for a custom-designed personal planning chart! Some NW members have had these charts
enlarged at a copy center (it only costs about 15¢), and keep them posted on the refrigerator to
remind them of their goals and things-to-do list Note: If you like your own design better, you
may use the Neighborhood Women's Resource Center to turn your ideas into master sheets which
can be copied or professionally printed in a larger quantity for your whole group (see Appendix
D).
These charts should be your best combination of the real and the ideal. In writing your goals,
try to avoid the trap of living in the clouds of generalized statements or being stuck in the mud
of everyday details.

Group planning tools
Participatory project planning:
Ethel's local group takes on the hosting of an all -day forum with NW. As usual, there is no
money for labor and barely enough money for lunch and materials. The work of planning,
recruitment, and follow-up will be, as usual, on a volunteer basis. Members of the local group
take diff~rent preparatory responsibilities. Weeks go by. Life in a poor neighborhood takes over:
someone gets into a training program, someone else's mother goes into the hospital and needs
daily visits, someone else's son is killed by stray gunfire, and more and more of the work falls
back on Ethel.
The week before the event is a nightmare for Ethel, who feels herself responsible for every
detail. At midnight the night before the event, as she heads down to the community center to clean
and arrange the furniture, someone says, "You're the chair of the whole housing development.
Why don't you get help?" She looks hard at the questioner and says, "I'd rather do it myself."
In many of our groups, important work is done by a single volunteer, committee or task
force. Too often the project gets bogged down in personality issues, and a group leader, if there
is one, can easily become hostage to the personal priorities and responsibility levels of her
companions.
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Neighborhood Women's project planner:
How many projects start off without a clear idea of either where they are heading, or how
they are going to get there? The guide below was adapted from The Seven Step Model which
members of the Washington Ethical Society, a congregation of about 400 families, use in
virtually every committee or group project Using this simple planning model, each volunteer
project takes the time to build a group consensus on a written plan, following the guidelines
included below.
Your plan should be no more than 2-3 pages, clear and concise. Ideally the project or
committee plan is developed by the leader(s) in dialogue with any and everyone who cares about
the situation or challenge. The more participants involved, the better.

Project Leadership
A Seven Step Model
This Seven Step Model cultivates leadership among all team members. To lead effectively,
seven questions about a project must be answered. The more complete the information, the better
the results.
If a leader chooses to think out all seven aspects of the project in advance, he or she must
also allow people to approve and modify the plan. Ignorance about the project and unspoken
disagreement about the plan lead to poor implementation and poor morale. When each person
is included in a review of the seven steps, they receive necessary information and contribute a
greater level of detail by raising new questions that pertain to their area of participation.
Often leaders choose key people to join the project at the beginning to consider together the
seven steps. Key people include:
Consultant. The consultant accepts the same level of responsibility as the chair but will not
be involved in implementation whatsoever. The consultant is the chairperson's ally. The
consultant takes responsibility for emotionally supporting the leader. Through regular meetings
the chairperson reports successes and concerns. The consultant considers each issue as a sign that
one of the steps needs further attention. The consultant assists the leader in clarifying each of the
steps and communicating them fully to each team member.
Steering committee. A leader needs three to six people who will take leadership
responsibility for major tasks. Jobs are not assigned at first, but members of this group must have
sufficient investment in the vision that they will participate in thinking through out the seven
steps. Once the project is planned, some of them may leave the steering committee because they
have no primary role, and others might be added who do.
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THE SEVEN STEPS
I. Vision. Where are we going and why? What problem or opportunity are we addressing?
What do we want? In the future, when the project is successfully completed, what will be the
result?
Examples:
• People who are hungry should have food.
• Holidays should be occasions for celebrating with family and friends.
• Education in practical ethics should be available to assist people in facing dilemmas of
everyday living.
• People who take leadership roles should receive adequate support so they can lead
effectively.
A vision inspires when it serves a purpose already important to the participants. Only when
people see and care about the end result do they give their best.
Without a clearly understood purpose, people serve separate agendas which makes leading
and following difficult.
II. Goals. What specific objectives would enable the vision to be realized? Given what
resources we might gather, what can be done to serve our purpose in the immediate future?
Example:
• The vision to eliminate hunger might be implemented by organizing a monthly food
drive to supply a local soup kitchen. Or by joining a national coalition of people
supporting a farmers' development program in a poor country.
People with common vision do not necessarily share the same goals. Each person must
feel some enthusiasm for the specific project as well as for the basic purpose.
When goals are not explicitly stated the best efforts of people are scattered, cooperation
difficult, people become frustrated by the lack of progress and irritated at each other. A grand
vision is important but impossible to implement without defined goals that are within the group's
ability to achieve in the immediate future.
III. Plan. Planning means imagining and agreeing on how the vision will happen from
beginning to end. A plan consists of two parts: program and administration.

Program. If the project is an event, the program plan might start with how people will learn
of the event and how they will register. What will happen when they walk through the door? Will
they be greeted? By whom, and what should greeters communicate? How will money be
handled? Will there be music? Food? Beverages? Decorations? How will the room be
arranged? Will people have a chance to meet each other informally? What speakers will there
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be, and what will be the reason for having each one? How will the meeting end? Is there an idea
or feeling we want people to leave with?

Administration. How will the event be coordinated and implemented? The steering
committee schedules a regular meeting so each area can make progress reports and present key
decisions for agreement. A timeline will identify when tasks need to be completed (Copy to the
printer one week before mailing night so the invitations arrive three weeks before the event.)
Who will divide the areas of work? How will coordination and support be supplied?
IV. Jobs. These tasks must now be divided into exactly-defined jobs. All aspects of the
tasks ideally will fit logically into particular job descriptions. If the jobs are thought out carefully,
all of the pieces of work that people will do will fit together successfully. Writing job descriptions
makes it easier in the long run.
Members of the steering committee take responsibility for specific areas of work. If the
project is an event, the leadership jobs might be: Publicity and Greeting, Program, Set-Up and
Cleaning, Food and Beverages, Finance, Chairperson, Consultant.
Each leader builds his or her own team of people and follows these same seven steps with
them. People who are asked to carry stones don't do as well as those who are building a cathedral.
People need to know how much time and what skills will be required, whom they will be working
with, and what support is available.

V. People. fur every job there is a person who wants to do it Participation is an opportunity
to contribute, to work with people, to learn. People need to be asked individually and personally
to participate, and given the opportunity to understand the vision, the plan, and the job they are
being asked to do.
By making a list of people who might be interested, writing a letter based on the Seven Step
Model, and calling people to discuss participation personally, a leader finds enthusiastic partners.
Good leadership requires going beyond the fear of asking and the fear of including others (l-eando-it-myself). Still the leader must choose to build a team adequate to the job by reaching out
to include others.

VI. Agreements. Success requires that responsibilities and deadlines be understood by all
parties. An explicit agreement must be negotiated to adjust the project to the skills, time, and
temperament of each participant A good job starts with a clear agreement and ends in a good
relationship.
The leader coordinates the event by checking with the key people on the agreed dates to see
if the tasks are completed as planned. At each check-point, agreements can be renegotiated If
agreements are not kept, it indicates a need for a clearer agreement, a renegotiation based on
recent experience, or additional support to accomplish the task.
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VII. Support. Like the leader, each participant needs a consultant, a person to whom he
or she turns for personal guidance. For success, each person must prepare for his or her part of
the work by completing the seven steps.
Complaints about the job, blaming others, failure to complete tasks on time, and poor work,
indicate where support is needed. The support person must see difficulties not as failures but as
areas of ignorance that need attention. The seven steps work when we elicit the best from people
by supporting their development as leaders.
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A. NW CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
The National Congress of Neighborhood Women, founded in the Williamsburg/Greenpoint
section of Brooklyn, has provided crucial organizing support for community-based organizations and programs in the New York area, including:
• Co-founding Women's Survival Space, the first battered women's shelter in New York
State developed and operated by women.
• Initiating and developing community-based model college programs in Williamsburg,
Ridgewood/Bushwick and Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn.
• Conceiving and founding the Neighborhood Women's Rennaissance Housing Project,
which maintains 33 units for single mothers and older women.
• Developing the site for comprehensive Neighborhood Women's education programs at
249 Manhattan Avenue, Brooklyn.
• Founding the NYC Women's Funding Coalition and Project Open Doors, a coalition
of 36 women's organizations which participated in various women's activities.
In 1989, the National Congress of Neighborhood Women reorganized, spinning off local
programs to be a structurally independent affiliated group. The resulting NW of Williamsburg/
Greenpoint operates 16 community programs in Williamsburg including skills training, JTPA
and job placement programs, community-based college and adult education programs, theY ouCan Community School for youth, and the Edu-Care Program for infant and preschool child care.
NWW/G currently partners with NW, now a distinct coordinating entity for the national network
of participating grassroots women's organizations, in planning a continuous leadership training
program for grassroots women in NYC. Recent results of NW national network support to
participating local organizations include:
• Incorporation of local Neighborhood Women's planning document into Burlington,
Vermont's Plan for the Year 2000.
• NW leadership support to Rorida Low Income Housing Coalition housing education
initiative.
• Peaceful resolution of the community strike against violence in the public schools in
Williamsburg/Green point.
• Establishment of a mentoring and support network between local groups in Vancouver,
Canada and Syracuse, New York.
• Founding of Housing Our Families affiliate in Portland, Oregon, now funded to develop
low-cost housing from a women's perspective.
• $52,000 grant to James Weldon Johnson Houses Tenants Association in East Harlem,
NW and CUNY's Housing and Environment Research Group for joint project on human
resources development.
• Camden Urban Women's Center economic development initiative marketing imported
products from grassroots women's industries in Ghana.
• Beginning assessment of local needs by public housing staff and tenants associations
working together in Tulsa, Oklahoma
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• Formation of Native People empowerment group in Rapid City, SD, with NW training
component.
NW has also worked at the state, regional, national and international levels in the areas of
leadership training, development of policy strategies, and building an active network of local
organizations for mutual support and collective action, including:

Training
1979- National Training Institute, in which representatives from 26 colleges and 35 community
organizations discussed community-based education strategies based on NW s college model.
1980-82 - 4 Leadership Support Process (LSP) training development sessions for 10 grassroots
women leaders from different parts of the U.S.
1981-82- "Women in Poverty Training" cosponsored by Dutchess County CAP for CSA
personnel and service recipients to develop strategies for dealing with the feminization of
poverty, held at eight sites in New York, New Jersey, and the Virgin Islands. Also LSP training
in the Netherlands.
1981-83- LSP training in Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, and Las Vegas.
1983 - Horizontal exchange of public housing tenant management concepts at Cochran Gardens
in St. Louis (Bertha Gilkey, first Chair of NW s Steering Committee, led the session). Also
Women's Community Action Training Seminar in Albany, for grassroots women leaders from
9 New York cities, focused on local political strategies.
1989- Planning meeting for an Institute on Women and Community Development, involving
25 grassroots women leaders for 3 days at Goddard College.
1990-92- Monthly training for NW LSP trainer candidates.
1990- First 10-day Institute for Women in Community Development, cosponsored by the
Institute of Social Ecology at Goddard College, involving 35 grassroots women leaders.
1991- Second 10-day Institute for Women in Community Development, held at Goddard,
involving 70 grassroots women leaders, organizers, and professional partners from across the
U.S. and 7 other countries.
1992- Third Institute for Women in Community Development, involving 65 grassroots women
leaders, organizers and professional partners for 9 days of exchange and LSP training. lOth day
allocated to initial organization of North American regional preparation to participate in the 1995
U.N. Conference on Women, with representatives of 4 Canadian grassroots women's organizations
and 35 Mujeres groups in Mexico. Also LSP training for the Rorida Low Income Housing
Coalition statewide network, and diversity training for New Jersey State Department of
Corrections personnel and the National Women's Studies Association.

Developing policy strategies
1976- NW delegation to U.S. Women's Conference in Houston to evaluate the status of women
across the U.S. and make recommendations to the President and Congress to improve their
condition. (NW delegates also participated in several of the 50 state conferences held prior to
the Houston meeting.)
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1978- Cooperation with HUD to carry out research identifying the contributions and technical
assistance needs of neighborhood women in respect to housing development.
1984- Cooperation with New York State Women's Division to organize hearings on female
poverty in five locations and insure testimony by lower income women. Also New York State
Dialogue on Female Poverty and Community Development, in which 60 grassroots, policymaker
and academic women offered economic strategies for lower income communities.
1986- 3-day meeting of women from grassroots organizations, cosponsored by the Overseas
Education Fund, to explore intemationallinkages and horizontal exchanges.

Building the national network
1976- Neighborhood Conference: A Cali to Action in East New York brought together 150
neighborhood women from urban and rural areas around the U.S. to share strategies for and
experience in organizing women in communities.
1982- National conference involving 150 grassroots women leaders and professional partners
to begin the process of designing a wholistic community development agenda based on women's
perspectives.
1986- Conference on Women and Community Development: Forging a National Alliance
involved 70 women from 15 states in discussing future national organization.
1987- U.N. International Year of Shelter: Housing Options for Women conference in Camden,
NJ, cosponsored by the Camden Urban Women's Center, brought together300 women from 36
states and 8 countries who were actively engaged in grassroots housing development efforts.
1988-89 - 13 grassroots women's Forums cosponsored by local women's organizations across
the U.S., involving over 500 grassroots women and their professional partners, to present their
views on women's leadership and their organizations' and communities' strengths and problems.
Two representatives elected at each Forum attended NW strategic planning meeting in Washington,
DC.
1990- Five regional meetings sponsored by local organizations in the NCNW network and the
regional USDL Women's Bureau, to initiate regional networks of women's organizations to
support work in or affecting lower income women's organizations.
1992- Bronx local and Arkansas statewide network meetings with male community leaders to
explore how men and women can work together on environmental issues. Start up of NW
affiliates in Immokalee, FL

Building the international network
1975- NW delegation to U.N. Decade for Women conference in Mexico City.
1976- Two NW representatives to International Women's Conference in East Germany.
1980- NW delegation to U.N. Decade for Women forum in Copenhagen.
1980-92 -Hosting international representatives from the Soviet Union, Togo, Japan, France,
Italy, Sweden, Germany, China, Kenya, Costa Rica and Chile interested in learning about
grassroots women's community development efforts in the U.S.
1985- NW delegation to U.N. Decade for Women conference in Nairobi, leading workshops and
participating with representatives of grassroots women's organizations in India, Cameroon, and
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Kenya in forming GROOTS International (Grassroots Organizations Operating Together in
Sisterhood). NW representatives also to HABITAT and Commission on the Status of Women
conferences on housing in preparation for 1987 U.N. conference.
1986- NW delegation to the Third Interdisciplinary Congress on Women in Dublin.
1987- Sponsor for U.N. International Year for Shelter for the Homeless conference, cosponsored
by the Camden Urban Women's Center, only conference officially recognized by the U.S.
government for this U.N. year.
1989- Sponsor for first meeting of GROOTS International, in Jamaica, involving representatives
of grassroots organizations in 16 countries. NW delegation also to Women and Leadership
Institute in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
1990 - NW representatives to second meeting of GROOTS International sponsored by the
Working Women's Forum in Bangalore, India. NW delegation also to 4th Interdisciplinary
Conference on Women at Hunter College.
1991 - Horizontal exchange between Amsterdam Neighborhood Women's Platform
representatives and NW local affiliates in East Harlem and Williamsburg/Greenpoint.
1991-92- Communications center for GROOTS International network, and designated Focal
Group for GROOTS North American Region and GROOTS/USA.
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B. PLANNING WORKSHOP FORMATS
B·l

VALUES WORKSHOP

B-2

VISION WORKSHOP

B-3

UNDERLYING ISSUES WORKSHOP

B-4

PROPOSALS WORKSHOP

B-5

TACTICS WORKSHOP

B-6

IMPLEMENTATION WORKSHOP
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B-1. VALUES WORKSHOP
For groups that are:

• newly formed
• launching a program
• combining forces with other groups
• re-organizing

Objective:

• To get everyone's cards on the table
• To build consensus around the task
• To explore group assumptions

Brainstorm focus:

• Write down 3 reasons why you think this event/program/etc.
needs to happen.
• Write down 3 personal bottom line goals relative to this event/
program/etc. (what I feel personally responsible for).
• Write down 3 euJTent strengths we have going for us relative
to this eventlprogram/etc.
• Write down 3 euJTent vulnerabilities facing us relative to this
eventlprogram/etc.
• Write down 3 ways that this event/program/etc. will make a
difference (for the organization, for neighborhood women, for
society, for me personally, etc.).

Cluster data according to similar underlying assumptions.
Naming the clusters: The objective here is to provide an opportunity for a group to state its
desired values. For each cluster, ask:
"What does this cluster of data tell us about the values we need to hold?''
"What's the value being expressed In this cluster?''
Reflecting on the values:
1. What words, phrases, catch your attention?

2. What surprises you?
3. What are the implications of these values:
• for the program?
• for our team?
4. What are our concrete next steps? (whatlwhenlwho)
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B-2. VISION WORKSHOP
For groups that are:

• trying to translate abstract beliefs and principles into a concrete
program picture.
• creating a long-range plan (1-5 years)
• composed of members from different organizations
• committed to action

Objectve:

• To project a practical, concrete picture of the future.
• To explore program priorities.
• To establish where each participant fits into the group's picture
of the future.

Helpful screens:

• Team mission statements.
• Data describing constituency's needs (articles, surveys).
• Descriptions of other successful models.
• Data from values workshop.

Brainstorm focus:

• It's 3 months after our program has been completed (or, it's a
year from now), you're taking snapshots for the report -list 3
things you take a picture of. Now, it's 3 years later... Now, it's
the year 201 0...
• If you are using data from a previous workshop, ask participants
to list 1-3 "snapshots" for each major idea generated by it Do
this for both the immediate and long-range future.

Cluster data according to similar Images.
Naming the clusters: The object here is to have the group identify different elements of
a single vision. For each cluster, ask:
"What picture is being painted here?''
"What part of our vision does this cluster describe?"
Reflecting on the vision:
I. What words jump out at you?

2. Where do you get excited? Where do you feel nervous?
3. Which element seems to express the heart of our vision? What other elements
seem to support the heart?
4. Where are you in this picture?
5. What difference will this picture make to our group? Our task? Ourselves?
6. If you were to give a name to this picture of our vision, what would it be? (Write
these where everyone can read them.)
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B-3. UNDERLYING ISSUES WORKSHOP
For groups that are:

• feeling paralyzed or victimized by their situation.
• clear about their vision and want to develop relevant strategies
• creating a proposal and need to come up with a "problem
statement"
• representing several organizations and are looking at a particular
issue (such as housing or AIDS)

Objective:

• To connect daily irritations to broader, systematic issues.
• To name the patterns within the group that are currently blocking
effective action.
• To release a group's ability to implement its vision.

Necessary screen:

A picture of the group's vision.

• If the group has completed a Vision Workshop, make the product accessible to
everyone (either photocopied or exhibited where everyone can see it).
• If this is the first time a group has met, hold at least a 30-60 minute "vision
conversation" (see opposite page).
Brainstorm focus:

List 10 issues that block us from implementing our vision. (If the
group is working with a vision statement, have participants list 23 issues they experience as blocking each vision component

Cluster data according to the underlying issue.
Naming the clusters: The objective here is to have the group identify the pattern of root
causes. Root causes are always non-judgemental, and describe the group's own participation in
the problem.
• For each cluster, ask:
"Why do these issues happen?''
"What's underneath these issues?''
• Root causes are never a "lack of" something. If the group tries to name a cluster
"lack of money," for instance, ask:
"What's keeping us from getting the money?''
• If the group has difficulty in being non-judgemental, back up a step and ask:
"What's the objective situation being described here? Now, why is this an
issue for us?''
Reflecting on the underlying issues:

1. What words/phrases jump out at you?
2. What surprises you about this picture?
3. What would it take for us to begin to respond to these patterns?
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VISION CONVERSATION.
Preparation:

You need 30-60 minutes to facilitate this conversation. Plan on at least
a 20-minute break following the conversation so that you have time to pull
the responses into a cohesive presentation you can then use in your Issues
Workshop. Materials required: Flip chart, marking pens (several colors
to create the presentation), masking tape.

Context:

"Before we get started talking about the issues we're facing and the steps
needed to overcome them, let's take a few moments to hear about the
activities we're involved in right now."
Go-Round: "State your name, your organization, the main thing your
organization does, and what your particular passion is."

Objective questions:

• What activities caught your attention?
• What passions caught your attention?

Reflective questions:

• What surprised you?
• Where did you hear excitement?
• Where did you hear pain? Fatigue?

Interpretive questions:
• Where did you hear similarities in our hopes and dreams? Differences?
• Imagine for a moment that it's five years from now. Our hopes and dreams are
beginning to be realized. Let's write down some of the concrete things we'd see.
(Everyone gives one response; write them on a flip chart)
• As you look at these responses, what's one thread that seems to be weavng
through them? (Get 4-5 threads; write them on a flip chart.
Decisional questions:
• All of these threads together represent our vision of what is possible. Let's get
some phrases up that describe that vision. (Get 3-4 phrases).
•Let's see if we can come up with a single title for this picture of our future. (Get
2-3 titles, then have the group choose one.)
• We're going to take a 20-minute break now. Who could take this work and in
5-10 minutes pull together a presentation of our consensus- a diagram or a
picture- that we could use in our work analyzing the underlying issues? (Get
a team of 2-3 people. Have them draw their picture on a piece of flip chart paper
that you can tape on the wall where everyone can see it)
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B-4. PROPOSALS WORKSHOP
For groups that are:

• in agreement regarding their vision and the issues they
face, and now want to explore new program directions
• working to develop a consensus between staff and board
members

Objectives:

• To develop a sense of urgency and commitment within
a group.
• To articulate the arenas of activity that will resolve the
underlying issues are realize the vision.

Necessary screen:

A picture of the group's underlying Issues.

Brainstonn focus:

List 2-3 bold moves that would address each underlying
issue. (If you use the card method, give each of the
underlying issues a number. Have participants identify
which issue their proposal is addressing by writing its
number in the comer of the card.

Cluster data according to similar Intent.
Naming the clusters:
• Briefly reflect upon the clusters:
"Which has the most data? The least data?''
"Which has the greatest mix of numbers?'' (How many different contradic
tions are being addressed in this cluster?)
• For each cluster, ask:
"What Is It we intend to do in this arena?''
Reflecting on the proposals:

1. What words catch your attention?
2. What surprises you? Excites you? Worries you?
3. Which proposal do you think could have the greatest impact?
4. Where do you see yourself in this picture?

S. If you were to give a name to this picture of our new strategic direction, what
would it be? (Write these where everyone can read them.)
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B-5. TACTICS WORKSHOP
For groups that are:

• responsible for developing a preapproved program
• implementing several programs by overlapping staff
responsibilities

Objectves:

• To create a sense of realism and "doability" relative to
the group's proposals.
• To set the stage for coordinated action.

Brainstorm focus:
• Describe a tactic:
"A proposal is usually made up of 2-3 tactics. A tactic is a specific, practical
action that stands on its own, like 'Write a monthly newsletter,' or 'Computerize
the bookkeeping system.' They take longer than a day to do, and require more
than one person working on them, but they don't take more than a year to
complete. They are always concrete and measurable."
• List 2-3 concrete, practical actions for each proposal. If there are more than 5
proposals, divide the list in half and have each person brainstorm actions for a
particular half. If you use the card method, give each of the proposals a number.
Have participants identify which proposal each suggested tactic responds to by
writing its number in the comer of the card.
Cluster data according to similar actions.
Naming the clusters:
• Briefly reflect upon the clusters:
"Which has the most data? The least data?"
"Wblc:h has the greatest mix of numbers?'' (This tells us which tactic is
potentially the most catalytic.)
• For each cluster, ask:
"What is the action being called for in this cluster?"
Reflecting on the tactics:
1. What words/phrases attract your attention?
2. What surprises you?
3. Which tactic seems as though it could be particularly catalytic? Substantial?
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B-6. IMPLEMENTATION WORKSHOP
For groups that are:

• building new program teams
• thinking through time management issues
• prioritizing leadership development

Objectives:

• To create a system of accountability that empowers
people.
• To create a sense of "ownership" of the task.
• To develop a highly specific task timeline.

Necessary screen:

A picture of the group's action plan.

Procedure:
1. Prioritize the actions. Ask:
• Which are the most urgent? Which can wait? (Until when?)
• Which are the most catalytic (would accomplish the most)?
• Which are the easiest to do? Would be the most uplifting to have done?

2. Create implementation teams.
Teams can be created on the basis of several different values: they can be
program-oriented and remain highly focused; they can cut across program
responsibilities and stimulate cross-fertilization of ideas; they can consist
of different organizational perspectives (like staff and board) and encourage increased communication.
3. Assign the prioritized actions to teams.
Teams should be assigned only those actions for which they have direct
responsibility. They aren't making plans for someone else to do.
4. Create a three-month implementation plan for each action.
An implementation plan answers these questions:
• What. State the same of the action and describe the 3-month goal.
• Why. State the action's objective (what it is intended to create, change,
affect, etc.) and how completion will be measured (what the visible
difference will be).
• How. Each implementing step is brainstormed and written on a 4x6
index card. The more specific the better ("Call Hilda on the 24th for
budget figures"). Repeating steps, such as weekly meetings, monthly
training sessions, etc., should have a separate card made for each time
the step is to be implemented.
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• When. The brainstonned steps are then placed in sequence by week over
the 3 months (13 weeks), taking care not to overload the first month.
Write the number of the week and the step to be implemented on the card.
• Who. Each implementing step comes with the name of the team
member ultimately responsible for seeing that it happens.
5. Decide on methods of accountability.
• As individuals. Each team member states the way in which she would
prefer to be held accountable: regularly reporting during staff meetings,
creating an action update for the newsletter, receiving a phone call every
other weekend, etc.
• As a team. The team discusses the way in which it wishes to be held
accountable by the entire group, taking into consideration everyone's
personal schedule, other work obligations, pre-scheduled meetings,
project deadlines, etc.
6. Share team implementation plans. Have a wall-sized version of the group
timeline up on the wall, with tape rolls made and extra index cards handy.
Each team places its cards on the timeline. When all the cards are up,
each team presents the sequence of steps outlined for its actions.
After each reported action, ask the entire group:
• "Are there any questions of clarity?"
• "Have any critical steps been left out?"
• "Is the 3-month goal realistic?"
Make a card for any step that has been left out, and place it on the timeline.
If the group doesn't feel the team has named a realistic goal, ask:
• "What would a more realistic goal look like?"
When a consensus has been reached, make a card for the newly stated
goal. Then ask the team to briefly describe its methods of accountability.
Reflecting on the timeline:
1. What steps catch your attention?
2. Which weeks look the most active? The least active?
3. Which actions look the most feasible? Which look shaky? How might we finn
them up?
4. Where do you see actions in the same week that might be combined or
implemented jointly?
5. Where do you see potential conflicts? How can we solve these?
6. What are the implications of this picture for our organization? For each of us
as individuals?
7. What will it take to support our decision to act?
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C. PLANNING CHARTS AND FORMS
C-1

NW PROJECT/COMMITTEE PLANNER
PLANNING MEETINGS USING LSP FORMAT

C-2

EVENT PLANNER

C-3

WORKSHOP PLANNER

C-4

SUPPORT GROUP MEETING PLANNER

C-5

PERSONAL GOAL CHART

C-6

PERSONAL YEARLY PLANNER

C-7

PERSONAL MONTHLY PLANNER

C-8

PERSONAL WEEKLY PLANNER

C-9

NW BASIC AGREEMENTS
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NW PROJECT/COMMITIEE PLANNER
THE SITUATION/CHALLANGE:
THE VISION:
THE GOALS:
ISSUES (possible blocks/restraining forces to deal with):

THE PLAN:

THE JOBS NEEDED (describe work "clusters" to get the job done):

THE PEOPLE:

THE SUPPORT/CONSULTATION SYSTEM WE WILL USE:

PLANNING MEETINGS USING LSP FORMAT
BUSINESS MEETING FORMAT
A.

Personal check-in with or without topic.

B.

Report{s),listing unresolved issues on big posted paper.

C.

Go back to issues list for general discussion.

D.

Decisions.

E.

Closing go-round:

a Evaluation:
What went well?

What could have gone better?
b. Appreciative closing question.

C·l

EVENT PLANNER
EVENT:

TIME:

DATE:

PLACE:

NUMBER TO ATTEND:
TASKS

BUDGET:
COST

WHO WILL DO

BY(date)

.;

Site:

Agenda/program:
Guests/speakers:

Mailings/publicity:
Food service:
Equipment:
Pre-registration/confirmations:
On-site registration/sign-ins:

Printed materials:

Sales/displays:

Disbursements/collections:

Cleanup:

FoUow-up:

C-Z

WORKSHOP FOCUS:
1. Rational Objective
What~

2. Experiential Objective

the pnclocl bottom liae? What do "" aeed to accomplish io this ....ioa?

What's the people bottomliae? Wherr: do we aeed to be as a team?

,
I

Knowledge-Building

3. Context
(My are we here, what do we already
bow, wllat are we aoi•& to lo, bow are
we aofaa to do it)

4. Brainstorm data

5. Or&anlze data

materials needed:

materials needed:

brainstorm focus:

organize ac:cording to:

instructions: (prioritia by instructions:

'· Name consensus

7. ReOectlon
ObJective: (seasory

qu~stions)

materials needed:

ReOectlve: (reelinss questions)

instructions:

Interpretive:

(values questions)

lllllllpoup-7)

interactive tools: (ropotU, ao-rouad)

Decisional: (actions questions)

r----------- rTune:

2

Tune;-- - - -
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Tune:

Time:

NEIGHBORHOOD WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP SUPPORT GROUP MEETING PLANNER
0roup:

~

)

(oate:

)

~eetlng Planner:

Task Aims:
1.

Experiential Aims:
1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

Opening Question:

Topic/Issue:

Back Up:

Back Up:

Small Group Questions:

1.

1:1 Questions:
1.

2.

2.

Other Items:

Closing Questions:
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Neighborhood Women's Yearly Planner
My Leadership Support Goals for 19
Self

Family

Employment

Community

Project 1

Project 2

Project 3

1.
2 ..

3.
4.
5.
Organizations
2.
3.
4.
5.

• Goals related to people I care about •
Name:

Name:

Name:

Name:

Other:

.

C-4i

Neighborhood Women's Monthly Planner

I

Month of:

Name:

Year of:

I

I

My BEST QUALITY this month:

Overall Values:
What's really important to me
1.

My Goals for the Month:

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

My PERSONAL Support System:

My LEADERSHIP Support System:

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.
My MAIN CHALLENGES this month:

OUT THERE:

INSIDE MYSELF:

1.
2.

1.
2.

3.

3.

I

My BEST RESOURCES to meet the challenge:

1.
2.

3.
Inspirations for the month
Person:
Event:
Other:

IMPORTANT DEADLINES THIS MONTH:

1.
2.

3.
4.
C-7

Neighborhood Women's Weekly Planner
Month of·•

..;

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MUST GET DONE: .

IF I HAVE THE TIME:

C-8

BASIC AGREEMENTS FOR NW MEETINGS
• FuU attention.

We listen respectfully, giving each speaker our full attention.

• I -statements.

We speak from our own experience, using "I" statements whenever
possible.

• FuU participation.

We encourage everyone to speak. At the same time, we "pass"
(decline a turn to speak) when we need to, and respect the right of
others to pass. Anyone who passes is asked again at the end of the
go-round if she wishes to speak.

• No putdowns.

We do not engage in putdowns of ourselves or anybody else. We
separate issues from people holding opinions on issues.

• No advice.

We don't comment on each other's contribution or give advice
except when it is asked for. If asked to respond, we ask supportive
questions or share our own experience.

• Personal
confidentiality.

We keep confidentiality outside the meeting when people share
personal information during personal support time, and don't refer to
what was said (even to the speaker herself) without explicit permission
from the speaker.

• Culture and spirit.

We bring elements of culture and spirit into our meetings to remind
us of our shared valnes and visions. We are careful to welcome
different approaches, not letting one cultural or religious view dominate.

• Personal
responsibility.

We accept responsibility for taking initiative and getting our own
needs met, such as going out to smoke, getting our questions
answered, or getting the support we need to solve problems.

• Stay with the
group task.

We accept responsibility for sticking to an agreed-upon agenda. We

• Time limits.

We aim to start and end meetings on time. Often responses are

snpport the designated leader in helping us do this.

timed. We try to give everyone eqnal time.

• Appreciations.

We take the time to share genttine appreciations of each other and
use LSP participatory meeting methods. Whenever possible, we
share good news before bad news.

• Limit smoking.

We abstain from smoking unless the group agrees to allow one
smoker at a time.

C-9

D. NW AFFILIATION AND MEMBERSHIP
D-1

ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATION

D-2

ORGANIZATIONAL SPONSORSHIP

D-3

INDIVIDUAL NETWORK MEMBERSHIP
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D-1. NW ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATION
Community-based women's organizations which share NW' s principles and perspectives are invited to become formal "affiliates" of the NW national network. As an affiliate, a
local community group receives information about activities throughout the network, is able
to share its own news with those engaged in similar efforts around the country, has access to
training in NW' s organizing, Leadership Support and coalition-building methods, and enjoys
reduced rates for NW publications, conferences, workshops, special events, and Neighborhood Women Resource Center technical assistance services.
Active participation in the NW network is a partnership, in which local groups are able
to support each other in meeting their own goals for their own communities, whether they are
related to housing, economic development, family services, education, safe streets, youth
programs, representation in policymaking, or any other community need. By participating in
and supporting the network, local groups also make it possible to develop resources that
benefit all of us.
New affiliates are assigned "Work Group" status, which means that national network
leaders will visit and work with the group to explain and strengthen NW' s principles and
methods, and determine the best ways for the network to support the group and for the group
to participate in the network. In this way, training and other resources can be allocated
according to the particular needs of the local organization, and local leaders can be actively
involved in regional, national and international activities which will enhance their perspectives, skills and contacts for achieving local goals.
We look forward to working with you!
CUT OR PHOTOCOPY

YES! Please include us as an affiliate in NW' s national network of grassroots women's
organizations.

Organization: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Contact person: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Daytime phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1993-94 affiliation fee:
[ ] $50 (budget to $50,000 yr.)
[ ] $100 (budget $50-100,000 yr.)
[ ] $200 (budget $100-250,000 yr.)
Amount enclosed: $______

[ ] $250 (budget $250-500,000 yr.)
[ ] $300 (budget over $500,000 yr.)

Return to NW' s Resource Center, 10969 Trotting Ridge Way, Columbia, MD 21044. Make check or money order
payable to National Congress of Neighborhood Women. NW is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization.

D-2. NW ORGANIZATIONAL SPONSORSHIP
Women's organizations and nonprofits engaged in community development advocacy
and programming are invited to support the self-help efforts of grassroots women by becoming organizational sponsors of NW's national network and local affiliate activities.
Grassroots women have historically accomplished more with less, whether in relation to
their families or their communities. From the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh to the South
Shore Bank in Chicago, poor women have demonstrated their cooperative and entrepreneurial genius over and over again, given the resources to do so and control over the way they are
used to meet community needs. "Pooling" and "leveraging" are natural skills of low-income
women, structurally denied access to capital and credit, surviving in environments where
money is a universally scarce commodity, and excluded from the system of subsidies, supports, and safety nets enjoyed by higher-income Americans.
However, the personal costs are high and successes are limited. At the same time, the
grassroots community development context is one in which success is rarely rewarded with
increased respect, financial support, or political power. Indeed, those who profit from the
status quo constitute well-financed and politically powerful opponents of these efforts.
External support of grassroots women's self-help efforts makes a difference, in a direct
and dramatic way. It enables their organizations to accomplish more, to maintain and expand
programs that work, to demonstrate new initiatives, to pay local women for the work that
they do, and to insure consistent representation in the public forum. It enables their leaders
to focus their energies on effective strategies and their implementation, rather than being
continuously fragmented by day to day survival demands. It enables more individual grassroots women to participate in organizational experiences, both within and outside of the
community, and to represent themselves directly in the policy forum. It supports increased
communication among community-based organizations, and mutually-supportive linkages to
"mainstream" groups.
CUT OR PHOTOCOPY

YES! Please include us as an organizational sponsor of NW' s national network of grassroots
women's organizations engaged in community development activities.
Organization: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Contact person:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Daytime phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1993 support:
[ ] $500 (budget $50-100,000 yr.)
[ ] $1,000 (budget $100-250,000 yr.)
Amount enclosed: $_ _ _ _ __

[ ] $2,500 (budget $250-500,000 yr.)
[ ] $5,000 (budget over $500,000 yr.)

Return to NW' s Resource Center, 10969 Trotting Ridge Way. Cohnnbia, MD 21044. Make check or money order
payable to National Congress of Neighborhood Women. NW is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization.

D-3. NW INDIVIDUAL NETWORK MEMBERSHIP
As an individual member of NW' s national network, you will receive the same information, access to services, and discounts as do organizational sponsors and affiliates, while
personally supporting the network's activities and the work of grassroots women's organizations across the country. ·
Individual members who are associated with NW affiliates may choose to have a portion of their membership fees allocated to the fees of the affiliate group (just check the
appropriate box).
CUT OR PHOTOCOPY

NW Individual Network Membership
Name.________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________
Daytime phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
[ ] $10 Grassroots/Student [ ] $30 Professional [ ] $100 Sponsor
[ ] Please allocate 20% to affiliation of______________________________
Make checks payable to National Congress of Neighborhood Women, and forward to: NW' s Resource Center,
10%9 Trotting Ridge Way, Columbia, MD 21044. (Your membership support is tax-deductable.)

NW Individual Network Membership
Name._______________________________________________________
Address.________________________________________________________
Daytime phone._________________
[ ] $10 Grassroots/Student
[ ] $30 Professional [ ] $100 Sponsor
[ ] Please allocate 20% to affiliation of_____________________________
Make checks payable to National Congress of Neighborhood Women, and forward to: NW's Resource Center,
10969 Trotting Ridge Way, Columbia, MD 21044. (Your membership snpport is tax-deductable.)

NW Individual Network Membership

Name_____________________________________________________
Address._______________________________________________
Daytime phone._____________
[ ] $10 Grassroots/Student
[ ] $30 Professional [ ] $100 Sponsor
[ ] Please allocate 20% to affiliation of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Make checks payable to National Congress of Neighborhood Women, and forward to: NW's Resource Center,
10969 Trotting Ridge Way, Columbia, MD 21044. (Your membership support is tax-deductable.)

